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LETTER OF TR. NSNIITTAL.

DEP.% irrm ENT OF T11 E I NTEBIOR,
BUREAU OF EDUCATION,
Washington, December 2, 1.913.

Sin Not only does soch ty attempt to prepare its youth for life,.
for making a living and for effective service; it also attempts to
direct them, at the end of their school period, toward those vocations
tii which they seem to be best fitted and to assist them in finding
profitable employment. In more than one American city this is
considered a logit imat e function of the system of education. Because
of increasing interest in this subject, T have asked Mr. Meyer Bloom-
field, director of the Vocation Bureau of Boston, to prepaie for this
bureau the manuscript submit trd herewith, embodying the results of
the study of the relations of the school and employment in England,
Scotland, and Germany.

1 recommend that it be published, under the title The School and
the Start in Life," as a bulletin of the Bureau of Education..,

Respectfully submitted.
P. P. CLArros,

Coma treivsiont r.
To I Ito SECRET tItl" ok"IIIE INTERIOR.
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THE SCHOOL AND THE START IN LIFE.
A STUDY OF THE RELATIOf'LBETWEEN SCHOOL AND EMPLOYMENT IN

A ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, AND GERMANY.
4

I. NTRODI -Cr I ON .

Within recent years an imusuillly active interest has been mani-
fested in the after-school carerifi of the boys and girls who, either
through graduation or through dropping out, leave the elementary
schools of the United States.

The child - welfare organiza t ions of the country have for many years
labored to raise the compulsory school age and to safeguard the moral
and physical well-being of young wage earners; Social and eddca-
ional agencies have, through private or through public funds; pro-

vided for a limited number of children, whose circumstances or whose
natural in?linations pointed to sonic form of industrial employment,
opportunities to enter, by means of preliminary vocational training
and help, the higher lev:.ls of the Occupations.

More recently the vocational guidance movement, w its vocation
bureaus, vocational information, placement, schohirship, d follow-
Up societies, has focused public attention on the hitherto .scantily
recognized responsibility of the public school for the careers of the
children who haveleft it for employment.

This concern of the schools for the occupational welfare of their
boys and girls, new in the seise of the new types of effort which have
beili organized to Young people find themselves in life, has
brought into the foreground certain questions of momentous impor-
tance in school policy and administration.

What is tl duty of the puldis.,,seluanl toward the boys and girls
who drop out from theelementary grades as soon as they can ga a/
work certificate? What special interest has the sehooln the kind
ot work these children find to do?- In other words, should there be
any fuhher definite relation between the school and the child When
the decision to leave is about to be made, or when the child has
already ,left for work? And if so, to what extent shall the school
help to proVido and supervise employment for such .chyren, or to
furnish information, counsel, incentives, antis opportunifies in order
that the start:in life for that army of boys and girls now wastefully
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adrift during the transition from school to work rimy he made more
promising ?

These are some of the questions before thinking people not only
in this country but in other advanced countries also. They touch
not alone the professional interests of the educator and the efficiency
requirements of modern industry; they affect the very foundations
of our social well-being; they squarely direct attention to a slighted
national problemthe conservation of adolescent youth.

Interest in this vital matter has of late been quickening. Signifi-
cant vocational experiments are under way throtIghout the country

V by school boards, teachers' associations, and also hr a number of
private societies started for the purpose of cooperating %title the
public schools and their children.

The object of the present study is to describe some of the im-
portant enterprises carried on by public end private agencies in.«,
England, Scotland. and Germany for the purpose of assisting boys
and girls in their start in life. These countries have been selected
for special inquiry because their work or vocational assistance, sonic

t of it decades old and much of it still in the early stages of experi-
mentation, possesses peculiar interest and suggestiveness for workers
in similar fields in the United States. Conditions an men vie.w-,
points will be found so much at variance from our own, ofttitnes,
that direct adoption of the schemes desCribed v.-ill 1:e obviously out
of the question. Imitation of the foreign experiment has not been any
part of the plan of this inquiry. Genuine social service, as every
experienced worker- knows, is never a tran,splantation: it must grow
out of local insight and necessity. This, too, should he pointed out:
The countries studied differ not only with respect to one another in
methods.and policies of helping the children vocationally but they
differ, too, in many details within the various subdivisions of each

'country. Scotland does not follow England nor does England ful-
lbw Germany in. the work of vocational assistance. The work in

uBirmingham is unlike that in London, while Liverpool differs from
both. North Germany and south Germany are widely apart in
bothmathod and accomplishment.

The reader, in a survey of foreign experiments, can not fail to be
impressed by the elaborateness of Machinery developed; the extent
and effectiveness .of the national and local support through legisla-
tion and money nts; and alsoby the extraordinary development
of volunteer service on the part of men and women who-are drawn
from school, manufacturing, commercial, labor, civic, and social-
pervice groups.
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II. ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND.

Although various Scotch and English towns have for years been
carrying on some kind of juvenile advisory and placement work,
frequently through members of the care Committees. established
primarily to supervise school feeding, two parliamentary enactments,
one known as the Labor Exchanges Act, passed in 1909, and the other
as the Ed cation (Choice of Employment) Act, passed in 1910, may
be said td\be the mainsprings of the present vocational guidance
activities in the United Kingdom. These two acts, with respect to
their advising and juvenile employment provisioni, have been in
process of application simultaneously. Under their authority many
important experiments are under way. The separate education act
of Scotland became effective in 1908, with the following provisions:

It shall be lawful for a hool hoard. if they think fit. in addition to any powers
already vested in them, to incur. expenditure and to defray the same out of the
school fund, in carrying out or in combining with one or more school boards to carry
out the following objects (that is to say): In maintaining or combining with other
bodies to Maintain any agency for collecting and distributing information as to em-
ployments open to children upon leaving school.

THE EDUCATION-((Toren: OF EMPLOYMENT) ACT. 1910.

CRAFTER r. 1
AN ACT To enable rertain local education authorities to give boys and girls information, advice, and

&variance with respect to the choice of employment. 11 November, 1910.1

Be it enacted by the King's most Ercellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent
of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in the, present Parliament assembled
and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1.--t1) The powers conferred upon the councihAicounties and county boroughs
as local education authorities under section tab of the Education Act, 1902 (in this
act called the principal act), shall include a power to make arrangements, subject to
the approval of the boatd of education, for giving to buys and girls under seventeen
years of age assiatance with respect to the choice of suitable employment, by means
of the collection and the communication of information and the furnishing of adVice.

(2) Tho council of a county and the council of a noncounty.borough or urban
district within the county who are a local education authority under Part 111 of the
principal act, may, as part of their powers under Part II of that act, enter into and
carry hito effect arrangements or agreements for the cooperation of the council di the
borough or district with the county council in respect the exercise by the county
council of their powers under this act, either

(a) by rendering to the county council such assistance as may be arranged or
agreed; or

(b) by exereteng within the borough. or district, on behalf of the county council,
all or any of the powers of that council under this act;

and any such arrangezentitr agreement may, amongst other things, provide for the
proportion in which the expenses incurred under it are to be borne by the council,.
respectively.

(3) The expenses incurred under this act by any council (whether the council of a
county, county borough, borough, or urban district) shall be defrayed as part.of the
expenses of that council under section two or section three of the principal act, as the
case may be.
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2. This nut may be cited as the Education (t'Ince of Employment.) At 1910, and
this act and the Education Acts, 1870 to 1909. may be cited toigether as the Education
Acts, 1870 to 1910.

Under the Labor Exchanges Act of 1909. the Board of Trade,
which combines many of the functions of and corresponds to our
Departments of the Interior, Commerce. and Labor, was authorized
to make its own regulations for the, conduct of these exchanges end
to establish such juvenile advisory conunittees as it thought tit.

Accordingly, the Board of Trade issuedlthe following general
regulations and special rules dealing with juvenile employment in
England and Wales. and in Ireland:

GENERAL REGULATIONS MADE BY THE BOARD or TRADE IN PURSUANCE Or
SECTION OF TIIE I,ft DOR EXCHANGES ACT, 19119

General regulation for labor enha»ge, managed by the Board of Trade.

I.-0) A pplican employment through a lal)or exchange shall register and
shall renew their registra there in ricrt-S, if they reside within three miles of
the exchange or within such 01 a distance as the Board of Trade may direct from
time to time, either generally or as rvgartLs any specified district or clasp of applicants.

(2) In the case of applicants not residing within the above limit of distance, the
officer in charge of the labor exchange may accept resist rat ion or renewal of registration
through the post.

(3) Applicants shall register upon a form containing the particulars set forth in
the first acheduk hereto, subject to such modifirat ions as may be made by the Board
of Trade front time to time. -either generally or as regards any specified district or
trade or class of applicants.

(9) Tho above regulat inns shall not apply to jut enile applicants.
ILRegistration of applications for employment shall hold good for seven days

from the date of registration or for such other period as the Board of Trade may from
time to time direct either generally. or as regard's any specified district or trade or
Ow of applicants, but may he renewed within that period for a like period and s; on
from time to time.

III.(1) Any asistiation of employers or Ivorkmen may file at a labor exchange
a statement with regard to the existehco of a strike or lockout affecting their trade in
the district. Any such statement shall be in tho form set out in the second schedule
hereto, and shall be signed by a person authorized by the association for the purpose.
Such statement shall be confidential, except as hereunder provided, and shall only be
in force for seven days from the date of filing, but may be renewed within that period
for a like period, and so on, from time f o time.

(2) If any employer who appears to be affected by a statement so filed notifies
to a labor exchange a vacancy or vacancies for workmen of the class affected, the
officer in chayge shall inform him of the statement that has been filed, and give him
an opportunity of making a written statement thereon. Tho officer in charge in

...notifying any such vacancies to any applicant for employment shall also inform him
of the statements that have been received.

IV.(1) The officer in charge of a labor exchange in notifying applications for
employment and vacancies to employers and applicants, respectively, shall undertake
no responsibility with regard to wages or other conditions, beyond supplying the
employer or applicant, as the case may be, with any information in his possession as
to the rate of wages desired or offered.
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(2) Copies or summaries of any agreements mutually arranged between associa-
tions of employers and workmen for the regulation of wages or other conditions of
labor in any trade may, with the consent of the various parties to such agreements,
be filed at a labor exchange, and any published rules' made by public authorities
with regard to like matters may also be filed. Documents so filed shall be open to
inspection on application.

(3) No person shall suffer any disqualification or be otherwise prejudiced ou account
of refusing to accept employment found for him through a labor exchange where the
ground of refusal is that a trade dispute which affects his trade exists or that the wages
offered are lower than those current in the trade in the district where the employment
is found.

V.(1) Where an applicant for employment has been engaged through a labor
exchange at which h.' is registered to take up employment at any place removed from
the exchange or from. his ordinary n sidenee by more than 3 miles by the quickest
route. or by such other distance as the Board of Trade may direct from time to time,
either generally or as regards any specified district theollitter its charge may, at In-
discretion, make an advance to the applicant toward meeting the expenses of travels
Mg to the place of employment.

12) The advance may be made at the nquest either of the employer or of the ap-
plicant. The person at whose request. the advance is made shall give such under-
taking with respect: to the repayment of the advance as the Board of Trade, with the
consent of the Treasury. may from time to time prescribe either generally or as regards
:Jay specified district or class of applicants.

'3) No advance shall be made where the officer in charge has- reason to believe
that the employment falls within the tenns of Regulation IV (3) hereof:

(4) In making advances care shall be taken to avoid unduly encouraging rural
laborers to migrate from the country to t lit towns or between Great Britain and

C")1 The advance shall not exceed the amount required to defray the applicant's
fare to the place of employment, and will le made by the provision of a ticket or pass,
or, in exceptional circumstances. in cash.

VI.--The officer in charge of a labor. exchange shall consult the central office in
London before notifyingsto applicants for employment vacancies at any place outside
the British Isles.

V11(I) There shall be established by the Board of Trade in such areas of the
United. Kingdom as they think fit advisory trade committees consisting of equal
'mothers of persons representing employers and workmen in the district and ape
pointed by the Board of Trade after consultation with such bodies and persons as
they may think beet qualified to advise them on the matter, together with a chair-
man, agreed upon by a majority botA of the persons representing employers and of
the !lemons representing workmen, or in default of such agreement appointed by the
Board of Trade.
.(2) It shall be the duty of advisory trade committees toadvisettna assist the Board

of Trade in regard to any matters referred to them in connection with tho manage-
meet of labor exchanges.

(3) Tho members of an advisory trade committee, including the chairman, shall
remain in office for three years.

(4) Vacancies, howsoever caused, occurring in the membership or chair anship
of an advisory trade committee, shall from time to time be filled in the same manner
as provided by'Subclause (1) of this regulation in regard to. the original appointment
of members and chairman. Any person appointed to fill a vacancy shall not hold
office after tho expiration of the period during which the person in whose place he
is appointed would have held- office.

(5) At the request of the majority Dither of the persons representing oyrs
or of tho persons representing workmen on an advisory trade committee pent at,
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any meeting, voting on any particular question. shall be so conducted that there shall
be an equality of votes as between the persons representing employers and the per!
eons representing workmen. notwithstanding the absence of any member. eve
as aforesaid every question, shall be decided by a majority of the members resent
and voting on that question.

(fii On any question on which equality of voting rover has been claimed uodor
subclause 1 of this regulation the chairman shall have no vote. but in case of the
votes recorded being equal he shall make a report to that effect to the Board of Trade
arta may also. if he think fit. state his own opinion pn the merits of the question.

(7) Subject to these regulations the procedare of any advisory trade committee
:dell be determiued Iron time to time by the Board of Trade. or by the committee
with the approval of the board.

All applications for accommodation within the premises of a lal,er
exchange shall he made to the officer in charge of such labor exchange, who shall
consult the advisory trade committee for the district. Any such application shall
only be granted for such purpses and on such terms and conditions as the commiiter.
may approve.

(2) In the case of labor exchang, which were in operation before.' the pasAng ui
the Labor Exchanges Act. 009. exist itig arrangements with regard to accommodatien
may be allowed to continue. except in so far as they may be modified or cam:sled
Ikeaf ter.

LX.Subject to these rertulations. special rules may be made from time to t ime
the Board of Trade. after consulting, thS hoard of education so far as regards Ent and
and Wales and the Scottish education department so far as regards Scotland and the
lord lieutenant of Ireland ea far as regards Ireland. with resp"ct to the nsKstration
of juvenile applicants for employment: that is to say. applicants underthe age of 17
or such other limit-as the board may fix. either generally.or as regards any specified
district or trade or class of applicant..

SPECIAL RULES WITH REI.AHI. To it Ei.h;TRATIoN r.F JUVENILE APPLICANTS IN ENUI..k \
AND WALES.

Made in Put-ttmice of Itegulat ;on No. IX of the G .n,r:11 Reg!...,, ots for. L,i .or E chunge, y
the HeArd of Trade.

1. Juvenile applicants for employment shall register on the forms prescribed its the
Schedule to these rules, subject to such modifications as way be made therein by the
Board of Trade front time to time. Such applicants, or any prescribed clas,, (4 nude
applicants, may be permitted in lieu of attending prsonally at a labor exchange
to register their applications at such other places as may be recognized by the Beard
of Trade as suitable for the Purpose. l'orms containing such applications, if trans-
mitted forthwith to a labor exchange, shall be treated as equivalent to personal
registration.

2.(1) Special advisory committees fur juvenile einplo2;ment shall be estrIblished
in such abuts as the Board of Trade may think expedient. These committees than
include persons possessing experience or knowledge of education or of other conditions
affecting young persons, appointed after consulting such authorities, bodies, and
persona as the board think best qualified to advise them, and also persons representing
employers and workmen, appointed after consulting any advisory trade committee
established in the district in pursuance of Regulation No. V11 of the (ieneral Regu-
latiens; together with a chairman'appointed by thcbcard.

(2) Such labor exchange officers as may be designated by the Board of Trade, and
such of His lgajecity's inspectors of schools as way be designated by the board of
education may hb present at meetings of the special advisory committees. but shall
not be membera thereof.
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3. Subje.t to these rules, the proCedure of a special advisory committee firr juvenile
employment shall be determined from time to time by the Board of Trade or by the
committee with the approval of the board.

4. It shall be the duty of a special advisory committee to give advice with regard
to the management of any labor exchange in its district in relationto juvenile appli-
cants for employment.

5. Su Wet to these rules a special advisory committee may take steps. either by
themselves or in cooperation with any other bodies or penous, to eke information,
advice, and assistance to boys and girls and their parents with respect to the choice
of employment and other matters bearirg thereon. Provided t hat the Beard of Trade
and the officer io charge of a labor exchange shall undertake no responsibility with
regard to any advice or assistance so given.

8.-- I) if any local education authority for higher education which has or may
acquire statutory powers for the purpose of giving advice, information, or asaistanee
to boys and girls with respect to the choice of employment or other matters hearing
thereon, submits to the board of education a scheme for the exercise .4 those powers,
and the hoard of education, after consulting with the Board of Trade, approve that
scheme .with or without modifications, the foregoing rules shall, No long as the scheme
is carried ottt to the satisfaction of the board of education. apply to thjpiza.iii that
local education authority with the following modifications: e

(a) The officer in charge of any labor exchamee shall not undertake the''rogist rat inn
of juvenile applicants for employment except in accordance with the pro-
visions of the scheme.

(b) The special advisory committee for juvenile eaoployment shall take no steps
limier rule 5 except in accorda'nee a ith the pisii.ais of the scheme.

(! The Board of Trade may, if they think fit, recognize. in lieu of any special
advisory committee cLiablished or to be established under these rules, an
advisory committee constituted under the scheme. provided that such com-
mittee includes an adequate rut of members possessing experience or
knowledge of educational and industrial conditions. and thereupon the
Board of Trade mv, if the circumstances require, either dissolve any special
advisory committee or modify its aret und constitution.

(21 Nothing in this rule shall a ffect4he registration at any 1;..ir ex. hange of vacan-
cie:4 f.se juvenile workers notified by emplmrrs. .

7. These rules shall apply to the registration of juvenile applicants in England
a to! ICs les.

_

These rule, are ynade by the Board of Trude after congultation widi the bowl of
education iu pursuance of Regulation No. IX of the General Regulations for Labor
Exchanges managed by the Board of Trude.

Scurotie TO I'F:CIAl.

Pa io aloes to 1n- included on thrformfor registration of itt renitr applican tsfur eon ployiarnt

Surname Other names
Brite of birth
Full address
Mune of last, day School'and date of leaving
Standard or class in which applicant was on leaving.
Whether applicant was a half-timer before leaving, and if so, how long
Whether attending or proposing to attend any continuationNor technical school, and

if so, in what course or subjects, and whether in the day or evening
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Employment or employments since leaving scloml:
(I)

(2)
(3)

Employment desired
Whether willing to be apprenticed, and if so whether a premium can be paid
Whether willing to take work at a distance
Remarks

The', creation, by law of the vast placement and advisory machinery
under the Board of Trade immediately presented a difficult problem
us to the relation of- the labor exchange officials and committees to
the education authorities, some of which were carrying on juvenile
advisory and employment schemes of their own. The problem is not.
altogether settled yet, although the tact and cooperative spirit on
the part of both education and Board of Trade authorities have done
much to promote community of service.

The first circulars issued by the two authorities are of interest as
showing the nature of the cooperation established at the outset.
These pronouncements have largely controlled the local manifestation
of vocational assistance under the two acts, although it will be seen
later that local initiative has been-active even to the point of depart tiro
from the injunctions of the main office.

The board of education circular is given first :

CIRCULAR TO LOCAL EDUCATION AUTHORITIES.

BOA RD OF EOLTATiON,
Whitehall, Laden, f August 17, P11 1 .

Exercise of Powers under the Education tChoice of Employments Act, 1910.

St.e:
1. I am directed to refer to the Education (Choice 44 Employment) Act. 1910, and

to the joint memoranda in issued by the bottid of education and the Board of Trade on
the 3d January, 1911, with regard to the cooperation between labor exchanges and
local education authorities exercising their powers under this act. The board of edu-
cation desire once more to call the attention of local education authorities to the very
great importance of the field of activity open to them under this act. The board have
already received a number of more or loss detailed proposals from authorities for the
exercise of their powers under the act, and they are further well aware that in areas
where no definite scheme is as yet in operation much valuable work has been and is
being done by voluntary agencies and by individuals in giving advice, information, and
assistance to boys and girls during the critical period covering the end of their school
career awl the beginning and earlier years of their employment. Such activities,
however, though widespread, aro as yet by minerals universal; and in the opinion of
the board it is of the first importance that in %titan areas, and, where passible, in county
areas, local education authorities should take the opportunity afforded by the act of
initiating such work where it is not at present carried on, of coordinating and organiz-
ing the existing voluntary agencies in a single coherent scheme, and of linking the
whole with the work of the juvenile departments of labor exchanges in such a way that
the moral and educational hfluences, which naturally center round elementary schools
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1111(1 continuati4 schools, should play their proper part in the transition from school
life to the life of adult employment.

2. As is indicated in the joint memorandum of the two boards, it will generally be
found desirable, where an authority exorcise powers under this art, that the detailed
work under the scheme should he intrusted to a special subcommittee of the authority
and that this committee should have at their disposal the services of an executive offi-
cer. In view of the great importance of she duties of such an officer, and of the necessity
fur securing thoroughly adequate qualifications, th.board are prepared to make annual
grants in aid of approved salaries paid to executive officers in respect of duties carried
out in accordance with a scheme undersection 1 of the choice-of-employmentact. The
amount of the board's grant will not exceed one-half of the fixed amounts so paid in
salaries (or the mean amounts, if the salaries are subject to increments in accordance
with a scale approved by the board). and the maximum salaries in respect of which
grant will be paid will be determined in accordance with the estimated number of
children annually leaving elementary schools within the area or part of an area within
which the act is in operation. For this purl' ose any part of a county forming a separate
area for elementary education may, at the discretion of the board, be treated separately.
The number of children between '12 and 13 years of age on the admission registers of
public elementary schools as returned to the board for 1909 will be taken as the esti-

. mated number annually leaving the schools.
The salaries allowed will be as follows:

Maximm salary in respect
Number of children between 12 and 13: of w hieh grant will be paid.

Ender 500 £50
500 but less than 1,000 100
1,000 but less than 2,000 200
2,000 but less than 5,000 300
5,000 and over 400

3. It is cantemplated that in areas of average size there will be a special officer
assigned wholly to this work, and that in the larger areas the chief officer will need the
services of an assistant, who should as a rule be a woman. On the other hand, in
smaller areas the duties might be discharged by an officer also engaged in other work,
while even in large towns it might be found convenient to distribute the duties between
t o officers engaged for the rest of their time; for example, in work in connection with
continuation schools, instead.of concentrating the duties in the hands of one officer.
In all such cases orpart-time employment, the board would require a proportionate
part of the total salaries5paid to officers so employed to be allocated def nitely to work
under the choice of employment act. The grant would then be payable, subject to
the limitations of the total amounts set out above, in respect o'he whole salary of full
time officers or in respect of the proportion of the salary of part -throe officers allocated to
the purposes of the act, as the case might he.

4. The board fully recognize that in areas of differing size and character the arrange-
ments made for the exercise of powers under the act may vary considerably in pointttof
detail. With a view, however, to assisting authorities who may be considering the
matter, they have prepkred a draft-outline scheme such as might be used in a county
borough of average size; a copy of this scheme is appended to this circular. It is not
intended to be in any way exhaustive, and substantial modifications of its provisions
will probably be necessary or desirable, especially in the largest and smallest areas, and
in counties. It is hoped, however, that it may afford some guidance, where this is
desired, to authorities in making their arrangements. The board of education are
furtjter prepared to send one of their officers to confer vthonally with any authority
desiring such assistance in the discussion or preparation of a scheme under the act.

21810*-14--2
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5. Should a scheme for a county or any part of a county involve the making of
arrangements or agreements under section 1 (2) of the act between the contu.'il of the
county and the council of any borough or urban district being a lox-al education au-
thority for the purp(a.es of elementary education, a draft of the terms of the proposed
arrangement or agreement, should be subMitted to the board with the scheme.

Draft Outline Scheme for the Exercise of Powers under the Education (Choice of
Employment) Act, 1910.

1. The authority will exercise their powers under the Education ((hoice of Em-
ployment) Act, 1910:for giving to boys and girls under 17 years of age tvoistance with
respect to the choiee of suitable emOoyment, in accordance with the principles se,
out in the memorandum with regard to cooperation between labor exchanges and local
education authorities, issued by the boards of trade and of education on the 3(1
January, 1911.

2. (a) For the purpose of the exercise of these powers, AC education committee
shall appoint a special subcommittee, to be known as the juvenile employment sub-
committee, and to be constituted as follows: .... members of the education Commit-
tee; .... members of

1
[In cuniOnting the subcommittee prouisinn Antall be made fqr securing an ad, vole nu m be r of members .

ing experience Cr knowledge of educationnl and industrial tonditions.1

(b) The divisional officer. of labor exchanges for the district and the manager
the labor exchange shall be invited to attend the meetings of the subcommittet%.
but will not be members thereof.

3. It shall be the duty of the subcommittee, subject to any direction* of ti,
education committee

(a) to arrange for suitable information. and advice with regard to the choir, et
employment to be given to boys and girls, directly or through their parOitt,..
both before and after they leave school;

(b) to cooperate with the local labor exchange tamers in registering application-
of boys and girls for employment, and in selecting applicants for suitable
vacancies;

(c) to advise the Board of Trade with regard to the management of the labor
exchange in relation to juvenile applicants for employmeni.

4. In carrying out their duties the subcommittee shall
(a) take every opportunity of encouraging boys and girls to continue their educa-

fltiou after leaving thn elementary school;
(5) study the conditions of employments as these affect the prospects of boys and

girls and the need and facilities fur continued education; for which purport'
the officers of the labor exchanges will furnish the subcommittee with all the
information in their power with resard to the prospects and conditions of
employments; .

(r) use as faras possible the services of apprenticeship committees and other
organi/Attions for promoting the welfare of boys and girls, and of individual
voluntary workers; for which purpose they may, where they think fit:
organize care committees or after-care committees of teachers, school man-
ager., and others, whose duty it shall be to keep in individual touch with
boys and girls both before and after they leave school.

5. In carrying out its duties the subcommittee shall have at its disposal the services
of the director of education, who shall have the assistance of the following officers to
be specially appointed for this purpose:

6. The work of the subcommittee in connection with the registration of applications
for employment shall be,conducted at a central office to be jointly established by the
authority and the Board of Trade under the nalne of the " Juvenile Employ-
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ment Exchange and Bureau," and to be situated in An officer or other
representative of the subcommittee shall be regularly available at the exchange and
bureau, in order to interview applicants for employment and to confer with the
officer in charge I .1" the juvenili"a work of the labor exchange helts* the names of
applicants are submitted to employers.

7.(a) The head teacher of each day school shall furnish the subcommitbie atthe exchange and bureau with information as regards the employment obtained by
each pupil leaving the school, awl., with a report as' to the character, conduct, turd
capabilities of the pupil. The subcommittee shall also be furnished with a copy of
any report made by a school medical officer on each such pupil, and of any seho.1

71 record or leaving card given to the pupil on leavipg.
(b) If any pupil has not, within before leaving, obtained suitable

employment, and the assistance of the committee is desired on his behalf, the head
teacher shall forward to the subcommittee an application on the form prescribed in
the schedule to the special rules with regard to the rivistration of juvenile applicants
made by the Boardof Trade on the 7111 of February, 1910, subject to such rill aifications
as may be made therein by the Board of Trade fr.4n time to time. ,

S. Boys and girls desiring employment who have left schol, but are below the ageof 17, shall apply in person at the exchange and bureau and will be registered by anofficer of the lalsa. exchange. This I ifilver will arrange for such applicants to be
interviewed by the representative of the subcommittee, either at- the time of registra-
tion or as soon as possible thereafter, in order that they may he fully advised before
vacancies for employment are brought to their police, and that the deSirability ofcontinuing their general education may be impressed upon them.

9. All applications for employment which reach the exchange and bureau, either
from the schools I 1. from individual applicants sisal' at ()nee be mide available for the

of the subcommittee and of the officer ..f the labor exchange.
10. The officer of the labor exchange will be responsible f"1.

. (a) bringing the facilities offered by the juvenile employment exchange and
bureau and the utility of its work under the noticeiip of local employers;

(b) registering all notifications of vacancies received from employers;
(c) submitting to employers the names of suitable applicants for vacancies.

11. Before submitting to an entployer the name of any applicant for a vacancy
notified by that employer, the officer of the labor exchange will in all cases inwhich it is practicable consult the representative of the subcommittee as to whether
the employment offered is suitable for the applicant. He will in no case submit thename of any boy or girl who is in attendance at an elementary or other day school,
or has left a day school Hof more than six months before, without. the express consent
of the subcommittee's representative. He will also inform the representative of ilw
subcommittee as to the manner in which each vacancy is ultimately filled.

The joint memorandum issued by the 'Board of Trade and hoard
of education referred to in the precediug circular has laid the founda-
tion of the present' relationship between the schools and the juvenile
labor exchanges. While one can not say how long the policies laid
down in this (slocument will continue in their present form, the being
a dermined effort on the part of a number of leaders in childetlare
work to secure to the school authorities the exclusive control of the
advisory and placement. services for those under 17, the probabilities

to be that fur a long time to come the suggestions substantially
as outlined in the following memOramOn will be in force;
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MEMORANDUM WITH REGARD TO COOPERATION BETWEEN LABOR EXCHANGES AND
LOCAL EDUCATION AUTHORITIES EXERCISING THEIR POWERS UNDER. TEAR EDUCA-

tION (CHOICE OF EMPLOYMENT) ACT, 1910.

1. We have had 'under consideration (a) the Education (Choice of Employment)
Act, 1910, and (b) the-Special Rules with regard to Registration of Juvenile Applicants
in England and Wales made on tal1e 7th February, 1910,. by the Board of Trade after
consultation with the board of edtkation, under the Labor Exchanges Act, 1909, and
printed as an appendix to the present memorandum) Under the new act the councils
of counties and county boroughs, as local education authorities., are empowered to
make arrangements, -subject. to the approval of the hoard of education, for giving to-
boys and girls under 17 years of age assistance with respect to the choice of suitable
employment, by means of the collection and the communication of information and
the furnishing of advice. In the special rules of the Board of Trade two alternative
methods are indicated by which information, advice, and assistance with respect to
the choice of enti)loyment and other matters bearing thereon can be given to boys and
girls and their parents in connection with the working of labor exchanges. Paragraphs
2 to 5 of the mks make provision for the establishment by the Board of Trade of special
advisory conimittetes for jtivettile employment, which may, as one of their functions,
take steps to give such information, advice, and assistance, but without any respon-
sibility with regard thereto being undertakeu by the lloard of Trade or the officers in
charge of labor exchanges. Paragraph 6 of the special rules contemplates the case of a
local education authority which has and-desires 1,1 exercise statutory powers for the
purposes of giving informatiouadvice, and assistance, and provides th:.t, where such
powers are exercised in acrogliee with a satisfactory scheme, the registration of
juvenile applicants for employment shall not be contrite led by the labor exchange.
except in accordance with the scheme, and that 11 o Board of Trade may dispense with
the services of a special advisory committee so far as the area of the authority is l'i)11-
eerned. The enact ment of the Education (Choice of Employment 1 Act, 1910, renders .

it possible for the procedure contemplated by paragraph 6 4.f the special rules to he
brought into operation.

2. We are of opinion that the employment of juveniles should be primarily con-
sidered from the point of view 14 their educational interests and permanent careers
rather than from that of their immediate earning capacities, and accordingly we urge
upon local education authorities the desirability of undertaking, in accordance with
the principles set out in the present memorandum, the reeponsibilit les offered to them
by the new 'pct. We consider that it is of importance that these responsibilities
should be exercised in the fullest cooperation with the national system of labor ex-
changes established under the Labor Exchanges Act, 1909, and the board of education
will, therefore, before approving,Any proposals from local education Rthorities fimc
the exercise of their new powers, require adequate provision to be Made for such
cooperation. Where a satisfactory scheme has been brought into force by a 10,111
education authority, paragraph 6 of the special rules will operate, and the Board of
Trade will-be prepared to recognize a committee of the authority as charged with the
duty of giving advice with regard to the management of the labor exchange for its area tr
in relation to juvenile applicants for employment. There are certain areas in which,
pending the rasing of the act, the Board of Trade have already established, or have
definitely undertaken to establish, special advisory committees under paragraphs 2 to
15 of the special rules, and we presume that the local education authorities for these
areas Will desire to continue the arrangements already made, at least until some further
experience has been gained, and will consequently defer the exercise of their powers
under the acti. So far as other areas are concerned, the Board of Trade do not propose
to take any Steps for the establishment of special advisory committees until after the

Bee pogo 14, "special rules," etc.
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31st December, 19I!, except. in the Vvent of the local education authority passings
formal resolution to the effect that they do not propose to exercise their powers under
the Choice of Employment. Act.

3. We recognize that the methods to he adopted by authorities in working the act
must necessarily be subk-et, to considerable variations in accordance with local con-
ditions, and will. in particular, be affected by the distribution of the labor exchanges,
the 'districts of which are not necessarily coterminous with the areas of authorities.
We think, however. that in normal cases some such arrangements as are indicated in
the following paragraphs are likely to be found effective in practice and may be
expected 10 insure a rea8011111).11 distribution and correlation of functions bet ween the
ant horhies and the labor exchanges.

-I. The work to be undertaken by public bodies in giving assistance in the choice
.1 employment for juv?'niles may be regarded as having two branches. In the first
place there is the task of giving such advice to boys and girls and their parents as
will induce them to extend where possible the period of education and to select,
when employment becomes necesary, occupations which are suited to the individual
capacities of the children ;Ind, by preference, those which afford prospects not merely
of immediate wages but also of useful training and permanent employment. In the
ecoild, place, there is the practical task of registering the actual applications for

'employment and bringing the applicants into touch with employers who have notified
vacancies of the kind desired.

:1. In any scheme of cooperation put lomat: 'ider the new act the first of these
two tasksthat of giving adviceshould, we think, be assigned to the local education
authority, with the assistance of mud; information as to the conditions and prospects
of particular kindspf employment as can be furnished by the Board of Trade through
the labor exchanges. We think that the authority should act through a special

subcommittee
supervision of continuation and technical schools, and which should always include
an adequate number of members possemiug experience or knowledge of industrial
as well as of educational conditions. I.n its detailed working. which should include
the keeping in touch with boys and girls after as well as before employment has been
found for them, such a subcommittee will, we trust, utilize to the full the services
not only of teachers and of -school attendance officers, but also of voluntary workers,
Whose activities may here find one of their most valuable educational riphhes; but
the work will ho of a kind which depends largely upon skilled and effective organi-
zation, and it will probably be found desirable, as a rule, to put, at the disposal of
the subcommittee an executive officer, who will act. as its secretary and maintain
the daily cohfm.t bet Wert, the authority, the voluntary' workers, and the Libor
exchange.

O. As regards the second of these two tasks, namely, the registration of applications
for employment and the selection of applicants to fill vacancies notified by employers,
there is need for cooperation between the education authority and the labor exchange,
and direct relations should be established between the subcommittee or offiser of the
authority. and the officer in charge of the juvenile department of the labor exchange.
For this purVose it will protably he found convenient for the two officers to be located
in the same or contiguous buildings. At present a good deal of the work done in
connection with the employment of children is done at the elementary and other
schools .at which the children are in attendance, and no doubt this will continue
to be the case, at any rate so far as the giving of advice is comeerned; but we desire
to point out that the notification of applications for employment to a central office
will increase the range of vacancies open to any one applicant and will therefore
advance the fundamental object of placing each applicant in the employment which
best Suits him and to which ho is btet suited. W contemplate, therefore,. that
applications for employment from childron still at se of will continue to be received
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and entered upon tho.necessary cards by their teacher, but that the cards will then.
generally speaking, be forwarded by him to the authority's officer. The applications
from boys and girls who have left school can, we think, most conveniently be regis-
tered by the officer of the labor exchange, but arrangements should be made to sdmii
of such applicants being interviewed by the authority's officer either at the aloe of
registration or as soon as posisiblc after, ,as it that they should be 'fully
advised before vacueies for employment are broil to their notice. All applica-
tions received in either of the ways indicated should at once be made available Oiler
in original or in topics for the use both of the education authority and of the Ialor
exclunage. . Notifications of vacancies for employment should be made to the olflicer
Of the labor exchange, who will faintish the authority's either witynformatien us
to each vacancy fur which he proposes to submit a boy or girl. and with the name of
any boy or girl whom' he proposes to submit for it. Information passing latti%cen.
the authority and' the labor ligchange will naturally be held to be strbly fei the
purposys of their cooperation. We anticipate that in ordinary cases the oncHon
whether at particular vacancy is suitable for a particular. boy or girl will give rise
to'no iiifference of opinion between the two officers. It will. however. prolkibly
be necessary to provide for the possibility of a diffeiente of opinion. We diink.
therefore, that as a ride the decision should rest with the authority's represenuitiy'e
as regards any child who is still in attendance at an elementary or other day rehool

for hos not left the dos school more than six months previously. and that as regard-
applicants .who have passed this, limit the decision should rest with the officer of
the labor exchange, who will, however. consult the authority's representat4 na
all eases iii which this is practicable, and will in all cases inform him as to the manner
in which each vacancy fs ultimately filled.

7. Should any scheme be submitted fur the approval of the board of amp ion
under the act in, which it is proposed to vary these limits or otherwise to der art nliat,-
rially froth the scheme of cooperation outlined in this memorandum. it should he
accompanied by a full statement of the special reasons urged by tloblocs1
authority in support of the proposed variation. The special circumstances of the
case will then be considered jointly by the two departments.

The activities of some of the earliest committees appointed in
accordance with the joint suggestions just presented may be bricil
summarized, details Wiig reserved for the more extended aount of
the work in several cities to be found in subsequent chapters. This
summary is based on the' returns to the Board of Trade called for
by the following circular to juvenile advisory committee secretariats
issued in September, 1911: (The SUI1111111ry follows .the circular.)

Boman or Tamil.: 1.anou xcuasi.Es.
-f

JUVENILE .IDIS110111" UtINIMITTEEs.,

Circular No. '1.
9

As arranged at the meeting of juvenile advisory committee secretaries on May 29,
reports were collected in July from All the committees already formed under rule 2 of
the special rules with regard to registration d juvenile applicants in England and
Wales, and are.reprinted with some amendments in this circular. In addition to the
committees referred to below, juvenile advisory committees at Dublin, Belfast, Lon-
donderry, and Bath have now held their first meetings.
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The first of these circulars. which it is hoped to issue at intervals of abo.nt three
months, was intended to be mainly formal, and to serve priniarily as a record of the
tentative measures already undertaken to secure the special treatment of juveniles
by the labor exchanges which the Board of Trade have throughout regarded as neces-
sary. Since, however, the more general aspects of this question appear to be fre-
quently misunderstood, it may be well to preface the first circular with a short his-
toricaltorical account of the question.

111 section 2 (5) of the Labor Exchanges Act, Ito1i9. provision was made for the
appointment of advisory committees: and in Repilation IX of the general regulatiwis
for lalsir exchanges. made ou Jar nary :!8, 1910, power. was taken to make risicial
titles with regard to juveniles in consn hat ion with the Leant of education in England
and Wales, the Scotch Education Department in Scotland, and the Lord Lieutenant
in Ireland. No special rules have yet been made fur Scotland, but. special rules were
i- dvd for England and Wale; on Vebruary 7, 1910, aisl for Ireland on January 11,

-1911. Rules 2-5 in each of these sets of rules provide for the establishment of the
special advisory committees fur juvenile employment with which 14 present circu-
lar is i (invented.

In Scotland, however. since the Ed licante (Scotland) Act, 190S, Nehool boarda
have,bad power to spout money for purposes closely related to the work of a juvenile
advisory committee. It was also known when the special ruks for England and
Wales were issued. that there was a prospect of similar powers hying granted to local
education authorities in England and Wales; and provision was accordingly made
in rule 6 for the recognition bx the Board of Trade of work of this kind done by local
authorities.

In November. 1910. the Education (choice of Employment) Act was passed, giving
to local education authorities power to make arrangements. )subject to the approval
of the board of education, for giving to boys and girls under 17 years of age assistance

'with respect to the choice of suitable employment, by means of the collection and
the communication of information and the furnishing of advice; and on January 3,
l'a11, the president of the Board of Trade and the president of the board of education
issued a joint memorandum outlining a scheme which provided' for cooperation
between local authorities exercising their powers under the now act and the Board
of Trade working,through the labletexchanges. In this memorandum it was suggested
that places where juvenile advisory committees had already been appointed would
presumably wish to continue the arrangement already made at least until some fur-
titer experience has.been gained. Jawal authorities in other places were urged to
undertake. in accordance with the principles set out in the memorandum. the respon-
mil ail lies offered to them by the new act. It was pointed out that it was of the utmost
importance that these responsibilities should be oxereieeil-iti the fullest cooperation
with the national system. of labor exchanges. and that the hoard-of education would,
before approving any promo& from local education authorities for the exercise of
their new powers. require adequate provision to be made for smelt *cooperation. It
was slated that the Board of Trade would not take steps to establish any further.
juvenile advisory committees of the existing type until after Delember 31. 1911,
except in places where they had already undertaken to do so or in places formally
deciding not to exercise their powers under the Choice of Employment Act. A
limited number of schemes under the Choke of Employment Act have been sub -
nutted to the board of education for approval, and the first of them has been brought.
into working order at Birmingham. In the meantime, an interesting arrangement.
has been made with the Edinburgh school board by which all the juvenile work in
Edinburgh is carried on by a labor exchange officer working in the offices of the
school board and in cooperation.with the school-board officials.

The I3oarrof Trade have front the firstWecognized that the placing of young per
eons in employment entailed other considerations than in the case of adults. They

.--

1*
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recognized that there was need for the provision of advice by experienced persons,
and they recognized the essential interest'of education authorities in the matter by
invariably consulting them with regard to the constitution of juvenile adVisory com-
mittees. They welcome the increase of powers given to local education authorities
by the Choice of Employment Act, and hope that wide advantage will be taken of
them on the lines of the joint memorandum in districts where juvenile advisory
committees have not been established. .

SUMMARY OF SOME FIRST REPORTS.

ION DON.

The London juvenile advisory committee has appointed 13 local advisory 'com-
mittees to work in connection with the juvenile section of 13 of the London labor
exchanges.

These13 local advisory committees vary to some extent in their methods, but the
following statements apply, generally speaking, to all of them.

They cooperate with teachers through the school care committees appointed by
the education authority. Each committee contains two nominees of the local con-
sultative committees of head teachers. The teachers and care committees fill up
school-leaving forms for all the children who leave school, whether they have work
to go to or not, and forward them to the labor exchanges.

Children are registered at the labor exchange in whose area they live for to which
the school - leaving forM has been sont by the officials or by members of the local
advisory committee, or by approved "helpers" of the committee. They are inter-
viewed by small rota committees consisting of two or three members of the local
advisory committees, which meet at all hours of the day from S a. In. to 8 p. m.

At some exchanges there is a rota meeting every day. At other exchanges "set-
rotas meet not more than two or three times a week, but some member of the com-
mittee or volunteer calls on most days of the week to assist trte paid staff or give advice
in cases of difficulty.

Wherever voluntary apprenticeship committees exist. the majority of local advisory
committees refer cases of indentured apprentioeship to them.

Boys and girls are advised by the rota committees. The aftersuperviaor keeps
the subject of continued education before the minds of the young people. The
London County Council education committee has drawn up for the use of the local
advisory committees special pamphlets for each electoral division giving particulars
of all the trade classes (day and evening) in London and all the evening commercial
centers and evening schools in each particular division.

The school care committees organize the aftercare _in cooperation with philan-
thropic agencies. The school care committees report to the local advisory commit-
tees twice a year or oftener if desired as to each boy and girl placed by the exchange.

The commercial, labor, and statistical department of the Board of Trade has visited
several hundred employers, in the ready-made women's clothing, the building, and
the leather trades, and the information obtained as to each employer is filed at the
local exchange. General reports on these trades are also being supplied. The
Stepney local advisory committee has issued a circular to employers signed by 20
local employers.

BRISTOL.

A meeting of head teachers and school managentswas held in February, 1911, to
interest them in the work of the juvenile advisory commit tee and to gain their coopera-
tion

A report of every child leaving school is sent in to the secretary. The form for
`receiving this is attached to the Bristol education committee's school leaving card,
which every child receives when leaving school. It is filled up by the head teacher a
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few days before the actual leaving date and is detached from the card and meet to the
secretary, only the address of the labor exchange being left for the child.

This arrangement was made to lessen the work of the head teacher, so that he or she
should only have one form to fill up, the slip being part of that one form.

Vacancy lists for girls are Rent to the head teachers of the girls' departments every
month. The Nat ion'al Udion of Teachers has four representatives on the committee.
The education committee's "letter to parents" (issued to parents through the head
teaiher when the child leaves school) has a paragraph on the work of the juvenile
advisory (email tee A placard has been sent to every head teacher to place in big or
her school.

There is at present no Cooperation with factory surgeons.
The children are registered at the exchange only. They are encouraged to come if

passible when the rota of members is sitting but are also registered at the exchangeat
any time when the office is open. The teacher's report upon the child is copied onto
the back of the registration card.

Members of the juvenile advisory committee attend in rotas of four every Saturday
zooming at 10 and every Monday afternoon at 3.

Every'child is registered first in thetusual way by the secretary and all additional
information obtained by the rota is kept in an index book of rota interviews.

A list of vacancies, with particulars of each vacancy, is provided for the use of each
member of the rota, and when there is a suitable vacancy the child is sent to apply
straight away with the usual green card. If there is no suitable vacancy at the moment
the child is, of course, encouraged to come again in a few days to the exchange.

The parents of every child leaving school are sent a form on which the days and
hours are given when the rotas of members sit.

There are no apprenticeship or skilled employment commit tees in Bristol. Arrange-
ments are being made to to gain which pay
premiums for apprentices.

Every effort is made by the rotas of members to urge attendance at evening schools,
toe., and the "after- cure" visitors also are wing all possible influence in that direction. .

After-care hus just been started, and an "after-care" subcommittee of the juvenile
advisory committee has been formed.

To carry out the work Bristol has been divided, according to schools, into 6ve
districts. TwelVe visitors have been appointed as a start, nine of them being mem-
bers t'ie juvenile advisory corrim t tee, and the others, Miss Deane (lady supervisor),
Nliss JIM; (secretary), and one voluntary worker.

To commence operations only the children placed in work since the juvenile advisory
committee started work arc being visited. It is intended to extend the work, if pos-
sible, to every child registering at the exchange.

A card containing all the necessary information about a placed child is given to the
visitor, a duplicate copy being kept by the secretary. The report is to beentered on
another card, of which the visitor is provided with two copies, one to be retained and
the other to be forwarded to tire juvenile advisory committee. It is suggested that
reports should be sent in once a quarter.

It is intended that the present stuff of visitors should suggest for the approval of the
"after-care" subcommittee at its next meeting names of other visitors for their respec-
tive districts, if possible the names suggested to be those of people already interested
in, and with a knowledge of, the district.

No philanthropic agencies have as yet been approached.
A subcommittee for the cooperation of employers has been formed. Tho standard

circular letter to employers has been sent out and followed in some cases by a more
personal latter from the chairman.

Books of order forms and forms on which jo notify vacancies fur apprentices are in use.
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Inquiries are being made into local industries and details are being collected with
a view to compiling books on somewhat similar lines to those entitled Trade. for
London Boys and How to Enter Them," and "Trades for Loudon Girls and How to
Enter Them."

The secretaries of the trade unions have been asked to fill in forms giving detail-
of employment iu their particular trades, and a good deal of useful information is beive
got together.

The following suggestion is to be considered by the committee: "AdvisliiiiIii
asking the chamber of commerce to cooperate in the committee's endeavor to lucre-a.
the attendance of children at con t inua t ion s. heels."

NOTTINGHAM.

Prior to the opening of the labor exchange in Nottingham. the local eduatiei.
authorities had instituted an ex-eel:1061' employment bureau. This office. together
with the efforte M the teachers. resulto4 in some good work being done. The estab-
lishment of the juvenile advisoiyerifemittee. which includes two nominees of the
county education committee. rendered possible the coordination of the work of the
various sociVies dealing with children in the town.

All children are'registered at school on a form which provides for the child's in: Ii-
nation, the teacher's view. and the medical officer's report being briefly scat
These particulars are filed on cards at the labor exchange. and are referred to if and
when the child applies for employment. The child is given a card report form which
it carries with it, and which is demanded by the officials of the labor exchange. evening
schools, and elsewhere.

Efforts are made to twister children some months before leaving school. and they
are advised through their teachers as suitable \ scam-it's are notified to the labor
exchange. t

All cases of doubt or difficulty oither with children or employ ors are referred to a
rota-committee of the main committee. These rota committees meet OHO" or twice a
week at varying hours, and children attend with theirparents to consult the commit sec.
In addition. such members as are able attend during the office hours to inspect and
advise on the work and superintend the efforts of the secretary. Complete cooperation
with the local education authority has been secured on these lines. while. in addition.
the authorities of boy scouts. boys' brigades. boys' and girls' clubs. the charity organi-
zation society, and similar organizations regulatl submit young children for ads hs.
and in other ways assist.

Children's care committees have been 9(4 up with the cooperation of the h-a
managers at all the larger schools in the town. It is hoped that such committees
will exist shortly at every school.' One of these committeeslas enrolled 50 voluntary
visitors, while special visitors are also attached to the juvenile advisory committee.

A letter to employers and an explanatory memorandum wore sent out early in the
year.

In addition the secreaary has addressed a number of meetings in the town.
Employers are canvassed regularly by labor exchange officers. and orders for juve-

nilea are when on a special form. These formainsure that n great deal of information
is available-in respect of every juvenile order. and it is in turn passed on to the rota
committee or the contents communicated to the children

Special conditions.In. Nottingham it is possible for children to learn school at the
aped 13. providing they have made a certain number of attendances and can prove to
the satisfaction of the education committee that they have beneficial and neeessary
employment.

To prevent. so far as possible. children going into unsuitable situations. each child
before he is given an exemption certificate mustregister at the labor exchature.
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If he has not found suitable work for himself and there is none for him at the exchange,
ho must return to school until a suitable openingcomes. In this way it is possible to
prevent children running about the, streets on the pretense of looking for work.

Special work.The following subjects have been dealt with by the committee
during the last six months:

1. Age at which school children should b41 registered.
2. Small wages of juvenile workers and the short periods they retain their work.
3. Specialized training for the children in the last year of their school career.
4. Number of children registered under the are of 14.
5. Inquiries into curtain trades considered unhealthy and demoralizing; for

young persons.
G. Report on proposed scheme for classes for unemployed boys. and training

centers for girls in trades for which the demand exceeds the supply.
7. Report on number of children who are wage earners while still at school.
8. The coalmine:, have under consideration a scheme for cooperation with the

certifying surgeon with a view of following up cases rejected by him for
physical incapacity.

DEWSBURY.

As each child leaves school the teachers inform the committee on a special form,
which gives the name of the firm employing the child and the kind of work to be done.

The certifying factory surgeons for the Dewsbury district report to the committee
on every child who is rejected from employment., The secretary then visits each
child and obtains for him or her either suital)le employment or medical treatment if nec-
essary. Several cases have occurred to show how necessary this work is. One child
was found to have been working three months after being rejected by the doctor, and
in practically every case where children have been rejected, owing to some defect
which a little medical attention would remedy. nothing had been don; until tho WC-
retary called. Every case notified of this kind is now receiving medical treatment.
There should be no difficulty in obtaining the cooperation of certifying factory sur-
geons ill every town where a juvenile advisory committee exists, as many 'doctors
have long,recognized the need for some measure of after-care for there children.

The secretary visits every elementary school once in throe months to register those
children who have reached the age of 12 years and 9 months--that is three months
before they can possibly leave school. As Dewsbury is not a yery largo town, this
only means visiting two schools each Week. The great advantage of this system of
registration is that it brings the secretary into touch with every child about to leave
school. When regist..-ring the children the secretary is very careful not to suggest
employment, but points out the advantages of remaining at school until 14 years of
age. Great care has to 1w taken in.this direction, as the fact of registering the children
must not be allowed to act as any encouragement to them to leave the elementary
schools at 13 yaws of age. The majority of the children in Dewsbury do leave school
at that age, and if the ads isory committee did not register the children until they had
reached the age of 13, it.would be 'too lots to be of any use to them in advising them
as to their choice of employment.

A rota meets for ,this purpose once a month ut the labor exchange. Only two
meetings have been hold so far, but a good number of parents have attended.

(1) After-eare.The work of after-care is undertaken by a very excellent "after-
care committee" already in existence; in Dewsbury. This committee is a school'
after-care committee and works in cooperation with the school doctor. The organiz' a-.
tion of this committee is excellent. there being a visitor attached to each school.
The secretary of the advisory committee will simply supply to each visitor a list for
each school.

.(2) Cooperation with philanthropic agencies.The only organization of the kind
Which has been of any service to the committee yet is the N. B. P. C. C. Their local

imp
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inspector is notified in cases# neglect and cruelty, and is able to be of great service,
.especially with regard to the childreh rejected from employment by the certifying
factory surgeon. When a case occurs where medical treatment is urgently needed
and the parents after repeated vhfits fail, to obtain this. the case is reported to the
N. S. P. C. C., and usually'onekvisq from their inspector produces the desired effect.

The secretary visits sill the large empl4yers in order to enlist their interest and
support for the work of the committee. Circulars are also sent out at intervals
explaining the oidects of the committee.

H IMERSEI

The head teaeber.of every.senior school in the district is provided with a supply
leof leaving cards. ud the education committee has issued instructions that one is to be

filled up and sent to the juvenile ad, isory committee for every child who leaves
school: Teachers are requested,to send in the cards at least a fort night before any child
leaves. In order that the first suggestion of having shall not come from the teacher
to tIte child, there is a general instruction issued that all children proposing to leave
school shall give at least a fortnight's notice to the head teacher. Before filling up
the leaving card, teachers can use what persuasion is possible to induce parents to
leave their children at school longer.

Meetings of teachers have been held and addressed by the manager of the exchange,
who has explained to them the purposes of the advisory committee and asked for their
full cooperation. The teachers as a body have expressed their keen sympathy midi
the work.

The certifying factory surgeons have agreed to supply a periodical list of the children
they reject:for factory and workshop employment. together with the reasons for
their rejection. Special attention will then be devoted to such children.

The school medical °filcer is also cooperating by giving reports on the
condition of each child. and has arranged to vivo a special report on any particular
boy or girl when requested.

Immediately on receipt. of a leaving card from the selmol, a circular is sent to the
parents of the child, informing them of the objects of the advisory committee and
requesting them to consult with the committee as to the placing of their child, or, if
that is inconvenient, to send the child to the laltor exchange with a special form,
which is sent out with the circular, fulled up, stating what occupation the parents
desire for the child. and some other particulars.

When a boy or girl is actually leaving and application is made lwrsonally at the
exchange, the registration is entered on the industrial registration card, which is then
attached to the school leaving card and placed in the liye register and dealt with in
the usual manner. Later on these two cards, together with visitors' reports and any
other documents relating to the child, are put into a special envelope made for the
purpose, which fits into the card register. The whole record of each child is thus
kept together.

On every alternate Monday evening a rota of three members of the advisory com-
mittee meets at the labor exchange to interview parents. The parents of every child
whose leaving 'card has bean received during the fortnight are advised of this rota
meeting and are urged to attend and consult the committee. Parents who can not

' come then may consult the secretary or the manager of the exchange at any time,
and they report to the committee. If a child comes at any time without its parents
the secretary endeavors as far as possible to ascertain the parents' wishes.

(1) Every head teacher is supposed in the first instance to recommend each child
leaving.sehool to continue his or her education at a continuation school, and
to suggest suitable courses for the work he or she is likely to enter upon or is
specially fittedlor.
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(21 In sending out the circular to parents on receipt of the leaving card from school

the exchange Meioses a pamphlet supplied by the education committee
giving full details of the continuation classes. The circular states that any
further information will readily he supplied at any time.

(3, The committee decided that every boy and girl leaving school should be
visited at least once, whether placed through the exchange or not, in order
that the advisability of encouraging their children to attend suitable con-
tinuation classes might be impressed upon the parents. -

(4) The rota committee urges all parents who come before them to attend to the
continued education of their children.

(5) The officials at the exchange take every possible opportunity to recommend
the continuation schools, and display posters in the waiting rooms.

(11) The after-care visitors aro strongly urged to recommend attendance at con-
tinuation schools. Arrangements are in hand for next winter session to get
reports from time to time of children who are irregular in their attendance
at the evening schools and these will be visited by the after-care visitors.

(7) The after-care visitors are being organized into district committees, each with
an evening continakion school as its renter, and it will be the duty of each
committee to feeWiat school with boys and girls. and to overlook the
attendance and progress of such boys and girls.

(SI Arrangements are being made to insure that one visit shall be paid in September
just before,i he opening of the evening classes to every boy and girl who has
left school during the year and to every juvenile registered in the exchange
during this year.

(9) At the end of each evening school session a report is sent to the advisory com-
mittee on the number of attendances and progress of every boy and girl who

:has attended the schools. The back
printed and ruled for entering these reports, and if attendance has not been
made, or has been irregular, or the progress has been unsatisfactory, after-
care visitors can be requested to pay special attention to such cases and
endeavor to secure better results in the next session.

(10t It-has been found that certain Band of Hope and Sunday school meetings are
held on the same evenings as the evening schools are open.
The coramittce is conferring with the Band of Hope Union, the Sunday
School lUnion, and other bodies responsible, wit'lt the hope of avoiding such
overlap})ing in future sessions.

The after-care visitors have been enrolled 1 v the after-care sub committee of the
advisory committee. Special circulars were sent out to all day school teachers,
Sunday school teachers, managers yf boys' and girls' clubs, scout masters, and any
other societies or individuals thought to be interested. Over 100 visitors have thus
been moiled. A card register has beep made, each card containing particulars of
the cases given to them to report upon and the dates of the reports made. A large
number of day school teachers have volunteered for this work.

As explained in no. 5 above, the after-care visitorsare being organized into district
committees, each with an evening continuation school as a center. Members of the
advisory committee will ineach case be chairmen of these district committees.

Meetings of the voluntary visitors have been held at the exchange, at which the
chahman of the committee and the manager of the exchange explained the work of the
advisory committees and instructed the visitors in the work they were required to do.

Arrangements are in hand for a big public conference on after-care work to be held
in Otnoberrwith the Dean of Norwich as principal speaker.

Employers have been approached by special circulars asking for their cooperation
with the committee. No need has arisen fur special effosts, other than the ordinary
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methods of the exchange, to get employers to notify vacancies. There am always
from 100 to 150 or more vacancies for buys unfilled and about SO for girls.

The committeejave had this matter under consideration but no special step, have
been taken up to The present, though the committee are desirous of ultimately having
a full and detailed knowledge of the conditions of each local industry. At the Janu-
ary meeti4 the following resolution was moved, but was adjourned sine die:

"That a committee be appointed to inquire into the nature and extent locally .1
the employment of boys and girls in occupations which do not provide employment
in adult life, and of alternate occupations in which ne juvenile Labor is employed and
which accordingly have to recruit from adult labor shifting from ether occupation..
and to report thereon, with such ecommendations as they may agree upon for pr -
venting the evils arising from such 'blind alley occupations."

At the request of the committee the ranager of the exchamn prepared a report .et
"blind alley" employment in kcal indintries, -based ups the mien (4 Mr ( yril
Jackson to the poor law votumi,,,i.n tot -boy lalb"r."

The advisory conurtittee in I.l.NI, consists of: Six educatten commit tee repro -enf.t.
tires (including I secretary fel' education. 2 lawyer, 1 trade tild..ni-t. 2 te.a. her.
3 employers of labor, 3 trade unionists, 2 teachers, 2 ether.

There are 14 men and 2 women on the cortunivee. .

District employment committees are. being established. The fiet has alrady Iii
appointed, and consists of 4 teachers and f; oltor-,.

(i) Teachers.
(a) There are 3 elementary school teacher- and 1 ,o...ndary -elieel teacher en

the advisory committee for juvenile employment.
(b) There are 4 schoel head teacher, central

employment committee which has recently been appeito ,d.
(c) A few teachers mist in visiting children.
(d) Teachers forward particulars of every child before he er she leave- :..4 .t....1

(ii) Certifying factory surgeons.
Three of the four certifying factory surgeons for 1.eed have agreed t.o

furnish particulars of rejected children. The same form will pr. hit boooo
used as is already in use at Dewsbury. The surgeens will he supplied with
forms and official ens-elopes addressed re the secretary of the advisory rent-
mittee. It is hoped that the ethersurgeen will also a..re 1.$ furnish par-
ticulars.

It is intended to s-isikeiteh of the rejected children at their-home:. Results
will be reported to the sure. ens and to the advisory committee. and noted ell
the cards of the child.

Head teachers have been requested by the secretary for education to ferwanl school-
leaving cards to the advisory commit tee at'the heginning`of the month for all children
Who will leave during that month.

All children who leave under the age of 14 (the great majority of the children in
Leeds) have to come to the education offices to ehtsin tin "empleyrnenti.ertificale.'
They can not actually obtain a labor certificate entitling them to leave school until
the employme certificate has been signed by an employer, who thereby pledge-
himself to em y the child. Either the children or their parents have to make at
least two joum . to the education offices to obtain the labor certificate. The juvenile
department of the exchange has recently been moved to special offices opposite the
education offices. Tho'attendanee department now insists on every child or its
parents coming to the juvenile advisory *committee's offices as a matter of course
before the certificate is issued. In thb way the great majority of the children are
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actually seen personally before they have sInsd. and not,i are made on, the registra-
tion card.

The record of the first situation obtained by all (..hildren who leave under 14 is also
obtained through the attendance department, whili every week lends to the seem-

," tar.l. of the advisory committee the whole of the employment certificates, bearing the
signatures of employer.. which have been issued during the past seven days. In Ibis
way a beginning is made with the obtaining of a eouiplete record.

Most of the parents and children clime to the attendance departmei. between 4.30
and 6 p. m. Arrangitments have recently been made by which one niomber of Ile
district employment contlait tee will 11ltAl every day at this time to iplerc 'w parents
or children.

No apprenticeship or ,.killed employment committees exist in Leeds. Girls are
occasionally referred to a domestic servants.' registry recently started by the Girls'
Friendly Society. -

!Notices advertising the evening classes arranged by the education authority are
exhibited at aiqm print e times of the year in the juvenile departmentsof the exchange.
Every occasion is taken of recommending attendance at evening sori:s.ls, both by
exchange officers and visitors.

A special circular has been sent out to voluntary omanizatious dealing with boys
and girls aged 13 to bgether with a report form for use in connection with boys or
girls who lid, tug to such organizations and have been placed.

1.'p to the present, the visiting of placed boys and girls has been done wholly by
voluntary worker, (About 60 in number). who have been enrolled by the exchange.
The supervision of this work win gradually be taken over by the district employment
c once.

t as many Zri Wren are in the 'lapsed column of the monthly return every
month as in the -placed" column. Amin* these "lapsed children are prAably
included those hih neekmost attention, since presumably the most efficient
children are placed. It is hoped gradually to obtain enough .voluntary workers to
visit all the "lapsed children as well as the "placed.-

It is found that for the better Blass of situation it is necess: to approach employ-
ers for a particular applieantcanvase poseibly a number of employers fur one boy
or girl. The vacancies which are notified by telephone on the employers' own initia-
don are, on the whole, below the average in qualitN.

A detailed inquiry into the printing trade in Leeds is nearly completed alai some
progress has been made with the building trades.

In addition to inquiries into particular industries. the following IHj111,4 appear to
need special attention:

(i) 'Comparison between the wages of skilled and unskilled juvenile workers. (The
difference appears to vary in accordance with the intensity of the demandfor juvenile
labor. It is aNqrdingly probably much less in Leeds than in the textile towns).

A study of the hours of labor: The maximum of 60 hours in nontxtile factories
and workshops, and the complete absence of any legal regulation of the hours of labor
for office and transpoit workers (including errand boys) appears to result in tho work-
ing of excessive hours by many young persons in Leedsespecially errand and mee-
senger boys and certain dames of office boys.

In the &ginning of this %.'ork tt great deal of time was necessarily
spent. on details of organization, such its 1,)cation of offices, printing
of forms, conferring wit r local school officials, and forming- thb
athisory committees. Conferences of teachers and social workers
with the labor-exchange authorities were frequent. Some of the
points brought out then are still worthy of serious consideration.

#.
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For instance, at the initial meeting in Exeter the school people
insisted that it would be a mistake to post notices calling atten-
tion to the labor exchange where such notices might' tempt the chil-
dren to leave school. Everywhere the first effort made was to
interest the teachers in the work of the advisory committees. Coup-
eration with the school may fairly lie said to be the keyndte of the
juvenile labor exchanges.

There are schools which, because of their personal interest in the
vocationarfuture of their children and because of long contact with
employers, have always been active in finding employment for their
pupils. There are instances where for many years employers have
been accustomed to secure each year from certain principals tinopick
of the leaving classes. the opinion of competent. observers, bow-
ever, the practice of mitting employers to secure their help from
teachers who are enerally unacquainted with industrial affairs is
undesirable and dangerouS.

Not only was cooperation with the schools sought for at the start-
ing of the labor exchanges, but beginnings were made, too, in enlisting
the help of the school medical inspectors and the certifying factory
surgeons. The industrial district of De\vsbury illustrates' the type of
service sought. The factory surgeon fot the Dewsbury district

,reports to the ativisory committee on every child who is rejected
from employment because of any physical handicap. The com-
mittee's secretary then visits such child and endeavors to obtain
for it either suitable employment or necessary medical treat meat.
It was found in the early cases that children had been working for
months after being rejected by the doctor because of defects which
slight medical care would remedy, but no attention was paid to these
defects until the secretary hunted up the children.

With much good sense the education authorities and the Board of
Trade have made allowance for local sentiment regarding'inethods of
organizing vocational assistance to children. Although both author-
ities aim at a degree of centralization, yet it appears that where local
communities develop advisory and employment plans of their own,
there is no serious interference. When Birmingham, for example,
decided to operate under the education act, there.Was no difficulty in
connecting the newly established juvenile labor exchange and its
advisory committee with the undertaking of the local education
authorities.

Many intricate problems have arisen in the working out of both
the Choice of Employment and the Labor Exchanges Acts. They aro
by no means all solved as yet. Both acts ought to be regarded in
their practical operation, therefore, as somewhat experimental and in
the process of modification.
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For the Sake of clearness the situation with regard to the two acts
just menthined is summarized. In England and Wales two methods
of administering juvenile employment schemes are in operation: One
is t he Board of Trade scheme, whereby that board conducts a juvenile
labor exchange as part of the national system of labor exchanges.
throughout the country, and furnishes both the_funds and the
()Mends. In such case the board appoints a local committee of
representative men and women; called the juvenile advisory com-
mittee,- whose duty it is to cAperate with the exchange officerS.
London affords a striking example of this type of development. In
Ireland it is the only scheme before the public.

The other method permits the juvenile exchange to be adminis-
tered by the local education authority, namely, the education com-
mittee of the Nulled, provided that said local authority submits a
.chime to the board of education which can be approved under the
joint. memorandum already described. On approval, the board of
education sanctions a grant of money in aid of the advisory work of
the local labor exchange. It will be seen that this is an adaptation
of the plan followed by Seotlang in or its employment
information bureaus in close coordination with the schools, some
t ime before the national system of labor exchanges came into exist-
ence.. Nvarly,j,wo score local education authorities are now con -
ducting such school advisory and 'employment agencies, the best
Known being those in Birmingham, Liverpool, and Cambridge. A
dozen or more additional cities and towns have Aubmitted schemes
which are awaiting approval.

As regards the plan of work there art', certain basic features com-
mon to all the juvenile labor exchanges, .whether under the Board of
Trade or the local education authorities. These features arc, first,
keeping a record of t he children leaving school for work; second, offer-
ing advice and guidance to boys and girls between 11 and 17; third,
granting interviews to parents and others who desire to consult the
officials; fourth, keeping a register of the positions open. Perhaps
the most striking of these features; and it is at thi4 point that nation- '
alization is thnstrongest, is the opportunity now open to boys and
girls for individual advice and care when leaving the elementary
schools. The schools have to turn Alva to the juvenile bureau the
printed card forms on which are entered particulars as to health,
character, aptitudes, etc., of all the leaving pupils. These records
have to be passed iu for all pupils, whether they desire assistance in
finding employment or not. The records arc not always thorough or
intelligible,- because not all teachers and schools perform this duty
conscientiously. Indeetrrsome records seem to be valueless; still this
is not a criticism of the ,scheme as a whole, for such deficiencies aro

21810°-4.4t
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remediable. The school usually puts itself on record wil the records
of its children.

In places where the Board of Trade has established juvenile labor
exchanges, permission is secured from the education authority to
distribute Board of Trade circulars and forms in the seliools; to the
local advisory committee the Board.of Trade usually appoints several
teachers, principals, and education commit tee members.

These advisory committees represent a vast amount of unpaid
public-spirited service. They are unique to England. The juvenile
labor exchanges have profited greatly 'by their interest and coopera-
tion. In London and elsewhere these committees are divided into
subcomittittees known as "rotas," in sessions of which the members
take turns in personally advising the outgoing boys and girls. Ameri-
can opinion regards the task of interviewing and advising as,perhaps
the most complicated and delicate service in vocational Iuidtince, one
demanding insight., expert knowledge, and a specialized training
besides. That volunteers should undertake so difficult t task argues
leisure and great devotion.- It seems hardly probable, however, that
this particular feature of the English work will be permanently left
to the volunteer. Guidance during the critical years of adolescence
is, as has been indicated, the principal aim of the Choice of Employ-
ment Act, with employment as a secondary consideration. The
grant allowed .by the board of education is specially stated to he in
aid of the executive officer, or officers, appointed by a local education
authority for this work:

In view of the great imisirtance of the dutiorof such an officer, and of the necessity
of securing thoroughly adequate qualifications, the board is peel to make annual
grants in aid of approved salaries paid to executive otlieers in respect ha duties carried
out in accordance with the selloue under section 1 of the tinder of Employment Aid.

The Board of Trade scheme expressly disclaims responsibility wit It
regard to any-advice or assistance given by its committees. The
education officers, on the outer hand, representing, as they do, the
locally elected authority, which-is accountable to a local constitu-
ency, act, as a matter of course, with a liveke sense- of intimate
and responsible relationship to the children. The school employment
bureaus are not without advisory committees of their own. Members
of the care committees, which have been dealing thus far with school
feeding and other needs of poor children, are rapidly including voca-
tional assistance among -.their duties, while frequently they are
appointed to the BOard of Trade juvenile advisory commit tees.

A detailed description of .a few of.the foremost vocational aid enter--
prises in England and Scotland now follows, the work in Liverpool

\being first under consideration.
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III. LIVERPOOL.
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The juvenile employment. committee of the Liverpool education
committee, orgtinized under the provisions of t heOnice of Employment
Act, began work in the summer of 1911. Offices devoted wholly to the
purpose of the juvenile employment registry, with separate waiting
rooms for boys and girls, were opened in the education building.
The staff consists of the following officers. viz: A superintendtnt
(acting under the direction of the director of education,: a woman
visitor: a man visitor; 'a junior clerk. -

The plan of the Liverpool commit tee embraces the following' aims:
(1) The collection and dissemination of information relating to the

industrial conditioni prevailing in the city.
(2) The furnishing of advice to young persons as to occupations

for which they are best fitted, having regard to their education. abil-
ity, physique, predilection, and status.

(3) The encouragement of goring person: to continue their educa-
tion at evening classes and technical schools.

(4) The keeping of records showing the occupations taken up by
children on leaving school.

(5) The maintaining of the central office with the schools acting
as suboflices, for the registration of young persons applying for

and submitting suitable applicants for the vacant posi-
tions,notified by employer.

(6) The supervision of young persons after they have taken up
work, for the purpose of assisting in cases (a) where advice:May be
needed regarding the facilities which exist for extending a childie
eilucation and (b) where other and better employment is sought.

A large advisory committee of employers representing the leading
eonimercial, trade, and professional organizations of the city has been
formed to help in the employment work.

Extraordinary efforts, as its Well known. are always needed in order
to vitalize a large committee and male it mean something. More
important, front the writer's standpoint, is the cooperation of the
Liverpool social workers,' who, ainong other services, are c(impiling
a handbook showing the nature of the employments open to children.

One of the noteworthy activities observable in almost all the
schools and institutions. visited during the course of this inquiry is
the extent of industrial investigation for the purpose of preparing
occupational handbooks. Time Liverpool 1)dtv_ittion authorities are
energetically promoting provisions for continued training, although
unfortunately here, as in our own country, it, is the evening school

which is advocated. However, many children art. doubtless thus
assisted to sonic further training during employment.77; t These Include beads of settlement houstN, boys' club lealers, girls' club dirmAurs, ow.
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Many teachers in LiverpioLare acting as subagents, so to speak,
of the centnil employment offices, but some are undertaking inde-
pendent placement work. One finds, then, in Liverpool the central
committee, the teachers and masters, and the Board of Trade labor
exchange, all more or less engaged in placement activities, not always
cbrelated. This situation, despite much- individual good work, is
deplorable; cooperation amongst these valuable agencies is greatly
needed.

On the other hand, this community is not u1111War )f the waste in
the present duplication of effort, and there an promising indications
that Liverpool may yet work out one of the most effective instru-
mentalities for launching boys and girls in vocational life. A good
idea of the nature of the discussions which take place at meetings of
the juvenile employment advispry committee may he gained from
an inspection of the minutes or proceedings of a typical meeting.
Tl following is therefore presented, reporting a meeting presided
over by Mr. IA ,,,e. the director of education in 1.iverpoid:

JI n wain,/ nj the jo rind, ton plywood intleimay) committee held a tiff elbow:me office
nit Thilgdfly. .1111.11 Ill. /9/.1.

James c ;. Lome. Esq.. in the chair.

e.t statement as to the work accomplished by the jncenile employment, 'rgistry
IP placing i.oys and girls in employment and furnishing advice. diming the six :erks

ended the April 5, 19.13. tray read and noted.
The chairman reported. with referenee In the decisinu of t he I-oinrni tee .11 Ilitir last

meeting to invite the Nfaster Builders' Association to send .repreitettmtiA vs to a con-
ference to discuss the question of the difficulty in obtaining boys to enter the building
trades, that a few members of the association had kindly consented to be presem
to-day. The monthem who attended were Mr T Brown. representing the

Tent en and joiners; Mr. II. eubley. representing the plumbers and painters: Mr.
.1. B. Johnson, repre'scuting the plasterers and slaters.

The chairman mentioned that inquiries which. the comIllittee had made from
ptirents elicited the following reasons fur not putting their boys to the joinery. plumb-
ing, painting, decorating and piOperhanging. bricklaying. plastering, and machine
joinery trades.,

(I) That a seven -year apprenticeship is too long; (2) that apprentices' wagea during
the-fast few years are not high enough; (3) that there is a, eertaiti amount of unem-
ployment in all of the trades, and particularly in the painting and decorating: (3) that
the plumbing and painting are unhealthy.

The representatives gave an iftteresting and informative account of their experience
on these points, which may be summed up as follows:

(1) That the master builders generally have little trouble inobtainingapprentices,
and that the best firms kept a waiting list made up to some extent by the tons of their
twit workmen, but that recently There appeared to be some difficulty in finding boys
for house painting; (2) that the period of apprenticeship was too long, bat they were
opposed to a boy finishing his term before he a.." 21 years of age, though admitting
that boys were preferred for the trade-at DI-years of age; (3) that the wages' in the
early years of appretaibeship were karst. in Liverpool than in inland towns; (4) that
unemployment existed in some degree, but it wv chiefly in the pointing trade, and

' ..the othei trades were scarcely affected by seasonal slackness, the weather, etc., but
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ilw filet that when a boy- came out of his time his employer waist obliged. under the
association rules. to pay him tit the full rate of wages made it sometimes difficult for
him to get work, as preferehe wassustially given to the experienced journeyman-, (5)
that. with due volition exercised on Ilk(' part of the melt. plumbing and painting wera
hot unhealthy trades.

It was further stated ILI parent: should insist upon the boys being properly hlm-
t 'iris!. as otherwise there was a great t emptat Mil to a Isry to break away during the last
year or two without finishing his apprent ici,slitp. The rub .4 of the association required
masters to hind all their apprentices.

.Nt. [frown .speaking as a master joiner, Was strongly of opinion that a buy 14110111d
mot bl! 161141 to machine joinery without some knowledge awl experience of building
jeinery. as there were certain marks and sytubols used On the timber which were
unintelligible to a boy unless he had had Slime traitileg,in the latter branch of the
trade.

Finally, the reprusentati vs were..of opinion that should this cononittee see their
way to -suggest to the Nfaster Iluilders' Association that the cotumencing wages of
apprentices should IS. raisqs1, the que:+tion would receive sy-mpathtic consider.iiion..

- The repri,,eillativs were thanked for their kindness in attending the meeting. and
:hen withdrew.

The chairman ruisa.ted the progress which ltd been made in the formation of
evening classes for the preparation of boys for the mercantile marine. according to the
,Itente which was recently draw it up by the juvenile employmentconunittee.

Tile following paper; anti fons give an insight into t he office kt ail
of t he 1.:1N-epot scheme. The fir sit is it tlraf t let ter front head trackers
to parents:

EI11,1 1110. 'WIMITTEE, t lie 1.1V1:12P1

11(11

Veen It SIR 14? MAIL% 11 1 . desired by the education committee to call your special
attention to the steps they are taking to give advice and guidance regarding the occu-
pa t ions yeti ng people should take up on leaving school. It is becoming more and more

matter of serious coneern,that, thottigh want of iufonnation or proper guidance,
children en leaving school I hit into employments offering good wages fir the moment,
but affording no real preparation for earning a living in later life. At 17 or 1$ such
employment usually comes to an end. aivt-Trix !Zen too h teill take up any skilledr"eit pa t

rortherimtre, d regard is not always paid to the capacities or inclinations of the
children, with the result that. a certain number take up work for whieh they are un-
suited and which Ilicy dislike. The consequence can only be much waste to I he coal-
'moth y at large and disappointment to employers, parents, and children.

The committee are anxious to cooperate with parents in improving matters, and
I hey are making arrangements to the bests of their power torolleet ti wful information,
and to afford. as far as possible. means for giving advice.. lit both of these have
been asked to assist so far as my own school is concerned. and I very; willingly under-
take the task.

Tim committee also feel strongly lice importance of evening contimmtion schools,
and wish to urge parents to allow their children to take full advantage of these and thus
make themselves more efficient and their services of greater value.

Your informs me that (s)he will soon be leaving school and that
ts)heilshes to obtain a situation: If you desire advice or help, will Om kindly coule
to see me at this school on at o'clock, when her (his) dace
teacher and I will be glad to talk Over with yoti. your child's future. You may be
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sun that we will du all In our power to help you. and that our effir% will be supple-
mented by those of the director of education and the staff at the education office in
Bir Thomai Street.

I am yours. 'faithfully,

Head Trachn..

There are also letter forms to be addressed to boys and tee girl:.

TO BOYS.

CITY UP 1.1V Elt1'0,11; EMT ATI"N (11.11c}:,

JUVENILE ENIPLoy MI ENT commcerEF.

To

1. The juvenile employment committee learwt that you will shortly be leaving school.
They hope that, with your parents' help and approvair you have found. or a ill find,
some suitable employment to go to. The choice of this is very important for you It
la not difficult for you to find a sitlialhin. but if it is one whirl, will only employ you
for two or three years. without 'any prospects of improving your position afterwards,
you should not wke it Until you have your teacher's advice about it Your teacher
may be able to assist you. or will perhaps advise you to omie to the committee's Alves
(at the a'adretel you will see at the top of this letter) and get advice' there, which will
be gladly given yen. Do net decide in a hurry: verS..many boys and girls have done
that and regretted it all their lives afterwards. You amino old enough. and you have

hot experience enough. to decide for yourself, so talk over hat you will do. first with
your parents. then with pair teacher. and then. if you like, at the committee's office.
The committee often hear of situations Vacant. Of these they koep a list. and perhaps
one of them might suit you if employment is not found for you in any 14 her way.

2. Important considerations for you to bear in mind are these: Year ha t' to think
of the future and no nwrely of the present the man who knows a trade has always
a better chance of success than one who is ant irely unskilled. and oftena better chance
than a clerk. in an Aim.

3. ltemembor, too, that the buy who works cheerfully and with industry has the
best chance of getting on. Always be ready to do a little more than you are asked.

4. Do nut give up one situation until you have got a better few. If you are in a
difficulty your former teacher, or the committee's ',Ricer at Sir Thomas Street. will
be willing to advise and help you.

5. The committee wants you to look upon them as your friends. for they are anxious
to help you. There is one point to which thy would wish your attention to he
specially drawn. You ought not, on leaving your day school, to think that your edu-
cation is completed,'but should seek' to join a suitable evening eontimtution school
in your neighborhood. About this your teacher will advise you.

6. Finally, remember that whatever others do for you, you nwst put your own
shoulder to the wheel.

The letter addressed to girls is similar in form and content to that
to boss:. The fourth paragraph applies to domestic service:

4. Again, many girls do not realize the advantages which domestic service has over
many-other forms of employment. To a girl who rise to provide for herself the com-
mittee would urge that domestic service in a well-conducted household is one of the
best (*Tripe t ious which she can take up, inasmuch as it may secure for her a good home,
healthy- work, suffieitnt wages to enable one to save, and, lastly, a training which may be
invaluable ht later life if one is called upon to manage a home of her own.
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Other forms in use inelubt he following:

1.1V E. HP001. EDI CATIOX COMMITTEE .

EDUCATION: (CHOICE OF EM ?LOVA! EN I, ACT 111.1

39

Rei:ord of (+litre attendance at school:
Name of pupil
'Address
Date of birth
Namo,of school
Date of entering tiehool last attended.
Date of leaving present school
&tn. on leaving years months

(Signed .
Hold tenrhe

hate
l'articulars to he filled up if the child has tranlierted to a ondar trades

school, etc.:
Name and place of school
Type of school
Entemil school on
Left slumil on
(lam or form on Ira%

Date , s,

T,, I., tilled up by head teacher of eiening bin or Iv, linical classes:

T.'ui'Iu'r.

.1nendaneec.
Examina

Achim 1,01, reult... 11(Itk'''''f Signaterich°1:

*bssioo. Name otsehool Course. Vela or
C.IIrSe. I

lion

linos! of 1:1,11step...to).

Te be entered by holder,. with names of employer.. tot um et;iplyntent. diet. of
Is eginning :mil ending entpt.yanettiii

l'haninsa of allilri..asititv leaving achoot. to be einem,' 11..y
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LIVERPOOL. EDUCATION Coattirree.

EMPLOYMENT RECORD.

Employmeht of scholars leatitty school.

Name di pupil 1ddress
Date of birth When leaving school
Standard or class
Character and conduct ' Physique Hearing
Sight' Regularity ' Punctuality
Occupation of father, mother, or guardian 2
Occupation obtained by parent. or guardian for child
Evening school which pupil will attend
Brief report of head teacher as to capacity and suitability of scholar for the is.cuirat

selected and opinion of the head teacher as to the kind of employment. if any.
at which he would be likely to succeed.

rk
(Signet') 'lead Teacher.

Dept.

ERIo()I. EDUCATION

EMPLOYMENT NOMINATION.

Emidoym, o f nj miloolarN !curing .51,001.

Name of pupil Address....
Date of birth When leaving school
Standard or clan.
Character and conduct ' Physigne ' Hearing
Sight' Regularity Punctuality '
Occupation of father, mother, or guardian 2"
Qccupation preferred by parent or guardian for child
Evening school which pupil will attend
Brief report of the head teacher as to the capacity and suitability of scholar for oen-

.pation mentioned, and suggestion as to any other kind of ocelipat ion or employ-
ment flir which he may rem more suited.

(Signed s Head Teacher.
School Dept. -

I E. excellent. V 0, very good. 0, good. F, fair.
I Strike out wide/to er does not apply.
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LIVERPOOL EDUCATION CoMMITTEE,
14 Sir Thomas Street... ...... 1913

JUVENILE. EMPLOYMENT REDISTRY.

I 11:1 VI, I o 11111'4,1'111 VIM 111:11 "eaades have arisen
a "ratae has

for
Please, therefore, :111Iq0 I at this office on
next, the Ite Aire L. bring with you
a testimonial frilill your littid teacher.

JAMES LEGGE.
Direefrr If itteatimf.

\I vri.. tf,11,meer, I..1 have no o tined it .101,111011, illed, 4'114 me to or.1 a. to the nature of the
,,rk and Ow name of 11111.12.1111.i0er

Please cute that
lately a scholar al your still. has to-day been found vIllplolymvlit by the above
registry is

MA'S, 7111.. ,,x1, WI:111'N

ITY or LIVERPOOL EDUCATION (OMMITTEE.
t i Sir Thomas .'!reel,

E \ILE EitpLoi Itrudsricv

0.s.1. . t. i. Lst:t i E.
bill elm. if Edaratim,..

LIVERPoilt EIO'CATIoN CoMMITTCE..

J V% \ II E I.MI oVNI ENT IttrilsTRY

. Sik %A STREET.......
In reply to your request for

I -end you with this e:5 rd
alp) should- i.resent it in a sealed ellVeloDS. addresled to you. If you deride to engage
hint

please sign this can! at the feel and return it to mic as stmal te, ixtssittle. If youher
himdo not engage please Imial this card bark to
her

inisigeud

JAMES li. LEDGE,
biro tiir rf Educaldm

(Signed)

1.1YEItPOOI. EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

Juvenile Employment Registry, 19, Sir Thomas Street.

Name Adlreas
N..

This is (4.1 inform c II that I have lam' obtainetI a $411111i011 a
with the firm of.

Address
ISigned)

Date
To the DIRECTOR OF,EDVCATION.

Lirerpfea.
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!color °lewd, lavender 1

Nomination Film to he uoesi where employment has nut been foil 04.1

LIVERPOOL EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

ENIILOYM ENT OF SCHOLARS IA:AXING SCHOOL.

Nank.of pupil 1ildress
Date of birth When leavin..z school
Standard or class Character and conduct '
Physique 2 Henri Sight' Regularity .Pituctuality
Occupation of father, mother. or guardian "
Occupation preferred by parent or guanlian for child
Evening school which pupil will attend
Brief report of head teacher as to capacity and suitability of scholar for the occupation

selected and opinion of the head teacher teat. the kind of employment. if ally. at
which lie would she likely to succeed.

Signod Ilead Teacher
. Dept.

I tate.
Retnurks itn he tilled op ii the (slut mien office,.

... .. . ..

it olor of card. 100; 1

LIVERPoOL EDUCATION li ii NIITTE E.

.11:1ENILE EMPLO1 M ENT RECD.:TRY CI AD, of VACANCY NOTIFIED VI'
ENI PLO I' I.H.

Name of emplver
Address N

Trade or profession
Nature of vacancy,
Other information

(Details as to wages. hours 14 lint y. apprenticeship. ere_ should be obtained, ii

Date

.1 similar card of a difTerent cOlor Is used If employment hie. Lees airjoged.
I E. Excellent. V, (1. Very good. G. good. F. fair.
s strike out whichever does not apply.

r
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[Color of card. light green./
. Trade No 1

School board. veleed
Name %ddress Renewal,.
Date of birth (I . years.... month., ); I tom when fre, t o start a ork.....
Standard of eilticat Ion at ta ined:

Normal for age. f. r., at merit certificate singe. I relet e words nut lipid icitd..
Normal for age 12, f. e., at qualifying SI3gP. Uhl here anyt
Itelo qualifying stage. s;welaBy

Pon, of leer isg school.. t tlendaloe . I I'unrnr
2 Behavior qight ..... .

hySiqUe(12) height.... ft (hi IS eight '.'ones fns at the last st.itutii .

medical examination).
(1) tlettiling'or (2) (loins to:lupind continual ion Name of continual
(I)., (2) .

....tefiljects of course of st tid y
Occupation desired (parent I u te consulted 1.Y .....
Toacher'sopinion as to nature of °mma! Ion pupil Is filled for by ur..1 bent and educli 4111111.

equipment ...
sixscine reply will facilitate administration

Willing lobe a pprent iced'
Does pupil desire the acsIst ante of the laleiresehange!..

pupil Is to he directed to labor exchange nearest residence
Teacher's furt her remarks (confident 1:11 . . ....... .

Lahot exchange official's confident ial remarks

\ 11./ I II0.1 II/ NT.

t simifarcaritrfs it itTereto iulor is ti-ed fm Imys.

mpinyers hot n tell j1M-1041 of leaving velmol
and oegiNtoing at it Labor I:xi-Mingo.

-

Nature of
emplo)ment.

I f rep'' i oi Itoln

1 titration ate of1 D
M period.' ,

I

I
It enter k

Pkiced
Nature el ' keenticat ion

1.1-1tapiurs le a ham sent ; I:marks.vaconcy. Number.

T. '1

For conveitkuce, please state pupil's present age. IIImtc defect .Ata eat urest heteer.
I I 'se Ex.. 1'. Ii., C., and F.
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(

... IV. LONDON.

year, the p oblem in London is sufficiently appalling. Volunteer
With near y 70,000 children leaving the elementary schools each

service has developed hero to an extraordinary degree. The London
County Council with its energetic education committee and system of
care committees; the Board of Trade with its strong central juvenile
advisory committee and 18 local advisory committees: the appreit-
ticaship and skilled employment committees: befriending commit-
toes: and other agencies in bewildering varietyall those make the
work in London deserving indeed of a separate monograph. The
magnitude of London's problem, and the impossibility- of dealing with
it in the way smaller communities attack their vocational aid prob-
lems has made tho London scheme sui genoris. To understand the
workings of the plati.ement machinery in London, it will ho necessary
to consider first the organization of tito London juvenile advisory
committee. This is appointed by the Board of Trade to cooperate
with the juvenile labor exchanges in the area known as the adminis-
trative county of London. It consists of:

1. Six persons nominated by the London County Council.
2. Six persons possessing special knowledge of children and juvenile

employment .
3. Throe employers.
. Three workpooplo.

It is the duty of this committee to advise t ho ord of Trade from
time to time in regard to all ntat t ers relating to the management of
the juvenile branches of the labor exchanges, and in particular t 1
form committees in connection with each local labor exchange... In
addition, it supervises and directs the work of such local committees.

This central committee appoints the local advisory committee
whenever, a juvenile labor exchange is started in London.

Thiciy persons constitute the local advisory committee. Of these,
10 are nominatedIby the London-County Council and 2 by the con
suit at ive committee of London head teachers, while there can noto
loss than 4 representatives of employers and 4 representatives-of work -,

people. The remainder is made up of persons specially interested in
the welfare of young persons; and inCludeS teachers an.d social workers.

The following are the functions of the local committee as proscribed
by the Board of Trade:

1. To focus rho existing scattered efforts of different organizations dialing with
juvenile employment in the locality.

21 To organize a systematic procedure for obtaining, in cooperation with teachers
and the care committees, knowledge of the character, qualifications, and home condi-
tions of children about to leave school, and about to register at the' labor ekchange as
applicants for employment.

. .
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t. To form ,ubcommil mem or :rotas" to attpd at the exchange for the purpose of
interviewing applicants and their parents in order to--

ta) Give advice with regard to employment in general and with regard to particular
vacancies.

(h) To endeavor to secure the attendance of boys and girls at evening continuation
or technical classes.

1. To secure in cooperation with the labor exchange authorities that
(a) Employers are informed as to the work of the local committees.

Adequate information is obtained as to the conditions and prospects of particular
I rades and sit nations.

() The records of all information relative to children. employers, and employment
are so kept as to be readily available for the purpose of the committee.

3. In cooperation with care committees. boys' and girls' clubs, and institutions for
the welfare of juveniles, to organize a system for keeping in touch with such boys and
girls when placed as may be thought to need supervision.

6. To report periodically and make suggestions to the London juvenile advisory
committee and-to carry out such hist met ions as may from time to lime be issued by
them.

A local commit tee may recommend I t ho London juvenile advi?ory
committee t ho mimes of persons us new members of the lei al com-
mittee provided the number (30) is not exceeded. It is also within
the power of a local committee to recommend to the London advisory

.committee the names of per:isms to serve, on rotas, as approved
workers, without being members of the local committee. Local
advisory commit tees are concerned with juveniles under the age of 17.

The work of these local committees presents four phases:

I. Tit E SCI1001.-1.E.tl'ING FORM.

ShortNefore :t child leaVes the elementary sellout a form, termed
the "school-leaving form," is tilled. This is done in part by t ho head
master of the school and ill part by a member of the school care com-
mittee. The members of the care committee endeavor to visit the
home and see the parents as well as the child.

The form, if properly filled, supplies the information an advisory
committee requires to carry out effectively its work of advising
juveniles its to employment.

It. is important tai know whether the child has shown speciatability
in any direction and in what. part of the school curriculum he has
succeeded best. his composition or arithmetic papers.may be above
the average; this would suggest for him a possibility of success in an
office; or ho may be unusually clever with his hhnds-,-the report of
the manual training instructor in the case of a boy, or in the case of
a girl, her needlework, or the report of the domestic science teacher,
should show whether this is the case;. hero some skilled trade would
be indicated as a suitable opening. If the. school is a "central
school," t the bias of the school curriculum and the special course
of instruction the child has t ken are mentioned. Such information,

Thts school correspande to what tog to be calledpi the United States a vprsotattonal school.
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when carefully obtained, indieAps in '.a general way the kind of
employment for which the child is probably best suited.

Secondly, there is a record of the child's health as it appears in the
medical register. It is highly important that all defects should be
noted, and at this point more care on the part of physicians is obvi-
ously necessary. Araangements are now made for (he school doctor
to reexamine, shortly before they leave school, all children among
whom defects have been found at a previous inspection. If, in addi-
tion, the care committee are doubtful about the health of any child
they may call for a special examination by the school doctor. A
large number of young people constantly enter employment for Which
they are physically unfit, and they soon break down. The advisory
committee must be supplied with information sufficiently intelligent
and detailed to prevent this happening in the case of boys and girls
who use the exchange.

Thirdly, there is the report on the home circumstances of the child.
Art advisory committee can do their work well only tis they are
acquainted with the home conditions; these directly affect the choice
of employment. When, for exiimple, the need is great, the child
.must earn at once and take work which pays the mast. Low earnings
with Prospects of learning a trade are out of the question in such a
case, and, in the absence of subventions for needy children it is useless
for an advisory commit tee t o suggest such trade. .0n the other hand ,

when such poverty is not present the advisory committee can urge
the parent, sacrifice immediate earnings for the sake of better

-*prospect s.
There is a space in the school leaving form for recommendations as

to employment. In making these recommendations the care com-
mittees are not required to specify the precise occupation for which
the boy or girl is best fitted. This is left to the labor exchange, where
the various openings.and prospects are presumably bet ter known.

In the majority of London County Council elementary schools the
school leaving form is filled for each child leaving school, and all forms
are sent to the local labor exchange. It is necessary for the exchange
to receive all forms because a large number of children who have not
expressed an intention of registering eventually find their way to the
exchange. 'These forms are sent marked either "for filing" or " for
action." The former refers to children who will probably not
apply to the exchange; the latter to such children as are advised to
apply. In certain cases the care committee seem to have unfortu-
nately onftned their recommendations of the exchange to those chit-

°, because of poor homes or -phypical or-mental handicaps;
would not, unaided, find'employment. As a result, from lack of fit
applicants, the- exchanges often find themselves unable to fill good
vacancies, especially those in business houses.
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2. TWO WORK OF "PLACI NG. ".

The second part of the work, whit %%lath the advisory committee is
concerned, relates to the placing of juveniles who register at the
exchange: This work is carried on under the direct' supervision of
the committee. The children are divided into t wo classes-- juveniles
fr(At from school with school leaving forms, and other juveniles with-
out school leaving forms. Eventually when all school send forms
to the exchange, all juveniles from school will have school lei ving
forms. But at- present la certain districts all schools have not yet
been affiliated with the exchange. There will. however, .always
remain a large number of young people who register at the exchange
sonic time after leaving school. The work of the commit tee is con-

led with both classes of. juvcniles, 'though special and more
flediled attention is devoted to those coming direct from school.

3. SC11041.-LEAVING-1:0101 -CnILDREN.

As already explained, the schcol leaving forms sent to the exchange
atre marked ehiger `for action'' or " for filing." In. the case of the
latter the forms are 'filed at the exchange for use in the event of regis-
tration at some later date. In the case of the former the children,
and their parents are invited to attend at the exchange.

The adviso..y committee endeavor to interview all the juveniles
who are st., summoned. For lids purpose the committee divides
itself up into small subcommittees or "rot as," consisting of persons
who agree to attend at the exchange at certain times for interviews.
It tuts already been stated that the commit tee may, with the consent
of the London advisory committee, invite persons who are not mem-
bers of the main committee to serve on at "rota." It sometimes
happens disk. a head teacher, who is not a member of the advisory
eomtnittee, is willing to be present at a "rota" to which pupils from
his school have been summoned.

The "rota" interviews the young people and parents who respond
to the sunftnons. The school leaving forms are before it and a list
of vacancies sent by the local secretary or t Itrough the clearing house.

The decision of the "rota" takes various forms, according to the
special circumstances of the ease:

I. In the case of a boy or girl who has left school it may be found
possible front the list? of exist lug vacancies to suggest,an open-,
mg. In this case the young applicant is given the green card
to take-to the employer. There may, ho*ever, he no suitable
vacancy. In these circumstances he is registered and told to
call at the exchange again. It is the duty of the secretary to
endeavor to find it position. This is done either by getting
into touch With the local employers, by notifying the need to
a neighboring exchange, or by sending the child's card to the
clearing house for special canvassing.

. .
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The home circumstances may, In Meyer. be such that parents
are unable to wait while search is made ft it desirable occupation.
The "-rota" then, places the juvenile temporarily while awaiting a
more satisfactory opening:

2. In the case of hors and girls still at school, the procedure is
much the sameexcept ihat the child can not be placed until
free 10 leave school. Children requiring special employments
are encouraged to remain at school until such an opening has
been found. In other cases they are asked to call at the
exchange as soon as they leave, when the decision of the
" rot at " will, so fur as possible, be carried out by the exchange.
In certain cases the 'rota" has to advise the juvenile to con-
t blue at school for n longer period.

3. The "rota" at times decides to refer the juvenile to some other
agency dealing with special 'forms of employment, as for
example, the apprenticeship and skilled employment com-
mittee or I be met ropolit a a association for hefriendij young
servants.

The care committee of the school from which the juvenile comes is
informed of nay definite decision of the "rota." It has happened
that children have given care committees inaccurate accounts of the
advice given them at "rotas," and very Often the child, when sum-
moned, does not attend. In order that the care committee may have
full knowledge of the proceedings tit the exchange it has been decided
that

When a school hiving form has Ie:m sent to the exchange marked for act ion '-
(a) If the miild dous not attend. when summoned lite secretary shall. inform the car,

committee.
At (it) If the child attends and is advised and not placed, the secretary shall send

to the care committee Form "A," indicating thereon the nature of the advice given.
(c) If the child attends and is placed, the secretary shall send to the care committee

Form "A '"in the usual. wily.

In addition to interviewing juveniles fresh from school, the "rota
endeavors to interview those juveniles, who; coming with school-
leaving forms have previously been placed by the exchange, but who,
for one reason or another, have lost their employment. Rota meet-
ings are also open to all children or others who come for any special
advice or help.

There are in London various associations concerned with the
problem of finding employment for certain classes of juveniles.
Cooperation betwcftn the advisory committees and the apprentice-
ship and skilled employment Committees is very close in certain
districts, and is based upon the following rules drawn up between
the two bottles:

Ride I.EReept in cases where a parent or employer objects, the entire work of
indenturing apprentices, with or without premium, shall be dealt with by'tho appren-
ticeship and skilled employment committee, and not by the local advisory committee.
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Rule II.--Boys and girls suited to apprenticeship, for whom there are II" suitable
vacancies at the exchange, may be referred to the apprenticeship and skilled employ--
1,1mA committee.

Rule III.The apprenticeship and skilled employment committee shall notify
to the local advisory committee the names of all their juvenile aftplicantsjsrespect

whom school-leaving forms have been issued.
ink I6. When the labor exchange has a vacancy. for an indentured apprentice

and the employer does not object, the vacancy shall be referred to the apprenticeship
and'skilled employment committee and dealt with by them.

Rule r.When the apprenticeship and skilled employment cointilittee have a
,citable vacancy Whi(h they are unable to fill they shall apply to the Imul advisory
committee for a suitable boy or girl, and vice versa.

Rule I7.Apprenticeship and skilled employment committees tray canvass
niployers, but only after consultation with the secretary of the local ad visiiry vimi-

mittee in whose district the firm to be canvassed is situated.
Mile I71. As far as possible, all information about juveniles and xacanci..s 'PUS.

sessed by one party to this arrangement shall be at the disposal of the other. -
Rule 1711.Physically handicapped childrn who are not eligible for the help of

the "aiter-care cemmitteo for children fr.lin the physically defective schools shall
be referred by the local allvis.!?V committee to the apprenticeship and skilled employ-
ment committee, if the latter he willing to receive them.

In July, 1913, t hese rules were rimpnsidered. The London juvenile
olvisory committee have agreed that the rules should lie regarded
more by way of suggestions than as rigid rules. The wording of
rule has been slightly altered, 'otherwise the scheme remains much
as it was. .tit arrangement has been made whereby the local advisory
committee is notified by the apprenticeship committee of the result
of catch ease referred to it, so that the child so referred does not slip
between the two agencies.

Metropolitan, association, for befriending young serrants.Girls
applying to advisory committees, who desire to enter indoor domestic
service are, at cases, referred to the local branch of the metro-
politan association for befriending young servants. (A new arrange-
ment is now under consideration between the. Le union juvenile
advisory commit tee and the metropolitan association f4 befriending
young servants whereby girls suitable for domestic service may .be
more etTectivelx dealt with than heretofore.)

Friends of the poor. -This society has agreed to cooperate with
the local advisory committees on the following terms:

(1) They will inquire at the exchanges to ascertain whether any
juNienile with whom they are dealing is known.

(2) The committee may refer to, them certain difficult cases of-
..poverty.

(3) When they can not- supply juveniles required by the-firms
with whom they are in touch, they will inquire at the exchange to see
if there are suitable juveniles available.
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Boys' country work society.This society places boys en farm.;
(a) with a view of their settling in the country permanently: (b) with
a view to emigration when sufficiently trained and of the right age.

Arrangements have been Made whereby vacancies notified by the
boys' country work society are circulated to local advisory commit tee,.
The society's form is filled up at the exchange in respect of suitable
applicants, who are interviewed by the representatives of the society.
In special cases of need the society arranges to assist in providing the
necessary fare. They also undert ake to keep in-touch with the boys
thus placed.

Marine socidy.:The arrangement made for boys wishing to got t

sea provide that the marine society will accept eligible candidates
free of all cost to the parents or guardians; clothe; maintain, and
train theni entirely at their own expense. On the completion of
boy's training. the society will find him occupation either in the
Royal Navy or the mercantile marine.

Mentally and physically defective children are dealt with titrottgh
appropriate special school care commit tees and after -rare commit tee'..
In addition to-these special arrangements the local advisory com-
mittees work in close touch with local scout nno:ters, boys' and girls'
club, etc., endeavoring to assist in placing their mentliCrs in suitable .
occupations,

seacto. iNouniti:s.

.In order to assist the work nr (summit tee..., t hi. &Ord id .1'.1tIV .11::1-0
agreed to .carry ourinquirie, into the conditions and erospe,ts exisl
Mg in certain trades. The results of such inquiries..are printed ate'
supplied to members of advisory committees. Reports are 11.4w pub-
fished on the conditions of employment in (1) Ready-made women's.
clothing trades, (2) bookbinding and stationery trades (gir:), (3)
steam laundries, (1). leather-working industries. (3) building trades,

The Board of Trade will soon issue slit rter reports in p:Implile.
form dealing with various trades. These are in vourse of preparation
and a re intended for the guidance of members of advist iry conienitt ees.

TIIF. CLEARING

To complete the Organization of the work of pl eing, something
after the nature of the clearing house is essential. N me of the areas
of the local labor exchanges constitute' an industriikl unit. 'There
are districts where-children are nninerod and the vacancies rotatively
fow; and there are districts where conditions of an oppoite character
exist; further, it is often the ease that the districts whicb pt.e.iess the
largest number of qualified children are the districts whithi afford the
least satisfactory openings.
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A clearing-house system, designed to neet, this problem, has been
attempted in connection with the labor exchtmge in what is known as
the City of Londonthe nonresidential, financial district of London.
A special advisory committee has recently been formed at the city
exchange to supervise and advise on the clearing-house system. This
committee does not deal with the actual placing of juvenilesthis
being the work of the committees attached to the' local exchanges
but its special duty is. that of consWeling how vacancies can best, be
obtained and circulated to the local exchanges. The committee con-
sists of persons, employers and employees alike, representing the
large city trades and businesses, and in part of chairmen of local
advisory committees. As at present partially organized, the arrange-

, Alimits at the clearing house are as follows:
The clearing house deals with vacancies coining from two sources:
The' vacancies, from whatever sources obtained, are Cla,,sified into

three groups, lettered A, 1i, or C:
A. Vacancies of a very special character.
B. Vacancies offering good prospects Of permanent employment.
C. Vacancies in general, of the errand-boy type.
These lists, as classified, are sent, out early each morning to reach

the local exchange in time for an evening rota meeting on the same
day. In general, A and B vacancies are circulated to all exchanges

'and C vacancies to a single lixal exchange. In the ease of C vacancies
the juvenile is sent direct, to the employer. When a juvenile" for an
A or B vacancy has been chosen he is, in general-, senb to the city
exchange and from there, if regarded as suitable, to the employer. If
it juvenile so dispatched is not successful in his application he returns
to the city exchange and is sent, where possible, to apply for another
vacancy of the same type, i. e., a juvenile sent by the local exchange
for 'an A vaoancy is sent to another A vacancy anda B juvenile to a
B vacancy. But a juvenile sent by n local committee for an A
vacancy will not be sent to a B or C vacancy, or a B juvenile to a C
vacancy, without first consulting and obtaining the consent of the
local secretary.

It has 'also been arranged that local commit tees who have.on their
books juveniles requiring Vacancies of a special character any' for-
wiird particulars of the juvenile in. question to the clearing house,
when the canvassers there will, in the course of their duties, make
special search for the kind of vacancy asked for. .

There are (a) vacancies notified to the city exchange by, employers
and (b) vacancies which local exchanges have been unable to fill
locally and have notified to the city exchange.

. The work of canvassers attached to the clearing house is not con-
fined to the administrative area of the city of London, but includes
adjoining districts where extent of employment is large.

11111..M.11161.4
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THE POWERS OF THE COHMITTEE.

The Board of Trade have intrusted to local advisory committees
certain important powers with regard to the "placing" of juveniles.
There is reproduced below a meniorandum on the subject which was
recently circulated to local committees by the London conainit tee.
'The Board of Trade have agreed:
,I. That, subject to any general regulations issued or to be issued from .time to.time

by the Board of Trade or the juvenile advisory committee, the local advisory com-
mittees be empowered to decide whether juveniles shall or shall rat be submitted to
employers notifying vacancies, provided that where such decisiona
(a) Takes the form of a resolution that ju\veniles shall not be sent under any circum-.

stances to a particular employer, a record be kept of such cases, with the reason
for such decision, and a quarterly return of such cases be made to the London juve-
nile advisory committee;

(h) Takes the form 44 a resolution that juveniles shall not be sent to certain types Of
employment, or skill bt sent to employers only under certain conditions, such
a resolution shall not be acted upon until it has received the approval of the juve-

. nile advisory committee and the Boardyf Trade.
2. That, in the event of the manager disagreeing with the decision of a rota to mond

a particular juvenile to a particular place, the 'juvenile shall not be sent to that
vacancy, and the actlt,n taken shall be reported to the main (local) committee.

It will he seen that when the committee decide not to send juve-
niles.under any circumstances to a certain, type of employment, as
distinguished front one particular employer; the decision must take
the form of a reconimendation to the London juvenile advisor)**
committee. It would obviously be of little use for a single exchange
to decline to fill vacancies of a certain kind if other exchanges con-
tinued to fill them. t7niformity of action, therefore, is aimed at by
the London committee.

The authorities are under no delusion as to the number of what
may be termed really satisfactory openings for children. Returns
of the occupations followed by boys on leaving school were obtained
a few years ago by the London County Council. These returns
showed that about half of the boys entered blind-alley eniploymentS,
and, at most, a third found employment in. any class of work which
could he, in any manner regarded us skilled. Employers' offering
vacancies of the less satisfactory kind\ are able to do without any
help from labor exchanges. For a long time they will continue to be
able. to do so, despite all labor exclanges. Many. children must
work as soon as possible; their poverty is real. Now the records
show how limited is the number of good openings, amounting indeed
in the cakes of the boys to not morn titan about a' hird of the available
positions, Obviously the remainqig two-thirds of the boys in search
of .work are driven to unpromising and undesirable sorts of work..

This situation is bad, and it will not ho remedied alone by the
establishment of advisory committees. Nevertheless, there is a
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positive social gain in 'the existence of these committees. Vacancies
of any kind will be filled, no matter what any committee may think; .,
but they are now to an increasing extent filled with the knowledge
of the labor exchange people.
,The advisory committee is enabled to keep in touch with the boy;

they maybe able to find him more suitable employment at a later
date; but they are, at any rate, in a position to trace his industrial
career and ascertain exactly the effect his work has upon him. This
is important. .

There can never be a satisfactory solution of the problem of juve-
nile employment until detailed and conclusive information is avail-
able regarding the conditions of boy and girl labor.

It is hoped that the advisory committees. in their dealing with
disadvantageous forms of employment, will be in a position to point
out what further public action is necessary to remedy evils which
may be discovered. .

A very large percentage of children who apply to the exchange do
not obtain employinent through the exchange. Of the juveniles
who register, little more than half are found employment. The
remainder find work on their own account, and nothing more is
known of their careers. To remedy this deficiency is Perhaps the
committee's most important duty. .

Where the less satisfactory openings are offered, the conditions
and the reasons why the openings are notsatisfactol are explained
to the juveniles, and if possible. to their parents. If they decide to
apply for such vacancies, they do so at least with knowledgC of the
facts. Some rotas endeavor to supervise the career of the young
worker: placed in these unpromising employments. Instructive
instances of such services are on record: but sat isfaction with the
present situation is out. of the question.

.

As matters stand, there are a certain number of vacancies and a
certain number of youthful applicants. The prOblem which the
committee are called on to solve is how best to sort smut the different
applicants and assign them to the different vacancies. Apart from
such aaice as the committee are able to give,_this sorting process
depend4 largely on the unguided choice of the ehild'ren, mike know
little of the prospects and the conditions existing in ..t4 various kinds
of employment. The advisory committees ate genuinely striving
to replace this method of unguided choice of the' juvenile by some'.
knowledge of the prospects in the different trades and occupations..
The secretary visits local employers and places of work in order to
find out what the openings arc. This canvassing is properly re-
garded as a ,cheek against the danger of turning the exchange into a
channelihrough which unsupervised eniployers can obtain an indefi-
nite supply of young workers. Mere statistics of placements (19 not :
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necessarily indicate successful work; more committees would do well ,
to remember this point.

SUPER VISION.

A most important feature of the local advisory committees' work
is the attempt to organize a system under which accurate information
may be obtained of the industrial career of each boy and girl placed.
The committee endeavors to test the value of its work by reviewing
the progress of the placed children. The point of view of the child,
his parent, as well as the opinion of the employer, are ascertained.
A boy may have been placed in employMent for which he is physically
or otherwise unfitted, or he may be given a situation with prospects
of permanent employment. He may have taken up work in which
he can hope to be successful only by taking certain special training
courses. He is advised accordingly. Some employers require
certain qualifications in the worker engaged. It is desirable that the
committee should know such facts. Now all this kind of information,
*so essential to good work by an advisory committee, can be secured
only through investigation.

An interesting method of ascertaining the. industrial progress of
the young workers has been adopted by some advisory committees:

Every juvenile, when he is placed, is invited to call at the exchanger
periodically and let the committee know how he is getting on. He
comes in the evening when rotas are meeting. A notice of such
Meetings sometimes appears in the window of the exakange. It is
found that children make considerable use of this opportunity of
consulting the secretary or committee.

Some local advisory committees have established cooperation
between themselves and the local certifying,- factory surgeons, who,
in certain cases, have undertaken to notify the advisory committee
of the names of rejected children, With a recommendation as to the
type of employment for which they are best suited. The advisory
'committees endeavor to place the juveniles in accordance with the
physician's disclosures.

This, then, in broad outline, is the work of the London advisory
committee and its local committees. There,is an earnest endeavor,
first, to know the children, their needs and capabilities; secondly, to
place them as advantageously as conditions will allow; and thirdly,
to study results of this placement through the system of after-care
which is being developed. The facts which will be forthcoming
after a fell/years' trial of this great enterprise will be invaluable for
their.illumination of industrial conditions as reflected in the careers
of the children studied, and of special service in the formulation of
future educational and Social policies.

The London Schools are being brougl iuto close working relation'
with the exchanges.. Mask teachers are breaking away 'from the
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traditional silence and routine of the English teaching body, and are
making personal studies on their own 'account of the children who
leave prematurely for wage earning.

.As yet the United Kingdom is not ready for the German system
of compulsory day -tune instruction for young workers. Attention
is therefore centered on existing shortcomings in the evening school
system. These defects are glaring, though not at all peculiar to
England. Dwindling classes, indifferent. and disheartened students,
the-natural handicap ,vf artificial lighting, and weariness of both
students and teacheragafter the day's toil, are familiar crilicisms.
The situation in Great Britain,- as with us, is an indictment of the
principle of voluntary and of evening attendance by children between
14 and 18 years of age. The Munich boy between 14 and 17 years
of age; employed throughout ally year though he may be, is com-
pelled to attend for 2.-10 daylight hours per session during each of the
three years. In London the number of student hours per enrollment
per evening session amounts to something like 45.

It is interesting to note that the education conunittee of the
London County Council has begun the task of considering a reorgaii-
ization of the evening schools in order to meet. better. than they
now do taw neglected -needs of an army of young wage earners. The
changes now in process in the council's evening schools are designed
to aid along the lines of the occupations of the students. Advisory
committees are proposed for these evening 'schools, to consist. of
employers, social workers, and those connected with the advisory
committee of the 'labor exchanges. A large number of vocational
institutes, so called, are projected, with special classes forpost-office
messengers and other groups of young employees.

In order to get a clearer idea of the organization and work of the
advisory committee, two documents, one outlining the general rules
of procedure-for an advisory committee, and the other reproducing
the monthly report of one of the best of the loca: advisory cony
mitt yes follow:

DRAFT RUL.ES OF l'ItOCEDURE FOR AN AMISnItY CoMNIITTLE von JUVENILE EMPLoVNIENT.

1. nmespmerting.The committee shall meet, as required hy the; !herd of Trade,
and at such other times as the cOnitnittee Duty decide.

2. Notice of mecting.7 The agenda for each meeting shall lie mord to each member
not less than 98 hours 'before the time of meeting.

3. Circulation of minutes. The minutes of the proceedings of each meeting shall
be kept by the secretary to the committee, and shall be circulated to the members,.
with the agenda for the subsequent meeting. .

4. Subcommittecs.Tho committee may delegate any of their 'functions to a sub-
committee appointed by themselves from their own number, which Alan report to
the rommiitee. Unless the committee otherwise decide, the chairman shall, ex officio,
be chNirntau of a subcommittee.
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5. Chairman.- At every meeting of the committee or a subcommittee the chair-
man, or in his absence such other member as is chosen by the members then present,
shall preside.

6. Quorum.The (merlon of the committee shall be one-third of the number of
committee members. A subcommittee shall fix their own quorum.

7. Voting. A question shall be decided by a majority of the votes of the member:
present voting on that question, and in case of equality of votes the person presiding
at the meeting shall have a second and casting vote.,

8. Resignation of membership.- The chairman or any member of the committee may
resign his office by giving notice in writing to the Board of Trade..

9. Absence from meeting.Any member who fails to attend at least one-quarter of
the total number of meetings to which he is summoned in any consecutive 12 months,
except for some cause approved by tho committee, shall be deemed to have vacated
his seat, but shall be eligible for reappointment.

NW\ rill.Y ItEroirr m A I orm. .i,k Isola comMITTY.I.:.

Catillarwell Juvenile Ad. isor,y Ciumnitlee.

Report for ',cried larch 1:i to .kpril, 1913, incl ltsive. Number of schools selected, 54.
A. Number of school-leaving forms received-

Boys. Girls.
For act inn 149 140
For tiling 49 62

B. I hildren who applied in answer to the samara, 50 64
0. Children placed iu conjmiction with other :igen, 3
U. S. l.. F. children placed by exchange:

(a) With prospects of learning a trade 30 46
(b) With prospects of permanent work 34 19
(e) Purely unskilled ..,

E. Alther children placed by exchange:
(a) With prospects of learning a trade 38 51,
ib) With prospects of permanent work 126 21
(c) Purely Unskilled 17 1

F. Number of A ' forms issued 64 65
t1. Number of "11- reporl!, revel % ed 34 30

.Appendix Nlarch April. 191:1.

Employers' reports issued 97 34
Employers' reports received 74 25
Fresh egistrations 247 169
Ileregistrat ism 45 38
Reregist rat ions after placement 44 12
Live register brought forward 78 16
Live registet clrried forward 87 56
Total dealt with 327 209
Total 'daces, 227, 138
Percentage 69 66
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The forms mentioned in the foregoing description of the London
work follow, together with an interesting health memorandum from
the London County Council's medical officer:

form No. 1. C.
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

EDUCATION 0,P1vER.g DEPARTMENT_

LEAVING FORM HEAD TEAclIF.R.s I(EpoITT

11),11"1111iViSi011.
1. Name
2. Date of 1011 birthelo 3. Standard

.1eldress
. Entered sclatol

l'rediable date of lc.1 . in scbool
1'. General abilit . and conduct

S. '

9. Height. 10. - Illtli eyes. oars. heart. longs,

Date af last inspection
I I. ra Sort of eitiployment rectmtnended

(b) \\*limiter further retention at school is recomtnende(I
,c) What evetting class or trade school is recommended

'Signed, Date,
lb ad trw

!-1 4Aits, I 'eixturerv.r. s

1. 1 tome circumstattees let tatters occupation
2. Parent's wishes as to employment
.1. Scholar's inclinations
1. Name amkadelress of suitable individual or institution if any in keep in touch

with child
Name tif exchange In whicli this form or copy is sem .

sehool care committee's recommendation:
Signed - I Date'

I Immrary 1b/rip. Suhrod III'(.
chi'ors lit-1 01"Ymenl "fl lett \jug seheni

1INDON EXILE 11,N 1;,O111 ruSIMII I I:I,.
Form A.

licistri to children's care 1.1101.1 I VI mitititlee of
II on taken liv the local nil yi:nuy commit WU to he forwarded 0' peresot (Jr institution

a hose core the child has been refemsl.

.labor exchange.
Address
Date.

None Age School
.eldress
Nature of work found for applicant
Whether permanent or temporary-
flours and wages

I Including biretta ability and reports from Instructors in manual training and domestic economy.
To bO taken from niedkiti officers fait report.
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Name and address of firm

Evening elms. technical institute or trade school online:1,1yd
Remarks

The local-advisory committee will he Owl if the children's care !school I committee
will report to them as to the above in (Wont a month. and subsequent ly u the months
of May and November. or earlier if occasion demands.

A form for the fist report is inclosed.
N.B.If falls out of work the visitor shouhl imme-

diately notify the local advisory committee awl persuade him or her, ot nitre to re-
register.
To

1.',)rin It.
1.tiNDSN it I

Iteport of .. to wlicts care the child has been referred by
the ..itildren's care Isehool k committee.

17.1ecti tr.' I division.
Labor exchange.

Address
pate of issue

Report as to
at.Name

Address
Nature of work
Employer...

1. Evening class. techni,al institute. or trade scistal attended

2. dubs (thrift, social or other, joined by him tor her

3. Information obtained in tin the home as to industrial pntgress and in

4. Remarks...
dis

sit:nature
!hut,.

N. 11.In no instance is the h.iii,r apprmtch tilt (.1111.1t, et' %% 11.1111 1110
of the local advisory committee.

Any change in wages or hours of work should he noted.
This form to be returned to 'secretary if the chil.

dren's care (school) committee, by whom it will be forwardts1 to the
Labor Exchange.
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Menonundum the Medical Officer of the London County Conned on Health in relation

. to choice of orcupatim.

I;(1) lt is obviously impossible within the limits of a short memorandum to cover all
the points which may arise in regard to the physical fitness of children for employment.
The following paragraphs, therefore, are to be looked upon as intended merely to form
a general guide to children's care (school) committees. In cases where doubt exists
with regard to fitness of a child for a particular employment the committee are re-
minded that machinery exists whereby the opinion or the school doctor may be
obtained. Application should in such cases be made to the dikisional medical officer.

II is to ho pointed out that under the provision of the Fact lory.and Workshops Act
no young person under0years may be employed in a factory or in a workshop in
which certificates of fitness are obligatory, unless within seven days after commenehq,
work a certificate has been 'granted on personal examination 1.y the surgeon that the
applicant is not incapacitated by disease or bodily infirmity for working daily for the
time allowed by law.

The certificate may be qualified by conditions as to the work on which a ehild or
young iMrson is fit to b employed.

At the request of the advisory committee on juvenile employment kill connection
with the labor exchange) iu certain towns the certifying surgeon has (with the ap-
proval of the factory department) undertaken to supply confidentially infurmation
as to young persons and children rejected on medical grounds for certificatce, of fitness.
in order that the committee may endeavor to secure suitable employment,for such
persons and advise parents (where necessary) to obtain medical treatment.

(hl Some trades require the possession of an adequate physique, and it should be
borne in mind that occupations which deuiand muscular effort also place a consider-
able strain upon the heart.. A weakly child or one who is reported to have a weak heart
would 'not, of course, be reconnuend0 to become, for instance, a blacksmith.

(r) The workers in many trades are particularly liable to suffer from respiratorycom-
plaints. The death rate from ronsnmpt hill in these trades is unduly high. They com-
prise, in the first place, thosetradeswhichareespeciallydusty ,and, in I he Second place.
those which involve spending much time indoors in ill-ventilated workshops; or offices.

7I'llildren who are reported to have weak chests or who have a bad ph tl ash-al family his-
tory:41(mM be discouraged from en terb t hem. A li:st of such trades, compiled from the
reports of the registrar general, is to be found in the statement given later.

(d) ;thematic fever is often associated with heart disease. Children who have
suffered from an attack of rheumatism should avoid occupations necessitating eX.
posure to cold, damp or extremes of tenrperature.

(i ) Defective eyesight is likely to lead to igefficiency and over strain in employ-
ments in which (low work and attention to minute details are demanded. Many of
these employments are followed by women.

A low degree of myopia (short sightedness) properly corrected Lsy glasses, will not
.necessarily render a young person unfit for close work; 'Mt a high degree of myopia
should be an absolute bar on account of the tendency to progressive deterioration of
the vision in these cases. .Hypermetropia (long sightedne,$) and astigmatism are
likely to caw° much Amin and headache, and children suffering from these.defects
should not enter these occupations,

Ladies' tailoring and waistcoat making for the most part has to be done on dark
material, the w4rk must be very fine, and the stitchery

bathes' tailoring requires physical strength to manipulate the heavy goose hone in
pre&ing. Coat and waistcoat makers work on their knee instead of a table. Crooked
backs, weak hearts, and lack of vitality do not suit. these trades.

Upholstery is not so trying or close as tailoring.'but is more dusty. .
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82 THE SCHOOL AND THE START IN LIFE.

Ii. tisneral remarks on the conduct. Imalificatimos and getter31 :than y of 1::r;

-12. Special qualifications

13..Name and address of suitable individual or institution t if anyl to, keep in tomelt

with boy
girl

Signature of pfl%1 01 recommending
.1ddress

I.ONIKON \ In 1,01:1 (o\c'.Ur,I I.
l'orm

Labor Exeiltotoge
.1ddres
Dote

Name .%ge S 114'.41

Address
Nature of work found for applicant
Whether ponnanent ir entpotrar
Hours and wages
Name and address of firm
EvOning class. technial hilt itate. o or trade 'mit tol roof tlontended
Remarks

The local advisory committee will be glad if
will report to them as to the above itt shout a mouth. and stili-sotittentl c%er
mouths, or earlier if occasion (lemands.

A torn' for the first report is ittelosetl.
N. itif the boy for girl) falls out of work. the isitor shootold immediately not ify

. the local advisory commit tee. tool persuade 11 Milo:. her at .111e I riCEgiSier.
So-re!,y.

1,1,11 isory ;ft,.
Tto

Report as to
Name
Address
Nature of work
Employer

1. Evening class, technical institute. or trade school attended
2. Clubs (thrift, social or other) joined by him (or hero
3. Information 'obtained from thel, one as to industrial pro VV.. t.qi

It!:
LONOON i: %in Noon- Common.'

laoloor Exchange.
.1dolre,k-

.-. Date of isstic

Ave

WS



I. lien larks

LONDON.

Signal tiro
Date

68

N. B.In no instance is the visitor to approach the employer-without the sanction
of the local advisory couunittee:

. .

A uy change In wages or Inotirs of work should he noted.
This turn' to ho returned. to Secretary.

of the Adrisory Committer
Labor &Mang.-

Is a matter of interest there is added a specimen set of forms used
in sonu districts in connection withafterctire work:

.krrritystrE.1

l'ti%ole and ,;otifuletiliall; to Is' retained by the vbitor.I

NAM.. Age Address
Selasol Employment ((lice date)
Firm
hours. wages. etc
Further education
ftentarks

Secretary. 19 .

Anvisony ('onmrrry felt 1:M1'1.4 )1' It VNT.

sin (or M A oalt(: I am desired by the advisory committee for juvenile employment
to ask if you will he so good as to supply them from time to time with a brief report
upon the boy or girl with regard to whom details are given in the accompanying form.
Special slips are inclosed for this purpose.

The committee would in particular be glad to be informed upon the following points:
I. General welfare. including home circumstances.
2. eircumstauces of employment, with note of any change.
3. Further education. The school attended, or any special reasons for nonattend-

mie. should be shOwn.
Any special needs \ luich it may be within the power of the committee. either

directly or indirectly, to meet,.
If ant of wotli, the hay or girl should be urged to re-register at the exchange, and

information should be sent to me. In no case should the employer he approached
wit hou t the c'ommittee's sanction.

1 am. yours. ,

.Seen Meg,

space ter " vtattere Dotes on the b.441.
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64 THE SCHOOL AND THE START IN LIFE.

V.. BIRMINGHAM.

Nowhere in England will be found a more intelligently executed
plan of helping children start in life than_in the city of Birmingham.
The education. commit tee through its central care committee has
built up an organizatiOn of school care committees which now covers
nearly the whole of the city.. The scheme operates under th6 Choice
of Employment Act and was approved by the board of education in
consultation with the Board of Trade in July, 1911. An integral
part of the Birmingham scheme is the chain of juvenile labor ex-
changes distributed at. central points throughout the city, in the
management of which there is the closest cooperation between the
school and Board of Trade officials. A corps of nearly 1,500 men
and women, called helpers; undertake to interest. themselves in the
individual children and their pitrelts who use the labor exchanges.
During the first. 17 moralis nrly.11,000 applications were received
from employers,, and 7,000 children under .17 years of ai,re. were
placed, besides numbers of other cases in which the helpers them-
selves undertook to counsel and place the children.

Birmingham is fortunate in the variety of its skilled occupations.
'Although there is a vast amount. of unskilled work, likely to increase
with constant improvement -in labor-saving machinery, yet the
metal trades, the printing trade, and other industries offer satisfac-
tory opportunities to a large number of workers. To some degree,
therefore, the problem of starting young workers in Birminglmni is
less severe than in Liverpool or Londoni. Nothwithstanding . these
relative adv,antages, however, a study of the Birmingham enterprise
only strengthens the conviction which' comes to every student of
vocational giiidance work -anywhere. namely, that placement for
children under IS is at best, a makeshift so king as the public neglects
to put in force certain fundamental social policies through legislatiOn,
which policies will be discussed ill the closing chapters.

.These .fundameirtals, it should be said, are keenly appreciated by
the men mid' women who are devoting themselves to the youth of
Birmingham. About 13,000 boys and girls leave the elementary
schools in that city each year; most of them am absorbed by offices,
factories, workshops,. and warehouses. The need of gitidalicc and
training is apparent as soon as the careers of these children are scru-
tinized. To meet this. need, the following plan, in active operation
for more than two years, is in charge of the central care committee
which devotes its attention to the industrial problems of boys and
girls from the time they leave school until tjlek are 17 years of age.
This committee consists of six.members Of the education committee,
four representatives of teachers, three of employers, threeof workmen,

iv



BIRMINGHAM. 65

four social workers, the school medical officer, and others. The com-
mittee carries on its work through two sets of agencies (1) the juvenile
employment exeTianges, and (2) school care committees.

1. THE CENTRAL JUVENILE EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGE.

This is in charge of an officer specially appointed bY the Board of
Trade on account of his knowledge, training, and fitness for dealing
with the employme1it of juveniles. He attends the meetings of the
central care committee and acts in consultation with their officer.

The chief work of the exchange is:
(1) To receive andregister applicants for employment from youths

and girls under 17 years of age.
(2) To receive and register applications from employers for

juvenile employees.
(3) To endeavor to .place the applicants for employment in the

situations for which they are best suited and in which they are likely
14) be most successfipl.

The exchange is in a good position to select the applicant, because
both the exchange and the central care committee have accumulated
an immense amount bf information nbotit the various trades of the
city, and so can advise as to wages, prospects, and bond: ions in any
trade. It knows what trades lead to rezular and improving work,
and can -caution against bad coplitions and prospects.

By the time a child applies for a post, the officials above mentioned
will have in their possession a report concerning it from the head
tqlchez of its school, from the school medical officer, and from the
school care commitjA.e helper. In the first 12 months 7,180 applicants
were received from employers, and 4,907 were filled.

For the convenience of parents and juvenile applicants five branch
exchangeS have been opened in various parts of the city.

2. SCHOOL CARE COMMITTEES.

The scheme provides for the appointment of a school rare committee
for each elementary school in the city. Many schools thus have their
own care cdmmitrees. In at number of cases it has been found advis-
able to group several neigVoring schools under one care committee
These committees consist of school managers, teachers, and others
who are prepared to interest themselves actively in boys and girls. .

The members assigned us "helpers" to a small number of children
each. The helper is put in touch with the boysor girls about three
months before they leave school, and at once tries to'set up a friendly
relation with the parents as well as. with the children by visits to the

21819*-14----0



66 THE SCHOOL AND THE ET/LET IN LIFE.

home or by other means. The children are encouraged to talk abOut
what they would like to be, the parents about what they have in view.
When there are vague or unsuitable -proposals for a child's employ-

: ment, or no plans at all, the parents and the child are urged tp attend
at the juvenile empldyment exchange, and thereby to find the best
available post for which the child is suited. To rouse the sense of
parental responsibility, to lead the well-meaning but uninformed
parents to industrial knowledge and right action, to encourage the
choice of skilled employment rather than employment with no pros-
pect of advancement fOr the boythese are among the helper's aims
on the industrial side, while the employment exchanges provide the
means of giving effect to the school care committee's work.

The helper endeavors to keep in touch with the boy or girl for about
three years. This, as regards employment , is necessary' to counteract

. the aimless drifting or the capricious change from job to job, to give
encouragement to face and overcome difficulties, to see that, if
changes are advisable, they are made for the youth's benefit and do
not give rise to intervals of disastrous unemployment.

The conditions under. which boys and girls are employed are in
many places quite unsatisfactory, and have a bad effect morally or
physically, or both. Information is gathered by the central care
committee and the juvenile employment exchanges, which some day
doubtless will be used to improve these conditions.

FURTtIER EDUCATION AND KINDRED INFLUENCES.

The helper takes an interest, and stimulates the.parents' interests
too, in further education of the boys and girls. They are urged,
where the hours of work allow, to join classes at the technical schools,
schools of art, evening continuation schools, or at such institutions
as may be most suitable to the individual cases.

Some school care committees concern themselves with the means of
'recreation and assist with boys' or girls' clubs.

Again, meetings of parents are held from time to time such as have
already been organized by ,several school care committees; also
mi+etinga of boys and girls about to leave school or who havb recently
left. These meetings are found to be valuable means of rousing
interest in the future well-being of.the children.

The helper's notebook is an interesting device for keeping track not
only of the children but of the helper's effectiveness as well. These
notebooks when carefully employed are aw*ritable store of social
information. The inside of the cover of 'eaelt heels is printed in the
manner indicated on pages 68 and 69. Blank pages are inserted for
the helper's notes, the width of which is such. that the edges reach
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the vertical line. The ruled lines for the notes continue the hori-
zontal printed lines of the cover. It is thus utmec,ssary to print the
"headings" on each page, and the "fillers," or blank pages, may be
easily renewed.

The duties outlined by the Birmingham education committee for
the school care committees are given in full as they clearly indicate
the nature of the work expected of each committee:

DUTIES OF SCHOOL CARE COMMITTEES.

I Members of school care committees should do th..ir best to influence the industrial
history and character of the children under their care by insuring that more account

taken of the needs of individual cases and of the general conditions of industry than
i possible at present. They should also encourage the wider use of educational insti-
1 tti ions of all sorts after the age of eompulsorr attendance has been 'passed. Further,
they should not only try.to influence the child, but also the parents, whose cooperation
and support is in the long run absolutely essential.

2. Any person who is already taking an interest in boys or girls between the ages of
13 and 17, or who is otherwise in close touch with families with children of that age,
will become ipso facto members of the care committee of the school to which the child
belongs or bqlonged.

3. Three months before ficitild leaves school the responsible helper and the head'
teacher will conferlogether as to the child's future, and then consult with and advise
the child and its pdrents. Should a further interview be thought advisable, it would
be held one month before the child leaves school. These"interviews can take place
wherever most convenient.

4. When a child has left school and started work the helper shall keep in effective
touch with him and his home, and shall continue to advise and encourage him and his
porents in every Way. (The frequency of his visits or interviews will, of course, vary
with the troublesomeness or ignorance of the cast)

5. It is most important that the helper should take care to keep himself informal' of
all changes in the work and of the home conditions of the child, and report immediately
to the secretary of the school care committee(where a child has left work) the date
and cause of leaving; (where a child has started work) the employer's name and trade,
nature of work done by the child, wages (piece or day), hours (short time, casual, extra
'leng hours).

Jt is also desirable to have a general report on the child's progress in work and
character twice a year.

6. The helper should give every encouragement to the child to use the juvenile
employment exchange to which his school is attached.

7. When the helper needs information about a child under his care he may apply to
the secretary of the school care coinmittee for access to the confidential records.

. S. The helper should attend his school care committee meetings, when he may bring
up individual cases in which he has difficulty in deciding what to advise. Helpers

"will not be expected to bring up ordinary cases.
9. Where a helper is brought into touch with unsuitable conditions in any trade, or

with any other problems connected,with child labor, he may bring the matter up for
discussion at the next school care committee meeting. If considered adviterble, the
school care committee will send up a rerxirt on the matter to the branch committee,
who shalNn turn forward it, with their comments, to the central care committee.
Until branch care committees ante formed the report would be 'lent directto the central
care committee.

,
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'70 THE SOHOOL AND THE START IN LIFE.

At the inception of the Birmingham work the cooperation of the
hamber of commerce: was secured for the purpose of inquiring

ong the employers representing the leading trades of the city as to
,,/ the conditions, requirements of different trades, and the possibilities

of further training for the young work people. The questionnaire
used in that inquiry deserves republication and is here given:

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING INQUIRY.
Name of firm
Address of firm
Trade
Branches of trade carried on or particulars of goods manETactured

1. Employers' requirements.
(l) is there a sufficient supply of trained workmen, or do you have difficulty in

getting them?

(2) (a) For what diffeirt branches of work do you emplo- boys in Viotti. trade?

(b) How long would it take an average boy to learn each branch'?

(c) At what age ahead he begin?

(d) What special characteristics are most needed?

(3) (a) Do you want general capacity and training depending on dexterity,
powers oLobservation, self reliance, initiative, and adaptability?

(6) Or do you require only mechanical skill?

(4) (a) Would there be any opening for youths if given all -round training in
your trade?

(h) Or do ygu want only specialization in parts of it, or in single processes?

2. Supply hays: ,'
(1) Do you have any difficulty in getting boys?

(2) IIow do you get boysthrough the labor exchange, by newspaper advertise-
limit, or by window or works notice?

(3) (a1 About how long do boys stay with you on the 'average?

(h) Is it long enough to learn the trade?

(c) What hold have you over the boys, or what meaila oontrol?

(4) (a) Are the boys you get satisfactory?

(b) If not, in what way are they unsatisfactory?
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(5) Do yod suffer from the frequent changes of jobs common amongst Birmingham
boys? What do you consider to be the cause of the frequent changes?

(6) Is there anything objectionable to boys in your trade? If so, have you any
suggestions for. removing objections or making the trade more attractive?

3. Schemes of training:
(1) Is there apprenticeship? Or any ther definite agreed scheme for training?

(2) If so, give details--premium (if any), commencing wages, raises (amount and
time), indentures (if any) or other agreement.

(3) Give criticisms or suggestions for amendment.

14) Is there any subsequent improvers' stage? If so, give particulars.

(5) (a) is technical instruction of any use?

(b) Have you any scheme of cooperation with any technical school, evening
schools, or other educational institutions?

(e) Give general statement of what is wanted and criticisms of existing classes.

(6) What modification (if any) of the present.elementary school curriculum would
you suggest to fit boys to enter your trade ?,.

4. Prospects of boys:
(1) What number of boys and youths (say 11 to Is) does your firm employ?

(2) What number of men?

(8).(a) ('an your trade absorb all the boys you employ when they become men?

(b) If so, at what'?

(1) (a) If not, what percentage (or proportion) is absorbed?

(b) At what age do the others drop out?

(c) Do yoe know what becomes of them?

(5) From what other sources are your men recruited, if not from boys who have
been in the trade?

(6) (a) What bec.omes of machine minders?

(b) What is the CUES of by doing this work?

(c) How long on the same machine and what arrangements for acquiring pro-
gressive experience of machines?

(7) If any special interest la taken by the management in the boys, what form
does it take; e. g., treatment in the works, hclping,them to learn the trade,
continuative education, an generally taking account of the doings and
progress? Are there any special instructions to foremen on this?
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i. Hours and wayeA:
Hours--
(a) What is the usual number of hours worked per weer

(b) What are the ordinary daily hours? From to
(c) What, if any, seasonal variation of hours?

(2) Wages-
(a) What are the commencing wages of boys (apart from apprentices already

dealt with in 3 (2)).

(b) What are the usual subsequent raises (state amounts and periods or ages..?

(c) Does piecework apply stall to boys and youths? If so, 'please gi ve average
earnings in. piecework at different ages.

(d) Does -subcontracting" affect the boys and youths? fi give par-. fielders.

S. General obaerralions.

The following doeumentg give a good insight into the workings of
the school care committees:

CENTRAL ('ARE COMMITTEE.

liej)ort of the Conferenee between Members of the Central Care Committee and
Honorary Officers of School Can. t 'ommitteos.

The second half yearly conference between members of the central rare committee
and the honorary officers of school care committees took place at the Education
Offices, Margaret Street, on Tuesday. November 26, 1912.

There were present G9 ladies and gentlemen representing the central care coin.
mittee, two branch care committees, and 40 school care committees and subcom-
mittees. Eighteen school care corn', ittees and subcommitteus were not represented

Councilor Norman Chamberlain, chairman of the central care committee, presided.
The. agenda of 12 items consisted, with two except ions, of matters submitted by

school care committees themselves for discussion. The following notes and Neon,-
mendations are given on the items wrist
1. Old scholars' clubs. (Farm Street, etc., school care committee.)

After the usefulness of old acholars"flubs in the work of the school care commit t tea
and the desimbiliq' of the central care committee providing facilities for meeting
had been briefly advocated, the chairman announced that rooms in schools could be
used free of rent, but subject to payment by the clubs of the caretaker's fee. The
central care committee had tried to secure the reduction of that fee, or 11w power to
pay it, butthetpreeent had been shown to be an unsuitable time to press for this
concession.
2. Apprenticeship. (Farm Street; etc., seluwd cent committee).

In reply to inquiries, the chairman announced that the central care Committee was
about to begin an inquiry into the whole question of industrial training, including
apprenticeship, in Birmingham.
3. Clerical work. (St. Thomas's school caretommittee.)

Mr. Birch and other speakers said tlAt the amount of clerical work falling Upon
honorary secretaries vim very heavy, and that unless it could Le n dueed, or, at least
its incream arrested, At would become impossible for honorary neretaries to cope ivith

Amu
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it. It was agreed that several forms recently supplied had appreciably reduced
clerical work in certain directions. The following suggestions were made:

(1) That the heading of the helpers' reports should be filled in at the office before
issue.

(2). That where a committee deals with more than one school, a registrar be appointed
for each school or department.

(3) That the rards for summoning meetings be sent from the office.
4; Return of hel pees' (Bouniville and Stirehley school ears committee.)

The discussion showed that the difficulty of getting in the helpers' repot ts is very
great and a serious problem. Helpers who have taken cards or to whom cards lu..e
been sent have in numbers of cases failed to attend meetings or to send in their
reports, even after repeated requests. One honorary secretary had been able to obtain
the return of only 20 reports from tEl cases.

ions.
Councilor lord urged the necessity of holding meetings monthly on a recog-

nized day, of *handing out new eases then, and calling for reports on career
taken out at the previous meeting. This had proved useful in tieahlishing
the habit of attendance in the Sparkbrook district.

(2) That on the next issue of helpers' report cards a note should be printed request-
ing the ret emu'. the report-by a specified time. (The chairman stated that
this had been done.)

(3) That helpers should be supplied, where the honorary secretary deems it neces-
sary. with stamped envelopes for the return of the reports by poet.

(4) That head teachers be requested to use every possible means to obtain and give
the correct name of the organization to which a child belongs.

(5) That honorary secretaries sendeo the central care department the name of any
organization which does not return the helpers' reports.

5. Second reports. (Sparkbrook school care committee.)
Mrs. Jesper urged the necessity of the helper being in close touch with the child

at the actual time of leasing school and commencing work, and_ of submitting a sec-
ond report as soon as the child is placed at work. This is the critical time.
1; and 7. Branch me committees. k Sparkbrook school care committee.)

The formation of branch rare committees was advocated. so that school care com-
mittees should coeperate and not work as separate units possibly in some matters in
competition with one another. It was further advanced that it was a good arrange-
ment to hold all meetings in a district on the same evening in the week but in differ-
ent weeks for different committees. The chairman said the policy of the central care
committee had so fur peen to Rot up branch care committees as soon as the demand for
one arose in a dieriet. and to leave school care committees freedom to make their
own arrangements as to meetings.
8. Periodical bulletin. (Camden Street, etc., school care committee.) .

Mr. Mackenzie moved that the central care committee be recommended to issue
a quarterly bulletin to helpers, giving instnictions, notes and information concerning
the school care committees and their work thmugheut the city. Many helperstare
unable to attend meetings regularly, and either they lost touch with the work, or the
honomry,secretary had to send out periodically his own bulletirecompiled from various
communications, circulars, etc., received from the central care department.

The opinion4ras expressed that the bulletin, if hewed, should'ho supplied gratis and
sent direct boat from the tentral care department. It vfould relieve the honorary
secretaries considerably and would keep the interest of helpers alive.

Recommendation (carried by 11 votes to g, the majority not voting): "That the
Central care committee tweaked to issue each a bulletin quarterly."
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9. Head teachers and the juvenile employment exchange. (Camden Street, etc., school
care committee.)

Mr. J. T. Booth, on behalf of his committee, raised the question whether the time had
not now arrived when all applications from employers for boys and girls should be
referred to the exchange, Ho stated that in numbers of schools very few, if any, chil-
dren were placed through the exchange. Some head teachers would like to be relieved
of the responsibility of sending children to work on request from employers, and also
many children did not get the advantages the exchange might give them. Several
head teachers spoke against the suggestion, and the feeling of the conference being
against such a step at present, the matter dropped.
10. School leaving age.

The conference closed with announcements by the chairman concerning forthcoming.
lectures to helpers. the first by Mr. C. E: 11. Russell, of Manchester. There was not
time to deal with the coneluding item of the agenda, viz: the present state of the
central care committee's work.

CF:XT11..41, CARE COMMITTEE.

Juvenile Employment Exchanges and Domestic Service for Girls.
Report of the special committee appointed to consider the draft scheme for the

appointment of a. domestic service subcommittee of the central care committee,
to act with the juvenile employment exchange in placing girls between 14 and 17
years of age in domestic service. .

Your committee met on February 5, 1913..* * *

The subcommittee were unanimously of opinion that full advantage should he taken
of the permission now granted by the Board of Trade t11 juvenileemployment exchanges
to undertake, under certain conditions, the placing of girls in domestic service, and they
accordingly recommend that measures be taken to commence suck work as soon as
possible. This recommendation is made on the following grounds:

(1) The local education authority has, lirough the medium of the exchange. been
able to give guidance and assistance to girls leaving school i Liking up every class of
employment except domestic service, Yet domestic service is a suitable occupation
and one to be encouraged under proper conditions.

Both head teachers' and helpers' reports indicate domestic service as desired and
desirable in a number of cases. It is inconsistent to refuse the helper and the child
the same assistance as is available in every other occupation.

(2) The existing means and organizations for bringing employers and young girls
desiring domestic service into touch with each other are inadequate:

(3) Judicious aftercar3 is desirable in the case of many girls placed in domestic
service.

(4) Such a subcommittee would be able to ascertain what exactly are the facilities
in the city for training girls for domestic service, and to make suggestions for extension
and improvement from time to time.

Your committee examined the draft scheme, which in its general lines has already
been approved by the central care committee, and are.of opinion that but little altera-
tion is necessary. They recommend that the subcommittee should consist of 20 mem-
bers, instead of 12 to 16 as previously suggested, and that its coAstitution should be:

4 Members of the central care committee.
4 Representatives of the girls' friendly society.
2 Representatives of the Young Women's Christian A ssociatinn.
2 Representatives of Roman Catholics.
1 Repreeentative.ot Graham Street School.
1 Representative .of the ladles' committee of the Sunday School Union.
7 Representatives of branch care committees and school care committees, one to

represent each existing branch care committee, and one to be appointed from
each of four other dietricte of the city.
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Additions to the draft scheme, as`rejerred to the subcommittee, are' recommended to
make clear (I) that the subcommittee shall have power to appoint or appmve visitors, ,

and (2) that in cases of girls placed by the juvenile employment exchange who belong
to or may join certain organizations, e. g., the girls' friendly society or the Young
Women's Christ bin Society, the supervision or aftercare shall be referred to the man-
i;lat i on concerned, subject. to such reports being made as the subcommittee may deem
advisable.

The scheme embodying the suggested amendments would be as follows:
I. That a domestic service subcommittee be appointed, consisting of 4 members

of the central care committee, 4 representatives of the girls' frieially society, 2 repro-
eentatives of the Young Women's Christian Aseoeiation, 2 representatives of Roman
Catholics, 1.representative of Graham Street Schbol, 1 representative of the ladies'
committee of the Sunday School Union, 7 representatives of branch care committees
and school care committees (one to represent each existing branch care committee and
one to be appointed from each of four other districts of the city); and that the sub-
committee have power to appoint ur approve, visitors.

2. That the functions of the subcommittee bees follows: *(1) To make recommenda-
tions from time to time to the central care committee on matters of general policy.
(2) To establish a rota, one member to be present at the exchange at such times as
shall be arranged for the purpose of advising upon the placing of domestic servants.

3. The duties of the member present will be: (I) To discuss the vacancies notified
to the exchange. (2) To offer such advica as she may deem desirable to the exchange
officer. (3) To report on the work done to the next meeting of the committee. (4)
To report to the committee any cases requiring special investigation.

4. The duties of the committee at its weekly meeting will be: (1) To receive a
report as to the week's work. (2) To receive notifications from the rota members as
to vacancies of which they have-adyieed acceptance on their own responsibility. (2)
To consider the vacancies referred to them for further investigation. (4) To armee
for any investigation that nos f liecessar2,- with regard to these vacancies, and for
the result of such investigations to be reported at once to the exchange. (5) To
receive and consider reports on such vacancies as have been specially investigated'.
(6) To' arrange for such supervision as may be necessary of the girls placed by the.
exchange, referring girls who belong or may become attached to the girls' friendly
society and Young Women's Christian Association and similar organizations to these
organizations for supervision and report.. (7) To receive the reports from the helpers
who have undertaker uch supervision.

5. To confer t wise yearly with the lad*, acting as helpers in the case of girls placed
in domestic service by the exchange, and 'with others specially interested in the
quest ion of domestic service as WI occupation for girls and in the training lawman::
for it.

REPORT OF THE exenurtvz coatterrree To THE CENTRAL CARE comarrrE.E.

Ti be presented at a meeting of the central care committee to be held en Mends
April 7, 1913, at 5 p. m.

I. Domeetie service subeonamittee.The five organizatione which were invited
cooperate with the central care committee in placing young girls in domestic service
through the juvenile employment exchange have all intimated their willingnme to
do so, and to nominate representatives on the subcommittee. "

2. Health week. -1t is the desire of the "health week" committee that the central
care committee and the school care committees should assist in any way open to
them in the*propaganda of "health -week ;' which commeneei on April 27. Your
chairman has invited the honorary secretaries of school care committees to takepart
in a conference on the 11th instant, and to discuss the most effective means of helping
in the work.
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3. flea teachers' reports health section. Th e hygiene subcommittee have considered
the resolution of the central care committee asking whether arrangements could be
made Fur the final medical examination of erhool_children to take place sufficiently
long before the date of leaving to allow entries by the medical officers to be made on
all head teachers' reports, which are forwarded to the office about four mouths before
the children leave school. response the hygiene subcommittee have putted the
following resolution:

That the central care committee be informed that this subcommittee will place at
their disposal the schedules of all children who have been examined prior to theirleaving school, but that the examinations will have extended overgthe whole year
and will not necessarily have. taken pike four months before the children leaveschool.

Your committee consider that the proposed alteration would give approximately
only the same result as before, and would involve a much greater amount of work in
the ,centra care department than the present arrangement gives the medical staff.
They the ore recommend that the hygiene subcommittee be informed that thecentral care a mittee would prefer the continuance of the present system.

4. Free °dm uurion to c ;en ing :chop's.- The attention of the technical education and
evening schools subcommittee was invited to the recommendation of several school
care committees to the effect that there should be means available to school care
committees to obtain free admission to evening schools fur children in cases where the
investigations of the.cmnmittees showed that children were actually prevented (non
attending such school's by inability to pay the fees. The technical education and
evening schools subcommittee on the 10th of March resolved as follows:

That the central care committee be informed that this tathconsnit tee are submitting
to the education committee at. its meeting on the 19th March an amended scheme of
free admission to the evening and technical schools of the city.

This scheme has now been approved by the education committee, and empowers
head teachers of day schools to award,a certain number of free admissions to evening
schools. There is also provision for award to scholars already in evening schools ofat
free admissiqw to subsequent sessions of evening schools and to technical schools.
Your committee recommend that a communication be sent to head teachers request-
ing that in makingtheir award of flee admissions they will have due regard to the
recommendations of school care

5. Industrial arrangements in East Birmingham.The East, Birmingham branch
care committee have been successful iu getting into touch with several of the large
firms in the locality and securing their representation on the branch care committee,
sfid pp several wheel care committees. This action prepared- the way for arrange-
ments which have- been provisionally completed with the Metropolitan Carriage &
Wagon Building Co. (Dd.). and theWolseley Teel & Motor l'arg'o. (1.td.), according
to which these firms will engage all their juvenile :employees through the juvenile
employment. exchange. giving preference t.4) those ripmmended through the school
care committee system of the district. Both firms will give facilities for the boys to
attend evening schools and classes, and will encourage them to do so.

Gathering of helpers at Uffeulme.Through the kindness of Mr. Barrow Cadbury
the application for the use of liffcultue for a gathering of helpers on Septemher 6 uext
hais been successiel. Your conunittee have appointed Miss Barrow, Councilor
Chamberlain, and the 110v. H. S. Pelham to make the necessary arrangements in
due course.

7. Trades for physically defective children. In response to a requetit from thp special
school after care employment subcommittee your committee recommend that in the
pamphlets ou local trades now in cours$ of preparation an appendix be inserted giving
advice in regard to suitable emplo ent fur deaf and physically defective chiidre.a.
The subcommittee mentioned will soar as possible furnish the matter for the abet i
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8. Receipt of grant from board of education. The board of education have paid to the
education committee the sum of .£236 7s. 3d., being the board's contribution toward
the salaries of the executive officers. from the approval of the scheme in July, 1911.
to December 31. 1912.

9. ,4ssfstant caretakers. lt will be remembered that some time ago the central care,
committee made representations to the sites and buildings subcommittee concerning
the position of assistant school caretakers. recommending that the practice of discon-
tinuing their services at the age of 21 years should be abandoned, and that if suitable

. they should be employed until they could be absorbed as caretakers. The sites and
buildings subcommittee were linable to see their way to make the arrangement sug-
gested. Your committee have now learned that. the subcommittee have decided to
make such appointments in future subject to termination at 19 years of age.

10. Pamphlets on trades for boys. Your commit teetim ve had before them a complete
set of penny guides to trades and handicrafts for youths and girls leaving schoolaaned
by George Phillip & Son, (Ltd.), of which about 20 have been published. They feel
that a set comprising the books on each of the local trades would be of much value to
the school care committees, and they therefore recommend that aufficien t set w be
purchased to furnish one set to each school care committee:

II. Return boxed on head leachers' reports. The following is a statement compiled
from the head wailers' reports received during February in respect of children due
t. leave school before the end of Juno:

1 Soy s. I

.1I1 schools.

11 ids. Total. i 1.'4

. - -

Schools with care commit tees.

Boys. .41 Total. leer

N limier of cards received 516 1,030 359 331 990 67.0Number of children attached to some
organization... 337 380 697 67.7 242 247 489 7s.7Number of children who promised to
attend some evening school 279 433 42.0 19D 110 309 44.8Number of medical reports appear in g
on head teachers' reports 192 210 402 39.0 us 138 273 39.1iNumber of those examined requiring
medical attention 26 40 72 19.9 21 26 49 1.4. 0

-
N itniLier of cards marked' Willi discriminatory let ter pr 91 per cent.
Number of cards marked 1 183, or 19.5 per cent.;
Number of cards marked 11 384, or 41 per cent.
Number of cards marked 370, or 39.5 per cent.
Number of cards not marked 93, or 9 per cent.

School standard attained by children expected to leave school during Ant, 1913.

Number of cards marked, 954, or 92.6 per cent of total cards sent its.
Number of children in

Ex-seventh standard
Seventh standard

Per cent
of mud.

51, or 5. 3
332, 34. 8

.Sixth standard 261Pr 30.2
Fifth standard 176, or 18.4
Fetur4h standard 81, or, 8 8
Third standard 20, or 2:1
Second standard 8, or .7
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12. Return of employment obtained during February.The following is a statement
concerning employment obtained during the month AFebruary:

School children obtaining employment. ii Total.
1

Pervent-

Number of children reported as having obtained employment on leaving school ci 752
Reported by heed teachers as having obtained employment through medium of the

school 57
Obtained employment through the Juvenile employment exchange 190 25.3
Reported by head teachers as having obtained employment by their own or their par.

ents' efforts... 505 67.2

13. Juvenile employment exchange return. The following figures have been supplied
by the juvenile 'employmetrt exchange in respect of the four weeks ended Friday.
March 28, 1913, viz:

Applications by-boys
and girls.

Vacancies
employers.

Boys.

notified by

41111.4. Total.Boys. , Girls. Total.

Central exchange ...... . ............ i 208 53 259 279 ..47,2,...........:i
Jewelers' exchanr. 33 42 75 40 132
Aston exchange 39 45 144 39 34
Hundsworth exchange 36 10 46 15 24 39
belly Oak exchange. 41 45 86 20 37 57
tiparkhill exchange 28 V. 51 i 5 14 : 19-- ---

3111 l 2I8 601 1Total (4 weeks) 11971 2:48 I MO

Corregptding totals for February. 1913 (4 weeks) .. 509 1 384 486 367 I 833883
Corresponding totals for Marsh, 1912 (5 weeks) 601 I 320 921 I 498 235 731

i

Vacancies fihled.st,y employment e 'changes.,

Vacancies fl)led by chil-
drenVacancies filled. dirwt from school.

Boys. tarts. Total. Boys. I fiirls. Total.

central exchange 173 44 217 50 22 72
Jewelers' exchange 25[ 19 44 10 9 19
Aston exchange 18' 34 52 . 4 6 10
Randsworth exchange 2 17 19 7 7
Sally Oa exchange.
iiparkhill exchange

19
5

3.5

4
54,
9.

22 30

Total (4 weeks) 242 153 395 72 1411 13X
! 4--

3044 253 561 I. 94.Correopending totals for February, 11113 (4 weeks) 92 1 190
Corresponding totals for March, 1912 (5 weeks) 304 isq 457 84

l& Helpers' reports. The number of helpers' reports received fr.mi 9c1x0.1 rare
committees during each of the last six months is as follows: -

First Seeond
reports. t reports. Total.

October, 1912 318 318
November, 1912 702 141 1143
December, 1912 403 1 107 510
January, 1913 278 1 19 217
February, 1913 449 1 177
March, 1913 518 1 y221 3 608

Total 2,661 ,,390 3,061.
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The relation of the Birmingham teachers to the scheme herein
outlined is real and active. Miny head teachers ,use commadable
care in the reports on the children who leave school: These reports
indicate the groups of children, which in the teacher's judgment need
a good deal of aftercare, those which need only a moderate amount,
and those which need no aftercare except perhaps as to continued
education. For the first eight months during which these records
were kept, nearly hall of about 9,000 cases were referred to the school .
care committees, which in turn :.led upon the helpers for assistance.
Many organizations in Birmingham, particularly those interested in
boys, have been enlisted in the scheme. Ikre social workers and -

teachers, as is the case in Boston, New York, Cincinnati,. and other
cities, have been giving their time and their energy generously to the
work. Parents' meetings are carried on by many school care co-
mittees. Employers are often the speakers at such meetings.

It should be borne in mind that the Birmingham experiment coin-
cides with an unusual state of industrial prosperify. There are more
vacancies than there arc boys. Such trades as the engineering, brass,
jewelry, and silversmiths can not secure enough apprentices. They
are glad to haVe the juvenile employment exchange select workers,
even for the more advanced positions. This is due somewhat to the
improved quality of the applicants who come to these labor exchanges.
It hadbeen the practice of teachers even in cities where labor exchanges
are maintained to look after the brightest children themselves, or the
favorites of the school, and leave to the labor et+cchange the difficult
children. Obviously this is not cooperation. In Birmingham, on.
the other hand, many of the schools make 4 point of advising all-the
children who leave school to go with their parents to the exchanges.
There is still a good deal of placement by the schools, and it is greatly
to he hoped that this will in time diniinish, if not wholly disappear.

With reference to girl labor, Birmingham presents the problem
characteristic of our own American cities. The girls desire office
work and too many take courses in shorthand and typewriting. The
start in life for these girls is difficult indeed and the outcome quite
unsatisfactory. The market for stenographers and office workers is
overstocked. The element amongst whom the exchange renders its
most useful service is that group of girls who, desiring a manual
occupa n, have been guided into the. better trades, such as book-
bind. , leather stitching, etc. As in the case of the boys, there is
a great demand for girl labor. The city has not adequately faced,
and few cities have faced, the problem of vocational training for
girls. Two useful handbooks have been issued by the central care
committee as part of a series on the principal trades and occupations
in Birmingham. One deals with the various trades for women and .

girls; the other on printing and allied trades. There is much effort to .'
' secure continued training in evening schools for the. children placed.
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Ari idea of the occupations for boy's and girls and tbe number
placed from June 1, 1911, to October 31, 1912, may be gainbd from
the tables which follow, but it should be explained that the figures.
with reference to the messengers, stable boys, etc., apply mostly to
boys over 16, and that many of the employers have placed the boys
in these positions after an understanding with the labor excliange
officir}ls.that advancement was fairly certain after a few months.

Juvenile employment e.tchange return shotcing the utimber of tneancies notified an the,number of vacancies filled, classified under different traded or occupations.

The numbers 'Tier to all children placed from 14 to 17 year+ of age in the period kine1, 1911, tes 1,, I.31, 1912.

Trades and °et-lumina: .Vsegnellt4 Vu-arl---- 'Creel& and o+ ti Vacancies Vertu),notified. j filled. 11

OcCUraranis Putt JO '

Telegraph messenger serviee
Art, music
Hotel service .
13nsinessolerks'work
Van boy-s, stable and groom

work
Warehouse
Messenger and porter serolce
Rolling
Tube manufacture .
Pattern making
Iron'foundry work
Bnusefoundry work
Blackstnithing

(metal)Po
ringring (general)

Drilling, mng illing
Toolmaki
Gun manufacturing 4
Wire drawing
Mileellaneoue metal work
Cycle ma nbfact u re

torcar manufacture
Goldsmith, silversmith, and
_jeweler work .. . .

Electricalapparatus making
Carpentering and joining
Painting and docorat ing

Cabinet making
Plumbing and gas fill
Upholstering
Wobd carving and engraving
Other woretn wood
Oleos manufacture
drop manufacture
Rubber work
Leather-goods work
Printing and bookbinding
Tailoring
Boo
Raking atudWacult manufac-

ture
Greengrocery

'Cocomuld5110001ate manufac-
elute
Butchertag ....
EleoSalengineering....

"'Pt' e". I notified. t filled.

sa .!
Oett;PATIONS FOR Rol,

continued.
a3 sit
26 18 il Laboring IIII 239 in

151 104 - Miscellaneous em140) twilit. 1. 173 --,)
481 346 1:

6,270 . 3.t. '
.--170

384
581
115
42
II

47
554

42
323
270
374
148

24
25

328

24

383
40

113
55

139
45
213

75
21
33

- 28
175
22

241

33
27

151
26

.

115
1 .

235 occurariptra run tons.
434

ti Domes* service (daily girls)
34 , Laundry

7 Daily service
I18 Clerking

286 Warehouse
7 I Errand-girl service

269 Cure making
163 Polishing, brass

ill302 Procs,dr, and capstan work
119 Screw working

22 White-mtitaj working
14 Lacquer

181 &Adoring
ing

37 Cycle Making
14 Jewelry ,

General factory working
,168 Electrical working

29 Weighing apparatus making
76 French
20 Upholstering
49 Cartritlge making
23 Candle making
9 Soap making ,

11 Rubber work
11 Leather work
43 leper bag making
18 Printing
23 Bookbinding
11 Draping
92 tailoring

Dretomak ing
8 Machinist...44111e

Bitttori'makIng
16 Cocoa arid chocolate making
8 Japanning

Shop service
150 Factory work.

9 Miscellaneous employmnt I 1,
19

4-

21
50

133
118
724
$3
21
26

629
15
94

123
30
65

148
58
39
15
45
22

279
13
111

53
69
SO

1214
13
13
47 1

36
. 341 21

fot
rt.

21 15
73

290
171 to

no

:to

511
17

19
116

43
tot
1.

el

12
:1
Is
.36

17
267

11
IS
50
50'
At"

o

62 Total 4.192 3,mcl
4 r .

.

were placed. They Include architecture, photograph', garden , sesistant ^friskers, railway perviee,
I Under this heading have boaryinclud scl all trade. and in each of of left than 7d1oys

worker, die sinkiag, lamp making, motor and carriage. bu ironmongers, scientific, sure( al.
and electrical Inatrument making, bricklaying and plaketing, brick and tile manufacture, French
, manufacturing chemists, candle and grease manufacture, paler, envelope, and cardboard box

manufacture, drapery and clothing trades, japanning, pawnbroking, arnPvarioua dealers
1 Under this btertegirave been Included all tradmnd occupations In each of.which leas than 740r18 Were

china, ih27rookers, g1 workers, brush makers, rope and canvas workers, milliners, mineral.% ator
placed pupil teacher. theater service, telephone vervIce,pefi huskers, wireworkem opt !-

Manufacture, rertautont workers, pawnbrokers, etc.
' .
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Returns showing the vacancies filled by children direct from school through the exchan7e.

The numbera are given in respect of the various trade. and cceopetiona, and rover the period Jan. 1 to .
Nov. 30, 1912.

aovs.

Telegraph messenger service ...
Drawing offices
Hotel service
Office work
Van Soy and stable buy work, Ile ...
Warehouse
Messenger (preliminary to v crtou. trudeti .
Gardening

. Al

10
114

3

32
$4

2

Boiscontinued.
Glatt Trade 3
Rubber manufacture It
Leather manufacture 3
Brush trade

d'rintfng, bookbinding, etc.
'Tailoring 3
Boot trade
Cocoa and chocolate manufacture 'isTube mills 2 Groety work.

Rolling mill. 3 Electrical engineering 12Braes working 29 Laboring In factories. 9Blacksmhhing.
Engineering (mechanical . 54 Total.
Polishing (metal 6
Tool making GIRLS.
OW3 making 5
Miscellaneous.met al trades. 23 Pupfiteacher work
Cycle trade. 5 . Theater service 1Motor trade 9 Laundry-maid gerICe 2
Jewe7v, silversmiths, et c SS Day servant wok 21Electrical fittings manufacture. 12 Clerk work SO
Carpentering and joining 13 Warehouse girl service 104Plum hIng.and gostitting a Errand service
Furniture, cabinetmaking, etc 10 Florist service

The followihg cireolars.issued by the central care committee are of
interest:',

CITY OF BIRMINOTIAM EDUCATIDlsi COMMITTEE,I
CENTRAL. CARE COMMITTEE.

To boys about to kart school;
.1. You will be leaving,school very soonin a few months probably. It is most

important that you should carefully choose the kind of work you want to do.
2. Talk over now with your parents and your teacher what sort of work you would

like, and what would suit you best.
.

3. Think of the future. ,There are many well-paid jobs for boys which end when
you are 17 or 18 years old, and which do not train you for anything else. If you go to
work of this kind you will find it very hard to make a fresh start at 18. You will
probably be out of work a good deal, and have low wages when you are a man.

4. Try to b(ccome a skilled workman. Learn a 1 de if you get the chance. Your
wages will very likely be less while you are learnin he ttade, but you will be much
better Off later on. Aim at being a first -class wo man, and do not be satisfied to
become only half-skilled.

5. If you or your parents want to know more about different trades and occupations,
go to the Employment Exchange for Boys at 16$ Corporation Street, or to the exchange
nearest to you. If you want help in getting a suitable situation, call at the exchange
a week or two before you leave school and get your name put on the register. Ask
your parents to go with you. . .
.6. Some one from the school care committee will very likely call at'your home to a

talk over your future with you and your parents, and to help you in any way he can.
7. Stay at the day school as long as you can. When you-leave, join some eveping

school or class, and choose those elapses which will help you in your work. What you
learn will be a great help to you.

8. If your situation is a good one with'a promising future, stick to it through thick
and thin. Eiten if you think it ig not a good tine, do not leave it until you have got
something really better. .

9. Before leaving ask advice from your parents, your old schoolmaster, or your eare-
committee friend. Also go to the exchange some Friday evening between 6 and 7 p. m.

21819*-14--0
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10. If you are out of work, go to the exchange any morning. The manager will be
glad to see you and to help you. to ger a suitable situation. But beware of moving
from place to place without good reason. It is sure to be a bad thing for you in the end
if you do this.'

CFTY or BIRMINORAM EDUCATION COM MITTF.E.

CENTRAL CARE COMMITTEE.

Juvenile employmentA word to parents.

To what work do you intend to put your children when they leave school? What
trade or other calling have you in view for your boy, what employment for your girl?
What are they best fitted for, and likely to succeed in? Have you carefully thought
the matter out, and made the best possible plans? These questions are of the greatest
importance to you and your children.

Many of you are probably undecided. Some of you perhaps do not fully know
what the commerce and industries of tife city have to offer in the way of employment
for juveniles.

The education committee, acting with the Board of Trade, have adopted a big
scheme for giving you information and for helping you to place your children in
situations to the greatest advantage.

A central juvenile employment exchange has been opened in Corporation Street,
with branches in different parts of the city. Yonr boys and girls up to 17 years of
age are cordially invited to call at-the exchanges when in want of a situation. You
and they should go there when iwneed of information and advice abdut employment.
Especially should you consult the exchange if you have a child who will be leaving
school soon, and ibis best to go some weeks before the child is due to leave.

You may ask why there is ilny need to change the present way in which children
find work, i. e., by their friends or relationg speakingfor them, by looking in die papers,
or by walking round, the different factories in the district.

It is quite clear that you will have a larger number of situations fiord which to
choose at our exchanges, -as most of the good employers all over the town will be
getting their workers from them. Your child will thus be more certain to get there
a situation *suit:kid to its health. its powers, and its personal ambitions. If a child
gets a job for which it is fitted and which it likes, it will do better and be happier
than if it has to take a job in the casual and uncertain way, which is now usual. Nor
will it take so long or mean as much tramping about and BO many useless inquiries
as now.

You willtalso be able to find out more correctly and more frilly the conditions and
prospects in any trade, for the ladies or gerrtlemen in' Charge of ,the exchanges will
alvrayti be glad to give you advice if you (-are to ask them.

In many of the schools we are also starting care committees; whose members will
take a personal interest in tha.child during the first three or four anxious years of
its working life. They will take especitil trouble with children when they are about
to leave the day school for good. Just before this happens some member of the care
committee, perhaps already known to you, will be only too glad to talk over with
you and your chid the plans for the future; the teachers, too, have very kindly prom-
ised theirhelp. This will be very useful to you, as they have great opportunities
of finding out the sort of work at which the child will' be happiest anti do best.

We-aro also hoping ,that the care committee will be able to arrange for meetings of
parents, when .the different trades can be discussed And questions asked.

Everyone realizes that the way a child starts on its working life will settle its whole
career, and that the time is the most infPortant in its whole life. Unless a child

A lift of estimates follows with the Lours when open.
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starts at the work for which it is best suited frotb the point of view of health, character,
and ability, it will suffer throughout its life, and will be deprived of a real chance
of success. Unless a child begins to learn a trade young, it will never learn' it well.
It is to help these parents who realize this, and to arouse those few who do Sot yet
realize it. that we are starting this scheme, and we hope very much that you will
support it in every waY you can.

vr. GLASGOW.

Child-welfare activities in Scotland have for years enjoyed the h.

advantage of the interest of women's organizations. The Scottish
council for women's trades has been for, a long time studying the
various qccupations open to girls. In its various branches have'
centered some of the most interesting guidance activities of Scotland.
Perhaps the one person above all others to whom credit is due as
the prime inspiration of .this service, not only in Scotland but in
England as well, is Mrs. Ogilvie Gordon, of Aberdeen. For nearly
a decade Mrs. Gordon has been pioneering in what she calls "educa-
tional informationAand employment bureaus." In March, 1904,
Mrs. Gordon, in a Glasgow lecture, suggisted that school 'boards
establish bureaus for the purpose of guiding boys Id girls into suit-
aft, employments on leaving school and supervising their careers,,
so far as possibly.

ller handbook of employments for the use of boys and girls, pub-
* fished in 1908 and prepared with the assistance of expert social

'Worker's in Glasgolv, Edinburgh, Dundee, and other cities, has been
the model for similar publications in other countries.'

As has already been indicated, the Choice of Employment Act is
operative only inEngland and Wales. The education act of Scotland, /14

1908, prepares the way for vocational advisory services in the Scotch
sohool boards. With the establishment of labor exchanges in Scot-
land there hah been an effort to work out a cooperative scheme between
the Scotch Education Department and the Board of Trade, similar i
to the English plan.

The education (Scotland) act, 1908, which 'became operative on
January 1, 1909, empowered sohool bbards to maintain or combine
with other bodies to maintain "any agency for collecting and dis-
tributing information as taemPloyments open to children ,on leaving
school." Thus.it became possiblefol. school boards to ue, in their
discretion, money,from the school hind for this important purpose,
and the Scotch Eaucation Department has in two circulars, dated
August 27, 1909, and August. 10, 100, respectively, impressed upon
all Scottish boards the advisability of taking' action., No special
grant of money4aa, however, allotted for such purposes. It should
be tibted that the act refers to inforinatt6n as to employments.

:
. A
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THE SCHOOL AND THE START IN LIFE.

The phrase Might or might not be held to rover the detailed work of
registration for specific vacancies.

There is a juvenile employment advisory committee which repre-
sents the school board of Glasgow and the labor exchange. Probably
the main feature of this committee's work, as it is of every other such
committee in Scotland, is the effort to promote attendance at con-
tinuation classes of young workers between 14 and 17 years of age.
Thb forms and reports from Glasgow are similar to those already
printed and to the Edinburgh material which is given in full. There-
fore the account of the Glasgow work will necessarily be brief.

-,....interesting catechism in manuscript has been prepared dealing
with thee work and the policies of the Glasgow advisory committee,
and is worth printing. 1

ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR JUVENILE EMPLOYMENT IN CONN E(TION WITH THE
G1.A8GOW AND DISTRICT LABOR EXCHANOEs.

Summary of answer. by subcomntitues to chairmen's qutations.
.

QUESTIONS.

1. What is the object of interference by
the Board of Trude labor exchanges
on behalf of

(A) Young persons seeking em-
ployment1-

(B) Persons seeking to' employ
young persons?

(C) Young persons not seeking
employment and who
ought to be at work?

2. What is the number of young persons
leaving school between 14 and 17,
and arriving in the city from out-
side

(A) Who find employment for
themselves?

(B) Who apply to the labor ex-
change

(1) and find employment
(2) but who 'fail to find

employment or refuse
employment offered?

(C) Who do not find employm'ent
for themseNes, and who do
not apply togs exchange?

ANSWERS.

To assist young persons seeking em-
ployment to choose .suitable em-
ployment and to give advice and
assistance to the Board of Trade in
this connection With respect to the
management of the labor exchange.

To help emploers to find suitable
young persons -whom they may em-
ploy.

(C) To induce young people to seek em-
ployment and to help them to ob-
tain it. It is suggested. that the
"aftercare" committees might un-
dertake this function.

Regular information is furnished by the ,

school board to the exchange of all
young persons leaving school and the
Acords of the exchange supply the an-
kwers to the three branches of this ques-
tion In respect.of,childiNen leaving ele-
mentary schools in Glasgow. Certain
outside boards are also supplying this
inforthation.

V

a

i.

a

/1 3
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Summary of answers by subcommittees to Chairman's questionsContinued.

QUESTIONS.

3. Bow far is interference possible or de-
sirable in respect of

(A) Choice or retention of
ployment?

em- (

(II) Preparation for industrial em-
- ploymeut, specific or gen-.. oral?

(e) Securing an "opening"?

(D) Instructional facilities after
9 employment?

. (E) Physical conditions of em-
ployment?

(F) Health during employment

ANSWERS.

A) compulsion ruled out as neither pos-
sible nor desirable. Information
should be given regarding good and
bad employments and peaceful per-
suasion used to induce the choice
and retention of good and the re-
jection of bad employments. It is
considered that these furnishings
do not fall within the scope of the
officials of the labor exchange;
that they fall within the scope of
the advisory committee, but the
committee is not at present in pos-
session of sufficient knowledge to
perform those functions. It is de-
sirable to inform juveniles in every
branch of employment of the future
prospects in that employment,

B) Cooperation with education authori-
ties recommended for preparation
for industrial employments wheth-
er specific or general. Observation
of statistics recommended for the
acquisition of the necessary expe-
rience.

C) The advisory committee might make
inqttiry la to openings in the colo-
nies and other countries In addition
to its present arrangements!`

D) Cooperation with education authori-
ties recommended.

E) It is considered that in respect of
young persons employed in facto-
ries and workshops they are suffi-
ciently looked after by the factory'
inspectors. If it should be Jound
that there are dangerous trades not
scheduled under the factory. acts
information may be tendered to the
home office so as to have the omis-
sions rectified. The ,vommittee
might consider the advisability of
appointing medical inspectors to
examine the physical tonditions of
young' persons in Cmpldyinent.
Occupation!' should be classified
Nric special reference to the num-
ber of juveniles who can be ab-
sorbed on ;caching maturity.
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Summary of answers by mtbrommitkes to chairman's questions Continued.

QUESTIONS. -
4. In cases where interference occurs,

what are to be the channels of opera-
tion in respect of

(A) Cooperation with young ix-r1
Sons?

Parents, guardians, education
authority, and factory in-
spectont?

(B)

For children of idle and thrift-
less parents, orphans. pau-
pers, defectives, etc.

it

5. How far is it desirable to employ vol-
untary assistance in dealing with.
the work of the exchange?

6. In advising young persons with re-
spect to educttional arrangemen t s
from the point of view of the ex-
change what are the general lines
to be followed?

e. g., Are the young persons as a
rule to follow "trade lines" or are
they to seek development on lines
distinctly removed from their daily
occupations?

7. How fir is it desirable to penist in
the litenry education of young per-

dit.... sons who b,ave failed to secure the
merit or qualifying certificates?

8. What is to be the relation of the ex-
change to young persons, wile hav-
ing found employment, are com-
pelled to attend continuatien
clams!

t is to be the point Zif contact be-
% eon the eiehange and-the (Akk-
adian .departant, in respect of
this and agar matters?

t

ANSWERS.

) School managers acting throughtearlt-
ers and "aftercare" committees.

It The education authorities have
shown their willingness to cooper-
ate with the advisory and district
cominit tees.

((') The cooperation of poor-law authori-
ties, industrial schools, puldit-
health authority, police, education
authority, churches, charitable in-
stitutions, should be sought as cx-
casion arises, e. g., the poor-law
authorities should be consulted
with regard to defectives, public -
health authority informed with re-
gard to insanitary residences, po-
lice authority should be asked to
deal with any cases involving crim-
inal misdemeanor.

The employment of voluntary assistance
is desirable so long as persons assisting
are persons of skill and experience and
are subject to the control or supervi-
sion of the advisory committee. The
appointment of school committees in
recommended.

Young persons as a rule ought to fellow
the course of training in the principles
of their occupation.

The committee will be glad to have the
school authoritie.1 consider this ques-
tion.

Thin question ha ..not been answered..
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Summary of answers by subcommittees to chairman's questions Continued.
QUESTIONS.

9 To what extent are educational
grants available for the training of
young persons who have to work
during their industrial training?

,re there any bursaries available for
the assistance of young persons at
work?

11. What is to be the policy of the ex-
change in respect to "trade in-
ist ruction? "

Should the exchange endeavor to
meet the deficiency in supply by
securing by cooperation with edu-
cation department instruction in
trade work?

12. flow far is it desirable to consult the
wishes of the employer in respect
to education ??

Should the employer be asked to
select the young persona and co-
operate in their training from the
time of selection of employment, or
should the advisers of the young
persons deal with the individuals
more especially from the individ-
ual standpoint?

1:1. Should the labor exchange organize
an official inspection of young per-
sons whose training is being car-
ried out under the advice and sup-
vitiion of the exchange?

I I. What may be taken as a "general"
classification of employment's in
the Glasgow district? .

e. g. (1) Directly productive in-
dustries.

(2) Indirectly productive
industries, such, as
transport of ma-
terials.

(3) Occupations auxiliary
to production and
transport. .

(4) Distributive industries.
(5) Clerical and commer-

oervice.
(8) Communal service.
(1) Domestic service. .

A NSWItItat.

The committee is unaware of any grants
directly available.

Yes. There are many, certain of them
are detailed in the minutes. A list of
available bursaries is recommended to
be kept at the exchange.

It is desirable to consult the employers
in respect to matters of education.

Not answered.
trs

This question is answered by the census
returns which have been specially pre-
arecl for the committee..

U.

o
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Summary of answers by subcommittees to chairman's questions -Gontinued.

QUICHTION8.

M.. Are there any employments whia
' are suitable as temporary means of

earning a livelihood during 7itzpii-
rations for more permanent (wilts
potions?

IC. Are there any employments which
should be scheduled as unsuitable
for young persons?

17. What are the general line's on which
the exchanges should proceed in
distributing applicants to the va-
rious classes of employment, and
how, and by whom are these lines
to be applied to the individual ap-
plicants? e. g., Is it advantageous
that the young person should follow
an 'occupation similar to that of
the parent ?

18. Is the labor exchange to contemplate
the pro.viiio of a supply of un-
skilled lab( " from the ranks of
those who e under its guidance?

19. At what usage should differentiation
of young persons in respect of their
suitability for the various tictipa-
lions be made?

20. What should be tbe organic con-
nection ' with employersi e. g.,
(1) In respect of young. persons

employed in "suitable" in-
dustrial work?

(2) In public services, of convey-
ance and transport? .

(3) In work which tends to prevent,
young persobs from being
suitably prepared for earning
a livelihood after 17 years of
age?

21. Now are the remainder to be dealt
with; i. e., those young persons
who being willing and able to work
fail to find suitable employment
in their own district.

Should they be encouraged to leave
home to find employment? Should

.
the exchange contemplate emigre-
don?

22. What are the legal reirowNcAee for
dealing with young &nous under
clause 4 (C)?

s

- Nswitioi.

Yes; but proper supervision is ro,out-
mended while the young person is th-
vtipied in such employment.

Yes.

Not answered.

Not answered..

At the stage of letrving school.

Not answered.

If there is a surplus of labor of orphans
and others whom it miiy be desirable to
separate from their parents they might,
as a general rule, be encouraged to emi-
grate under arrangements with colonial
governments, but the sending of lads or
girls from decent homes should not be
encouraged.

The solicitors to the board of trade can be
consulted as need *risco.

AIM
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Summary of answers by subcommittees to chairman's qUestions -Continuetl.

QUESTIONS.

23, I h. I he advisory committee desire the
service of a special commissioner to
assist them in formulating a policy
by making special inqviry into the
conditions of employment, etc., in
this district, and of the questions
raised in connection with the
initiation of the work of the com-
mittee?

ANSWERS.

Not at- present; but the consideration
of subjects proposed fur the inesti-
gation by a comiasioner should be
con.;:idered..

24. 11 hat. is the effect upon employment The effect is a considerable reduction
of "defectives" of the employers' opportnuities for labor to either the
liability and workmen's compensa- mentally or physically defective.
lion swab?

I .

'A summitry of the topics considered at 10 meetings of the advisory
ommitteej during the years 1911-12, will give, a clear idea of its

activities

A DVISoRY COMMITTEE FOR JUVENILE EMPLOYMENT IN CONN ECTION WITH TRE
OLZSOOW AND Immucr 1.anCia EXCHANGES.

J tine 8, 1911, to June 30, 1912.

(Ten inoet Ings of the anmnia.... were he1.1 )

,Appointment of subcomntitteee.
Statistical statements and records.
laws relating to education and employ-

ment of young persons.
Leaving cards.
Facilities at exchanges.
Arrangements with O. P.O.
Migration and emigration.
*drool committees.
Cooperation by Board of ,Trade solicitors

secured.
Law publications secured.
Limitation of operations to juveniles who
. register at exchange.

Reports on methods of dealing with juve .
nilea by school boaid.

Departmental committee on night work.
Corresponden9E with central exchange.
Census special report securerLeopf requi-

sitioned for each member.
Cooperation-with wheel boards.
Voluntary school committees and social

and charitable agencies secured.
Twenty-four special questions by chair-

man considered, and,-for the most part,
answered.

Skt

Returns from schoo/ authorities classify-
ing children leaving school and limita-
tion of operations to those who register.

Infhlx'of juveniles from outside areas.
Information to school authorities on era-,

ployrnent.
Particulars of physique added to boys'

records.
Cooperation of civic guilds.
Weekly hemp of lists of vacancies to

schools.
Cooperation with country boarder.
f'ndesirability of casual employment as a

permanent resort.
Conference with associations of employ-

ers, diectuesed and deferred. . .

District committees recommended.
Reports oLsehool board operation regard-

ing employment.
Attention of wheel authorities directed

to labor exchange facilities.
Census returns of employments.
Handbooks of employments.
Apilieation to trade societies for 'wage

rates and hours recommended.
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SubjectsContinued.
Conference with school boards agreed

upon, Partick Civic 'ouild and Boy
Scouts invited to attend.

Preparation of information as to employ-
inetibi arranged.

Study of reasons for failure to obtain cm-
.ployment.

Suggestion of special offer to deal with
failures.

Adoption of all cases of difficulty in find-
ing employment, after registration.

Itivestigation by visits and personal in-
terviews on difficult cases.

Causes 41 difficulty encountered.
"Indifference."
"Poverty" physical and mental defects.
Cooperation with school authorities, poor

law authorities, and charitable budfes
considered:-

Study of law relating tolifildren.
Free postage of inquiries.

A sample of the records in. the Juvenile labor offices of Glasgow is
hero given because of the observations noted with reference to each
applicant:.

BOARD OF TRADE LABOR EXIMAN(iEs.

AlIVIHORY COMMITFEE FOR JUVENILE EMPLOYMENT IN CONNECTIoN WITH THE (II.As(a)-
A,ND DISTRICT LABOR EXCHANGES.

S te men t (Is 10 jet veniles who fooml employment in trades other than Arm, for Irhieh
they registered,

.1.Nt:aitY 17, 191

1 - 3'
Heger- Age of occupation for whichcoca appll-num- 1 ,..,. regisierial.-
bet. (Suit.

4

occupation in which
pleArti." 11,- mark,.

II

2

Si
4

5

8

p

10

12
13
14

1
2
8

4

6
6

I

is
15

18

14

14
16
15

14

15
16
16
18
14
18

16

16

16

14
16

16

is
16

t. BOYS.

1. (llasguie lobar

Apprentice tailor

Ilootmaker
Apprentice tinsmith

Apprentice plumber

Apprentice brawl fin-
isher.

Apprentice tailor
.do

Apprenticeship (print-
er preferable).

Message boy

Warehouse boy
Indefinite

do
an boy

Factory worker.. ..
Warehouse boy

Paqick labor

Apprentice plumber...
Apprentice Otter
Appreattice cooper

Apprentice grocer

Apprentike electrician
Apprentice sheet-iron

ker.
Appworrenticecompositor
Apprentice Otter

do
do

tfchangt.

Attendant in public
hat hr.

Warehouse boy
iieage. boy (tempo-

rary
Message boy (grocer)

Message boy

Apprentice upholsterer
. do

Message boy, with a
view to entering
branch of engineer-
ing.

Apprentice model
maker.

de
Apprentice sawyer...
Apprentice glacier
Spirit store
Apprent4g6cork cutter
Apprentice tinsmith

exchange.

Message boy
Apprentice cooper
Apprentice coach-

pain ter.
Apprant/oscoach trim-

mer.
Apprentice plumber. _
Handy lad In engi-

neering shop.
Meow boy
Van boy

do
Maw. boy (until

opening in desiredtit*.

Physically unfit for tailoring; fairly
intelligent; desires to learn trade.

No vacancies for trade desired.
Indifferent; was previonsil employed

by relative.
IndllIereat; will call when age limit

reached.
Small of stature, poor physique; un-

suitable for trade.
Jew; difficult to place In consequence.
Satisfied.
Superior applicant.

Do.
Satisfactory.

Do.

Diminutive stature.
Unsuitable for engineering trade.
Undecided, but now doing wen.

Do.

By request of guardian.
Unsuitable for trade desired, us under-

shed.
Unsuitable; unintelligent.
Fairly suitable, but no opening at pred-

mit; being kept in view.
Unsuitable; uosetQW.
Suitable.
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Statement as to juveniles who found employment in trades other than those for which .

they registered Continued.

1

Refer-
ence
num-
ber.

1

4

5

2

Ago of
appli-
cant.

3

Occupation for which occupation in which
regigtered_ plai+41

Parkbrad laba ereburry..

14 Apprentice I inset i 11 .

15 Message boy
14 Can lay.. .

14 do
14 I Apprentice engineer...

1 14
2 14
3 14

It 16
2 ; 44
3 i 16
4 16

Remarks.

Can boy No vw.:1111'ift Ille/l1111111e.
Hairdresser 1 I

Basket factory worker.;
Apprentice cooper... I Do.
Bottle worker ,.

4. Ocean labor (reboot,.

()Mee work pprenlhe sawyer....
Message boy.. to
Helper in sawmill. Can boy.. a

4;liti.s.

Glargow labor lobo:rye .

Shop girl ' Warehouse girl
.do lioslery machines..

General work Restaurant...
do Hotel worker

VII. EDINBURGH.

The best known of all the advisory and placement schemes is
probably that which has been developed in Edinburgh. The thor-
ough articulation of the advisory, placement, and continuation
school activities, all fortunately centered in one place, namely, in
the officeS of the Edinburgh School Board, 4s materially helped
the work in that city. Able school' officials and an excellent advisory
eonunittee have centered their energy for the past two years on the
promotion /of the central information and employment bureau.
The Edinburgh plan deserves detailed consideration.

As the resit& of conferences with sooial workers, educators, and
such women as Mrs. Ogilvie 4ordon, the school board 'decided early
in 1908 to establish a.bureau for vocational assistance. In that year
the Scotland, act empowered the school boards to use money from

e school fund. No special money was, howevi:r, allotted. In-
ormation.was the 'main purpose of the bureau. The organizer of
ontinuation classes, whose work had brought him for .several years

in close touch with employers, was placed in (large of the new bureau.
The first effort of the organizer was to direct those who wore leavipg
for work to o opportunities of the evening continuation classes. In
1910 the toard of Trade opened a labor exchange in Edinburgh.
This at once 'placed two agencies in the field, with, much danger of
duplication of labor. The School board's bureau had for,some time
done work of placing young people with employers, and was in fact
largely used by employers who had vacancies to fill. '

. . .
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The problem of cooperation became a pressing one and was solved
in a way apparently satisfactory to the interests concerned. A
statement clearly defining the functions of the two agencies was then
issued and deserves quotation. It iti substantially as follows:

EDINBURGH SCHOOL POARD.

Cooperation between the Edueational Information and Employment Bureau and the Labor
Exchange.

I. The question of the alb wation of the duties and functions of these two organ iza:
.tions has ben under consideration for some time; and the possibility of rivalry and
overlapping of work has been clearly felt. It is therefore evident that some attempt
ahmild be made to arrive at a concordat by which the respective spheres of operat ion
shall be defined. If the problem of registration be considered, it is plain that no
solution will emerge unless the two bodies involved come to a specific agreement in the
matter; and the employer and the. parent have a right to expect therein+ solution be
found at an early date. Two officers for juvenile registration in the same city would
be very undesirable, and though strong arguments may be advanced on bOth sides, the
public All' expect that the balance of advantage should be ascertained and given
effect to. A similar argument will apply to the other aspects of tto workadvice to
juveniles, promulgation of information as to the conditions of employment in the
district, relation of juvenile labor to the'system for further education. The need for a
working arrangement is obvious both from the point of view of economy of fluidic
money and from that I if healthy civic and industrial organization.

The problem is not a local one merely, though it arises at the moment from the con-
ditions in Edinburgh, It is of national importance; for on the one hand labor exchanges
exist throughout the country, and on the other, employment bureaus managed by the
public educational authorities may, in a few years, be widely eetablishediunder exist-
ing law in Scotland and proposed law in England and Wales. It is therefore desirable
that a solution applicable to the whole country should be found, and this should be
clone at an early date before the authorities concerned commit themselges to steps
which may have to be retraced. That Edinburgh may help toward ilis.general
solution is clear, if the fact that it was tee first education authority in Scotland to estab-
lish a bureau be bores in mind. The actual experience of the working of such an
organization in a city where a highly developed system for further education exists
must neceasarily be of great value. Further, it would be preferable that Edinburgh
should propose a solution than that one should be imposed from either the,Scotch
education department or from the Board of Trade.

II. The problem of demarcation may be beat considered if the functions of a juvenile
employment organization are stated. These are briefly as follows:

I. Advice to juveniles as to the pursuits for which they are by ability, taate,charac-terflind education suited.
2. Advice to juveniles as to the opportunities which exist in the various occupations.
3. Collection and,promulgation of general information in regard to industrial con-ditions.
4. Registration, is e., bringing into contact the employer with a specific position to

to offer, and the juvenile suited for and desiring such a position.
6. The supervision, in certain came, of tho juvenile after he has obtained efhploy-

ment, so that he is induced to take advantage of all educational facilities pertinent to
hisWork, and is advised as to the various steps in his industrial career.

6. The keeping of the system of further education in real touch with the industrial .needs of the locality.

III. It wiU readily be admiwOhat in regard to Noe. 1, 5, and 6, the education
attthetity eheuld-be the ilespousible body. All the special knowledge of the teak -here
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is at the disposal of the education authority, the parents have liteked to the schools and
to the headmasters. for advice and guidance during the school period of the juveniles,
the further eilucation of adolescents is closely related to their employment, and getter-air).. the education authority already possesses so much of the field that these further
areas naturally fall in. In regard to No. 5, it may be specially remarked that manyeducation authoritids are now establishing systems of local care committees, which
exercise a supervision over all the philanthropic work (tithe sub, stls, and the board has
under consideration the formation of such committees as at system of care committees
for the feeding work. These committees are obviously in a strong position to continue,
after the tehool period, that activity which they have exercised during the years of
compulsory attendance. A committee dealing with only one school mu become a
repository of knowledge of all the yenditiona, of the child pepulation flowifig througn
that school, and may unify all the beneficent activities which tream upon it. Supervision of after employment and advice as to educational opportunities would appro-
priately. fall within the scope of action of these committees.

On the other hand, No. 3 (collection and promulga.t ion of information in rsgard to
industrial conditions), evidently should be the duty of the labor exchanges. So muchof this work is already done in connection with adult labor, and the business is solargely a study of economic conditiims, that the education authority would not hejustified in attempting it.

It is in the case of Nos. 2 and 4 that doubt arises, and that, therefore, detrimental
competition might oecur. On No. 2 (advice to juveniles aa to general conditions of
employment) it might be argued for the education autherit y that it is in loco parentis,
that the juveeile is in any case coming fur advice on other subjects (e. g., Fo. 1'1, that

has a knowledge and (rand of the whole 'outflow of juvenile population, that be-
cause children form its special business it eau giv . to them a regard that. the ktbor
exchange, concerned mainly with adults, never will; that it can make a special
of the problem of juvenile employment on a higher plane than a body whose success.is mainly measured by its rapidity in finite; vacancies and placing applicants; latnIA,
that the body already in poe.session of functions Noe. I, 5, and 9 should, for reasonsof organic unity of working, take the others. ,

For tho labor exchange, it may be said that its pee function is edge ofindustrial conditions, that it can draw upon the matenal en cc over a wide area,
that it can promote healthy fluidity of labor, because it is part of rotational organize-
ticM; that the juvenile after all becomes the a:dult within at most four years, and that -the separation of juvenile and adult must not, if the industrial system is to be continu-ous,. be prettied too far. Reasoning similar' to this will apply on both sides to the
remaining function No. 4 ,the question of registration), with' this added, on there
side thafthe employers are already in close and sympathetic relation-with the.edtas11-
lion authority through the continuation class system; and on the other, that they arealready in close and sympathetic. relation with the labor_exehange thrimgh their,
demands for adult labor.

IV. The balance ciT argument in regard to No. 2 seems to lie with the education
authority, especially if it is borne in mind that juvenile labor mat not be considered
merely as an economic asset to be moved wherever dethand arises. It is probably well
that juvenile labor should remain in its locality and under tho influences of the hotne,
tho city, and the educational system which have brought it thus far. If this he
admittea, the argument ',fiat the labor exchange binational and the education authority
bureau local loses much of its significance; for the local survey then becomes sufficient
for the end aimed at. In any case, it would be perfectly easy btr the labor exchange
to place all its collected information and considered conclusions at the disposal *thetb
education authority. .S.114

No. 4 only remains, and here a 'compromise is suggested. Registration is preemi-
neatly the function of a labor exchange; but there is tin advantage in keeping juvenile
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registration in a separate office from adult registratitm and in bringing a juvenile regis-
tration dealing with the whole outflow from the schools into close contact with the other
parts of the work of the education authority's bureau. The points would be met if
the registration clerk and machinery remained part of the organization of the labor A
exchange but were housed in the same office as that of the bureau. Close cooperatiorr
would thus be established ; parent and employers. would deal in one office with all
the parts of the problem of juvenile einp4tuent, and yet the education authority on
the one hand and the labo- exchange onrihe other-would each deal with that side of
the work which was distinctively and naturally within its scope. This suggestion,
due to Prof. Lodge, appears to lead to a satisfactory solution of this difficult and
pressing problem.

In drawing up this memorandum careful consideration has been given to the special
rules with regard to juvenile applicants published by the board of trade February 7,
1910, to the views of Mrs. Ogilvie Gordon (" Introduction to handbook of employ-
menus "), a pioneer in working out this problem, to the study of the subject by Mr.
Frederic Keeling ("The labor exchange in relation to boy and girl labor"), and to
the valuable data afforded by the actual operation of theEdinburgh Bureau.

The proposals in the foregoing memorandum were accepted by the
Scotch Education Department and the Board of Trade and are now
in successful operation. The items numbered 1, 2, and 3 were re-
served for the school officials. The employment features were left
to the labor exchange. Parents and children who come for advice
and for situations report at school headquarters, where the organ-
izer of continuation classes and exchange officer are on hand to
render the service required. Under the 1908 act Scotch school boards
may fix dates for leaving school. In Edinburgh children are per-
mitted to leave ,to work only on the 1st of March, May, September,
and December. The operation of the Edinburgh plan is as follows:

Several weeks btlfore the next fixed date for leaving, each head-
master fills cards giving particulars of age, by ical condition, ability,
attainment, and employment desired, for a pupils who will leave.
Each card also contains the opinion of the teacher as to, the occupa-
tion for which the pupil is suited, notes as to proposed employment,
suggestions for further education, and spaces for general remarks.
These cards are sent in to tho education officer, who files them in a
cabinet.

Meanwhile the fixed date approaches. The parents of pupils
leaving school are often invited to an evening meeting at the school.
They are addressed by members of the board and by teachers. To
these parents, and also to those who do not come to the meetings, a
circular letter is sent.

The consequence is that ,a large number of boys and girls come to
the board office to follow up the card. The candidate first goes to
the exchange officer's room and receives his card stamped with the
reference number of the occupation desired. He passes to the educa-
tion officer's room and has a talk about his aims, his further education,
and the suitability of the career for which he has expressed a prefer-
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cues. The .parents are urged to be present at this interviOw, but
unfortunately do not always respond. The boy or girl then passes
back to the exchange officer's room, and is 'definitely registered as
a candidate for a particular kind of employment. The cards of those
who have made this personal application are separated from the
others, and they receive priority in filling vacancies.

A circular letter is sent to employers informing them of the joint
arrangement and requesting their cooperation. When the employer
writes or telephones asking for candidates for a certain position, the
register of personal applicants is first consulted. Details of the
request and also of the candidates sent are entered on the employers'
curd. Beyond the two sets of cards (both of which are filled by the
exchange officer, burAre always open to inspection of the education
officer) no other registers are kept.

Both the education officer and the exchange officer make systematic
visits 4Q employers, the former to study industrial conditions of the
employees, and to gain ideas for improving the continuation classes;
the latter to bring to the employers' notice the facilities for securing
suitable workers through the exchange. .

The following circulters are sent to parents and children:

EDINBURGH SCHOOL lioARD.
4 '

DEARF.AR SIR OR MADAM: The members of she board desire to tall your special atten-I.

lion to the steps which they are taking to guide and advise young people regarding
their future careers in life, and to provide for them the systematic training on com-
mercial or industrial lines that will best fit them for the occupation which they elect
to follow.

(1) Educational Infornialion and Employment. Department.

The Education Depafiment has recently pointed out that it has been matter of
frequent complaint that through want of information or proper guidance children,
on leaving school, are apt to take up casual employments, which, though remunerative
for the moment, afford no real preparation for earniing a living in later life. The
temptation to put. a child into the first opening that prtsents itself is often very great.
Due regard is not always paid to the capacities of the boys and girls concerned, with

,Ire result, the.. many take up work which affords no training and is without prospect,
while many others are forced into trades or professions for which they are unsuited
by temperament and education, and for which they consequently acquire a dislike.
The result is a large amount of waste to the community at large and misery to the
individuals concerned.

In order to cooperate with parents in putting an end to this state of matters, the
board in 1908 established an educational information and employment bureau. In
1909 the Board of Trade set up in the city a labor exchange whose juvenile department
was intended to perform related duties so far as the employmeht of young people is
concerned. It was felt that in the interests of economy and effective industrial

I
organization a scheme of cooperation was desirable. An arrangement was therefore

Is arrived at between the Edinburgh School Board and the Board of Trade whereby the
work of both departments is carried on jointly in the present office of the schoolboard,
and all persons above 14 an under 17 years of age are dealt with there. This arrange-
ment is working with the utmost smoothness and to the satisfaction of all concerned.
..
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The new organization *combines the functions of the educational information and
employment bureau and of the juvenile branch of thelabor exchange. Briefly
these are as follows:

-(1) To supply information with regard to the qualifications most required iii the
various occupations of the city, the rates of wages, and the conditions of employment.

(2) To give information about the technical and commercial continuation classes
having relation to particular trades and industries.

(3) To advise parents regarding the occupations for which theirsons and daughter.:
are most fitted when they leave echool.

(4) To keep a record,of vacancies intimated by employers Ind to arrat0 for suit-
able candidates hating an opportunity of applying for such vacancies.

The educational information and employment department (entrance 14 Cornwall
Street) is open daily, from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m. (Saturday, 10 a. in. to 12.30 p. ), free
of charge, to parents and pupils wishing information and advice as to education .1,1.
employment.

To suit the convenience of parents who can not call during the day, the educational
information and employment department will be open from 7 to 9 on the following
evenings in February and March: Monday, February 24, and Monday, March 3.

.You are cordially invited to make use of the services of the department.

(2) Continuation Classes.

Boys and girls who have gone through the work of the day school soon forget. much
that they have learned if they have no op'portunity of extending, the knowledge
which they have already gained. The board would therefore impress on parents
the importance of their children joining a continuation school as soon as possible after
fearing the day school.

As you are probably aware, children can now leave ;school only at certain fixed
dates. In Edinburgh these are March .1, May 1, September 1. and December 1.
In February of this mr over 1,000 pupils may terminate their day-schol career.

Theclo4e of the day-school course is probably tho most critical period in the life
of children. There is grave danger of educational and moral waste if they are suddeilly
set entirely free from discipline and instruction. Between the ages of 14 and 18
easeful supervision and training are essential to the formation of character, the creation
of a sense of personal and civic duty, and -the production of skilled and efficient
workmen. It is of the highest importance then that all parents should realize that
there must be no break between the day school and the continuation school.

In order that the passage from the day school to the continuation school may be as
easy as possible, the board have made arrangements for a short summer session of
11 weeks' duration in 10 of the continuation schools. The session will extend from
Monday, April 7, 1913, to Thtfrialay, July 3, 1913. There will be a fortnight's
holiday in April. The fee will be 2s. 6d. (Borouglimuir and Royal Ilign Schools 5s.),
returnable to all who make 80 per cent of the possible attendances. The board trust
that you will do your utmost to she that any of your family who are non' about to leave
the day echool enroll in one or other of the summer closes. (For particulars $44'
inclosed handbill.)

Your attention is directed to the special provision which is now being made by
the board for giving in the continuation classes practical instructionhaving reference
to the various crafts and industries in the city. In connection with the new Nupple-
-mentary school at Tinecastle, a number of workshops have been erected, in which
Over 500 apprentices are being taught the principles of theirespective trades. In
these workshops there is equipment for the instruction of- plumbers, tinemips, engi-
neers, pattemmakers, brasefinishers, molders, builders, joiners, cabinetmakers,

taileresisei, upholsterers, French polishers, and plasterers. The beard hope
to be able to make provision of a similar nature in other parts of the city as oppnr-

%
t
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(unity occurs in, connection witht.he buiying of new schools. For the benefit of
apprentices in the south side of the city four temporary workshops have been opened
in connection with St. I.Amard*s School for the practical instruction of tinsmiths,
metal workers, tailors, upholsterers, and masons.

Details and advice regarding the courses of study most suited to prepare boys and
,.zirls for their prospective occupations may be had by parents or intending students
on applLat ion to the director of the educational information and employment depart-
ment at the Fehool hoard offices. The head master of the day school will also be
pleased to grant you an interview during the month of February regarding your
child's future employment and education.

EDINBUR4/1 SC11001. BOARD.

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION AND EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT.

Thought.R:for n boy on chooRiny work.

I. t 'onsitkr what you are best fitted for; ask your pa retits and your teacher what they
think.

2. Think of the future. Many kinds of work done 1.7y.boys, such as messengers, van
or errand boys, end when a boy is 17 or 18, and then it is difficult for him to begin
again. Many grown men are out of work who earned high wage when they
were boys; but it was at work which.led to nothing.

3. leant a trade if you can get .the chance. Think how good -it is to know a trade
at which you can get work in other purls of the country Ri well as where you
live noi.

4. Whilst you are a boy learn to work with yeur hands--lhatwill make your brain
strong. With clever hands and a strong brain you have a double chance in life.,

N. .;;tick to your school till the lust possible moment, and make good use of it. And
"keep it up.' by going to a continuation school when you leave the day school,
or yon will find. in a year or two, that you have forgotten mirth that you knew.

t;. Remember that in the continuation schoolju can receive instruction in courses
of study directly related to the trade or business which you propose to learn,
and that you can continue at a very moderate cost the advanced stages of these
courses at the Ileriot-Watt College or the College of Art.

. If the work you take up does not salt you, or does not seem to lead to any hopeful
future, stick to it till you get something really better. Do not wander from ohe
work to another, but come hack to your school and tell your teacher; he may be
able to direct you to.thoso who can advise yrti in choosing your nextwork more
carefully. You will find nothing perfect; but a good fight and a hard o e before
you are 18 will !flake the rest of life more etisy.

S. The educational information and employment department, 14 Cornwall treet, is-
open daily from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m. (Satarday, 10 a. m. to 12.30 p. m.), and on
certain Monday eveningtt from 7 p. m. to 9 p. in. You can there obtainfree of
chargeadvice and information as to suitable employment laid further eduese
lion, and through the agency of the department you may obtain employment
for which you are fitted.

Thoughts for n gitElin leaning school.

1. Consider what you are best fitted, for; ask Your parents and your teacher what they
think.

2. Choose healthy work; remember that domestic service offers food, home, and corn-
' fort as well as work and wages; that it is the training for the future home life of

. a woman; end that, with character and ability, it will command good wages in
any part of the country.

2181,0?-14-4'
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3. If you prefer a trade, choose one in which you will be likely to find employment
anywhere and at any time, learn it thoroughly-140 that employers will value your
services. Do not change from one thing to another without' g-o-od reason.

. Stick to your school to the last possible moment, and make good use of it; later on
you will see, better than you do now, how much the school work has helped.
And "keep it up" by going to a continuation school when you heave the day
school.

5. Remember that in the continuation schools you can receive instniction in subjects
which are directly related to the variims occupations open to girls and young
women, and also tho domestic training which will enable you to discharge with
intelligent interest the responsible practical duties of the home.

6. If the work you take up is not satisfactory, stick to it till yotr get something really
better. In any rave come back to the school and tell your teacher how you are
getting on.

7. Ito brave and cheerful in whatever work you choose. You will find nothing per-
fect; but perseverance and hard work during the first few years will make the
rest of life more easy.

8. The educational information and employment department, 11 cornwall Street, is
open daily from 10 as in. to 4 p. m. (Saturday 10 a. m. to 12.30 p. m.l. and on
Monday evenings from 7 p. m. to 9 p. m. You can there obtainfree of charge
advice and information as to suitable employment and further education, and
through the agency of the department you may obtain employment for which
you are fitted.

In the summer of MO, before the Edinburgh plan had gone very
far, the school board undertook it census of the employments open
to minors. The report is worth reprinting, as it shows the range of
industrial opportunities in the ('ity, and suggests the type of further
schooling required for advancement in the skilled occupations:

nem potions i n t sped of which awl? than .;aa !mum, o.od.ers ere

Helps at home
Drbasmakerm. etc
Clerks and clerkesties

lease tigers
.

iloyN.

1

690
1./31

856
610
189
:161

Shop assistants 105 578

Between and .itY) uorkers.

Domestic servants 2 207
Engineers and pattern makers 244
Factory workers 100 2t)7
Printers 176 1-17
Compositors 83 131
Bookfolders, etc 2 240
Tailors and tailoresses 92 230
Van boys, etc 213
Butchers 214
Grocers 205

Between 100 and t..400 workers.

Baleen and confectioners .16 19
Hosiery knitters 6 108
Laundry workers 5 169
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Boys. QM,.
Painters 124/
Plumbers 113
Rubber worker: 45 107
Stationers 54 63
2tlessengers, telegraph and G. P. 0. . ; 150 1

Between 50 and 100 ixorLrr..
1 1 aird ressers 58
Joiners 76
Laborers 6.8 - .
Machinist.s 55
Railway servant
Tinsiniths 50
Tobacco worker; 1 .51
Warehouse attendants 45 40
1 )rapers 55 21
Typists 86
Chemists and druggists 54 23
Blacksmith .
Bookbinders 39 33
Bottle Makers and workers 89 ...
Brass workers and finishers 50
1/airy workers S 13 82
Electricians 111" 56 ..
Paper rulers, statnpers, envelope makers 11 77
Upholsterers 28 25
Waiters 30 21

. .

7'he remaining occupations, all employing less than 30 young workers, are as follows.

Bag makers .

Boot and shoe makers , 27
Box makers 7 '29
Brewery workers N 26
Builders, bricklayers. masons, et,. 21
Cabinetmakers 2!)

Cap makers 40
Case makers 6 17
Coach builders, painters, trimmers, ete 22
Coopers 46 ...
Dental mechanics -v 2i 6
Engravers 21 ...
Gardeners 36 ...
Glass makers, worker's, and blowers 18
Iron workers and molders
Jewelers.. 24 1

ismerLithogmphers 28 9
Miners 31 ...
Packers 7 28
Page boys 32 ...
Photographers 5 12 16;
Shirt makers and cutters. . . 1 20
Watchmakers 23 1

Booksellers 37 1
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FruitereV.
hawkers
Ironm.ager's
Dent ists.
Draftsmen.

11014. Girb.
9 34

2S

28
24

18

All the Edinburgh schools have received copies of the occupational
census, besides a seri,s of booklets for boys and for girls. The girls'
handbook, entitled "Occupations for girls,." is similar to that used in
Glasgow. A copy is sent to each girl approaching the leaving age.
The bows' booklets thus far issued are: "flow to become an engineer,"

4 How to become a printer," and How to enter the civil service."
In the 20 or more pages of these booklets the following points are
covered:

1.6t of industries, trades. and professions of the roves or district, Keith names ,,f
chief employer+.

2. Local demands for young workers in the various trades and industries.
3. Qualifications most required in the various occupations.
4. Conditions 91 apprenticeship for each trade, etc.
5. Beginner's weekly wage.
6. Minimum and maximum rates of remuneration.
7. Possibilities of promotion, etc.
8. Statements regarding further educational courses and the requirements of

employers.

Follow-up work, as it is known in Birmingham and Lonklon, does
not exist in Edinburgh, but the interest of the advisory council in its
work is as great as that of any committee. The function of this
council is that of advising the bowl as to mtitters connected with the
training required for the occupations open to Edinburgh boys and
girls, the conditions of employment, and general matters of school
efficiency. There are sectional committees of the council composed
of employers and workers, with an educator or other specially qualified
persons added.

The following is a list of the sectional committees:
12. Upholster.
13. French polishing.
14. Baking and confectionery.
15. Tailors' work.
16. Hairdressers' worjer*
17. Art.
18: English.
19. Commercial subjects.
20. Domestic subjects.
21. Trade dressmaking.
22. Physical exercises. ,,,

1. Printing.
2. Engineei-ing.
3. Brass finishers' work (Tynecastii),
4. Tinsmiths' work (Tynecastlel.

,5. Tinsmiths' work (St. Leonard's).
6. Molders' work.
7. Building construction.
8. Plumbers' work.
9. Plasterers' work.

10. Carpentry and Joinery.
11. Cabinetmaking.

There are members on these sectional committees who have been
exceptionally active in the work. The visits of these committees to
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the continuation classes have resulted in excellent suggestions, while
an important -by-product has been to educate public opinion to a
remarkable degree in -favpr of the city's vocational enterprises. It
may be fairly questioned, however, if there has not been overorganiza-
tion, and a rather unwieldy advisory agency °established. Without a
much greater office force it is impossible to vitalize so extensive a
onuuhtee system. Nevertheless, the reports of some of these sec-
tional committees sin)w good work done, and seleetiorN are here given
from a. few:

Report by engineering Ref-6011a' committee.

Mathematics and drawing.

There seems to be a general feeling amongst the teachers that the scheme of instruc-
tion in engineering drawing and mathematics might be improved. For example, in
drawing, simple machine details are mentioned in the first-year syllabus, but bolts,
nuts, and similar details are deferred until the second year. The geometrical drawing
of the fist year might be more closely related to engineering drawing, and Tittle
solid geometry might be included in the second year engineering drawing.

The syllabus for mathematics is rather vague as to the amount of work to be covered,
and at mention is made .of graphs ip the second year.

W.,rkshop practice.

The first-year's syllabus ii intended evidetitly for boys who have not yet started,
or are just beginning, their apprenticeship, and for such it should be useful, as it will
make them familiar with the ordinary engineering tools. The second year's work,
however, might of a'more advanced character, as it must be femembered that if a
boy is in an engineering workshop his training there continues during the summer
six months.

A greater interest might be tokeh in workshop practice if students had a more
definite object in their work,- such as the making of parts suitable as drawing models.
Thus it was noticed in some of the schools that examples of ieWi9 and rag belts supplied
to the drawing classes were not of the usual pattern, and even the snaking of simple
parts of this kind would be beneficial to young students if forged, machined, and well
tiniskd exactly to sizes given on a fAlly dimensioned drawing', perhaps previously 4
made by the sanie student. The necessity of having the holes in the plates of a riveted_ .

joint absolutely fair and free front ragged edges might be broiight home to students
by purposely putting the holes out of lino and then sawing through the joint after
riveting to show the distortion of the rivet.

More advanced work might be given, such as the making of simple plummet blocks
say for a 2-inch shaft----right-angled stop valves, 1-inch to 2-inch bore; but the time
xhich any student can .spend at' a turning lathe is very limited, and each piece of
work should lie such that it can be made completely in a session by a small group of
not more than three students.,

High-class tools likely to beef subsequent use to students might also be made in the
workshop. Thus a built-up steel square provides excellent practice in filing, scraping,'
and riveting.

Polished steel bars of suitable sizes can be obtained now fat very little more than
the cost\of raw material, And thus the Student could acquire a valuable tool for a few
pence.

The time available for this win* is about 25 nights of 2.hours each session. In
order that a class of 25 students, working in grettPitof two when at the lathe or forge,
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should have 13 nights at fitting, 10 nights at turning, and 2 nights at forge-work, 5
lathes would be kquired. There are at present lathes, but 2 of them have Nit

slide rests; and are only suitable for hand turning. As there are generally more than
25 students in the workshop, the time which each individual student gets at turning
just now is probably not much mere than -2 hours -:ach session. More lathes are
therefore required.

The question of workshop instruction for young journeymen or boys well on in their
apprenticeship who are mentally unable., or who have no ambition, to become any-
thing but ardsans, is one which in the first place might be referred to the lieriot-Watt
CiAlege. It is evident that a different course of instruction is necessary for sot It
students, and all attempt might be made to obviate the elfists oi specialization in tIn.ir
daily work.

For ambitious boys, on the other hand, mathematics and drawing are more important
than workshop pnwtice as a preparation for the theoretical classes of the Iberian -Watt
College, and workshop practice, therefore, should be optional in order that such boys
may have the same amount of time at drawing in all schools.

Since the above notes were written, the committee have learned that additional
engineering workshops will be erected during the summer months.

Report by molders' work sectional committee.

The committee met at Tynecastle School and visited both the molding shop and
the pattern shop and found ati intelligent interest being taken in the work by a large
number of boys.

The molding shop is not yet equipped with a furnace, consequently the instruction
in molding is still, from a practical point of view, almost useless. The committee
uuderstand that it has been deeided to erect a cupola as suggested by them.

One point that greatly commended itself to the committee was the way the pattern -
making and the molding classes interchanged, the committee being of opinion that
this was the best means of making both trades understand common difficulties.

Report by tinsmiths' sectional committee (Tynceasth!.

There is one reconniteifftnt we should like to make, viz, that the le airs be altered.
Aamost of the boys are .e ai 5 e'rleck at night, and require to be at work by 6 o'clock
in the morning, they ought to le in bed at 10 o'clock if health is to be ensidered.
Therefore we recOmmend that the closing hour should not be later than 9.15 p.

Report by plumbers' work sectional committee.

-The committee visited Leith Walk, Tynocastle, and South Bridge classes. They
were pleased to note the interest which the students took in their work, and also the

'good attendance at both theoretical and practical classes. The committee desire to
make the following recommendation: That at the practical classes the students be .
allowed to work with larger sizes of pipessay 4 inchesfor bending work.

Report by carpentry and joinery sectional committee.

Tao committee have paid one visit to each of th classes in South Bridge, Stock-
bridge, Bruntstield, and Tynecastle schools. We esire to express our appreciation
of the efforts made by the board to give effect ,..,wme of the suggestions made in
previous reports, and venture to hope that the o ere may not bo lost sight of, especi-
ally those contained in the three concluding phs of last year's report.

The increasing interest of the lads attending these classes points to the conclusion
that in the near future the board will be faced with the necessity of still further
increasing the accommodation for them. Generally, we are of opinion that the prog-

a.
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ress of the pupils is commensurate with the conditions.aud possibilities of the instruc-
tion given, but we are also of opinion that th; results might he greatly improved by
the introd net ion

(1) Of some method of grading the pupils.
(2) Of some more uniform method of imparting the necessary instruction.
(3) Of affording opportunities, to the higher grades, of displaying and developing

originality of design and construction.
The necessity for giving effect tithe first of these will be evident if we state that

so elementary teacher who was called upon to teach in the same rom, and at the
same tines, classes with three, four, five, and six pupils, would a; exactly in the
sate position under that arrangement as the teachers of the carpentry and joinery
classes to-day.

In regard to the second, if a more uniform system of teaching, based probably on
an approved textbook embodying Scettish as well as English methods and names,
were adopted, comparison between the different classes would be much easier, and
the possibility of introducing examinations in practical work wuul be at once
established./

In regard to the third recommendation, the committee early in the session were
iMpressed with the necessity of encouraging seine originality la design ..and con-
struction in the higher grades, and toward that end suggested to4the board that in
each of the classes two or more of the more adVanced lads should be asked to design
and execute to sizes given sonic piece of cvork, for permanent use in some of the
schools presently under construction for the board. It is thought that if this were
(bale the interest of-the lads in their work would be stimulated, and a healthy emula-
tion among the schools set up. This could only he taken in hand, of course, at the
beginning of a session.

NI regard to the question of examitiations in practical work mminittee are
of opinion ',Num.'

(1) That an examination in praMical work for each tratie should be held at of
near the cbsie of each session.

(2) That this to be effective must be preceded 'Cy.% system of grading of pupils,
and the introduction of a more uniform system of teaching in the various Masses.

(3) That the tests should be the same for each parallel grade in all the classes.
(4) That these tests should he set by the class teachers in each trade, collectively,

and in consultation with the sectional committee.
(5) That. each sectional committee,' with or withottt expert assistance, should judge

and classify results.
(t1)* That all the boystaking part in these examinations should have the examination

day off work, the examination to be held during the day in preferepi:e to in the
evening.

Report by uph9liOrry areliomil committer.

The committee, having on various occasions visited the workshops at Stockbridge
and Tynecastle, desire to express their satisfaction with the work done by the classes,
the pupils being most attentive, and the progress satisfactory.

Both teachers are most enthusiastic, and do their uttlioet to make the work inter-
esting and instructive.

Some of the frames used for upholstery wore quite unsatisfactory, and the .com-
mate° think that wherever possible, all frames and oti9samaterials should be sub-
mitted, before being purchased, to the inspection of one or more members of the
advisory council. It is quite- impossible for boys, or men either, to do good work on
bad frames.

11111,In consequence of the different stages at which the boys are, it is difficult when
classes are large for teachers to give the practical supervision which is necessary to
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each individual member. We would therefore suggest that whenever the.uhr
exceeds 10 boys an assistant teacher be provided.

Report by baking awl confectionery sectional committee.

The committee beg to report that during the session they have visited the classes
pre s4 ntly conducted at the Fountainbridge ('enter, and have been present at the
lectures adepratical lessons. It is a matter of sencere regret to find that the number
of pupils on the roll, and hence in at+ dance, shows a falling if as compared wit h
previous years. Probably the solution is due, and may be traced, to the new regula-
tions now in force and more still to the want. of a properly equipped bakery works)'-p;
such as is provided for and is now enjoyed by nearly all other branches of industry,
notably a kindred cue -- cookery. Bakery and confectionery are not of less importance
to the general community. It is our duty to direct attention to this fact, to remind
the board of the recommendation approved last year, whereby they agreed to erec!
a bakery and class nsens, lalmratory, etc., at. Fountainbridge, and again to express
the hope that this will soon,,be given effect to. Mr. Norman Robinson, Greener k
has proved himself a oust capable and highly efficient lecturer, laid has thus fully
justified all expectations. The teachers; baking and confectionery, in theirrespec-
tive depirtments, continue to carry on their work in an efficient manner.

The committee arc in favor of holding examinations both in written and .pract kal
'work.

Further, they are of opinion that in the erection and equipment of the bakery, and
in thO selection (if suitable ovens and other necessaries, they having practical experi-
ence and skill in these matters:'inight be consulted. The practical knowledge (4 the
committee slum Id prove both helpful and useful to the board or the committee deal-
ing with the question.

Report by Trade Oresamaking Sectional Committee.

The members of the sectional committee have during the session visited Borough-
muir, Brunt/afield, Tynecastle, and Suit:II:ma evening schools. Bruntslield Seim.) iS
the only school in which at present there is a class which might come uncierthe dt:-
scription of a trade dressmaking class, viz, a trade blouse-making class.

The committee carefully examined the work done by the blouse-making class end
the system of teaching, and were well 'satisfied; but blouse making is a very small
Part of trade dressmaking, and the committee think that the other branches of the
business ought to be included in the syllabus.

The members& the committee on their visit took the opportunity of inspecting the
work of certain other classes to oome extent allied to trade dressmaking, particularly
domestic dressmaking and trade tailoring. Tho system of teaching domestiC dress-
making did not appeal to the conunittlee being suitable for the trade class, but they
considered that the method of conducliMthe trade tailoring classes make)) these of

° much benefit both to the pupils and to the trade, amid they are of opinion that trade
dressmaking classes should be conducted on similar lines.

The committee would therefore respectfully recommend that the classes for trade
dressmaking should be in three sections -(1) bodice making, (2) skirt making, and (3)
sleeve making. Pupils engagedbin business as boalice makers won Id take th ecourses in
skirt making and sleeve makint gpd pupils whose business is skirt Making or skeet
making would take bodice making and sleeve making, or bodice making and skirt
making, as the case may be. In this way, assuming that th a pupils had all an experi-
ence during the day in one or other of the branches of the nosiness, they would only
require to attend two sessions to acquire a knowledge of the other branches, but the
committee think that in addition to what may be called the elementary classes there
ought also to be an advanced class, which a mil would take during a third session,
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and which would include all three branches in their practical application. A pupil
in the third session ought to be qualified to make a complete afternoon or evening
dress, should at the same time be able to acquire a general knowledge of practical fit-
Ong, and should be able tolpass on to it class such as is conducted in Gilmore Place
School in dress design.

The committee would further like to suggest that the teachers chosen for each sect ion
61 the ...ale should 1)11 qualified assistants, with experience of the special branches. iu
the business houses in the city. Thi; committee would he glad to be of assistance to
the board in the selection of,suitable tachers.

Report by th Commercial Sabjuis Sectional ( m
4

The commercial subjects sectional committee have this year visited the three coin-
mercial institutesSciences, where only first year's work of the conutnIcial curriculum
is carried on, Borughtnuir, and the )focal High School.

The cemittittee in their rep4t last year expressed their dissatisiact ion with the
present !scheme of coordination between Sciennes and Ileroughmitir commercial in-
sit toes. 14y this scheme pupils take the first year of their subject in Sciennes, and are
then required to proceed to lionnighinuir for their second and succeeding years. This
simply paves the way, for what is a very serious and grave matter in connection with
continuation eras education, viz, the enormous leakage of pupils that is yearly' taking
place after one year's attendance at the classes. From an economic point of view it
means considerable waste of nitaiey and energy when something like 50 per cent of
students qualifying in the first your of the Subject do not return. Outof the 200 pupils
enrolled in Sciennes last year itt the commercial course, 126 could itot be traVed as
having returned for the Recent' year of their course.

For this very serious state of affairs a remedy must lie found. Perhaps one. way
would lie to grant certificates to those students tally who had the full course
of two or thr.ce years: or to repay the fees only to t as complete that course. Itt
may case something ought to be done to minimize this 1 and waste.

The committee notice, with gratification. that the limn of students taking com-
mercial English is on the iticreaite, as this subject, along with iihmetic, intuit at all
times be the basis of a good sound coinnfiercial education.

The committee again this year, as last, found that unfortunately it is still necessary
to devote a considerable amounfof valuable time in the commercial English classes to
spelling. How this weaknes.warises is difficult to understand. as students Al not be
admitted to a first year of the commercial cotire unless they are in possession of tho
merit certificate, -or a certificate of attendance at a higher grade school, and one has
every right till expect better things from pupils jiossessing either of these qualifica-
tionsrequiring in the one case a kimary win ol education extending to 7 or 8 years,
and, in the other, a primary and intermediate education extending to 9 or 10 years.

The committee would like to see arithmetic taught to the Ntudents in a more interest-
ing way. At present it istreettst-tM much as a subject by itself: rather than as a
subject correlated toilte daily requirdments of the students. if it were made more
practical, greater interest would be taken in its study by the pupils.

The committee notice that he Scottish phonographic association have acquiesced
in their last year's suggestion to base the examination in shorthand at 60 words asminute
on purely business matter. No doubt this action will prove a more satisfactory test to
the students, who are chiefly engaged in comm vial work.

The committee would again urge the necossityinf the schOol board being the authority
for junior commercial education and taking powers to grant the junior commercial cer-
tificate, without the one yeit's attendance at the Heriot-Watt College. This certificate
would also include the subjects of typewriti4 and shorthand. At present there is no
certificate for typewriting. A special examining body coopted from the various cora-

,
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mercial societies establish'ed in the city might be the examining'body for the granting
of this certificate.

If such a certificate could be granted by the school board it would mean that more
enthusiasm and zeal would be evinced by the students, not only to finish the junior
course-in the commercial institutes, but to proceed to the Um-lot-Watt College with a
view to earn the senior commercial certificate. With this double qualification in their
possession. there is no doubt that the successful students would be better equipped for
securing good appointments in commerce.

The main effort of the advisory council is direc.ted toward the
promotion of attendance at the continuation classes and at other
institutions in which Edinburgh is fortunate. The aggressive policy
followed for the past two years with reference to the evening instruc-
tion of all working minors has resulted in the enrollment of a large
numberiof young people. Aided by the law of 1908, section 10 of
which permits the framing of rules for compulsory attendance at
evening school, it is quite likely that Edinburgh will in time enroll all
working minors in evening cl asses, just as Glasgow is attempting to do.
When this stage is reached it is to be hoped that the energy and public
interest thus far manifested in this city for the evening instruction of
working children will -be devoted to the raising of the school age and
to the daylight rather, than the evening instruction of at.letst those
children between 14 and 16. The present arrangements take more
out of the growing children than the community should be. willing to
permit. No 14 or 15 year old boy can be safely confined to about
10 hours of office, factory, or other work and for 2 hours or more at
mental labor in a classroom.

The importance of this matter has been recognized in Edinburgh
with reference to the teachingstaff. The severe strain on continuation
school teachers who have other work to do throughout the day has
led the school board to decide. that the head teachers of the largest
schools shall be relieved half time from day-school work on such days
as they are engaged in the evening school. Some such safeguard
might well be applied to the growing adolescent in wage earning at
this period of peculiar moral and physical strain.

The relation of the continuation classes to the guidance and place-,
ment work in Edinburgh is so close that some of the circulars dealing
with the continuation classes are here given.

-s.

EDINBURGH SCHOOL BOARD.

EVENINCI CONTINUATION CLASSES.

DEAR SIR OR MADAM: By the Education (Scotland) Act of 1908 there has been
laid upon school boards a definite responsibility for the further educatiOn of adolescents.
It is now the duty of a school board to make suitable provision in continuation classes
for the 'instruction of young persons above the age of 14 years with reference to the
crafts and industries practiced in the district. Power has also been given to school
boards to require the attendance at such classes of altyoung persons between the ages
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of 14 and 17. The development of a system of continuation-class instruction adapted
to the needs of young people, to the convenience of employers, and to the requirements
of local trades and industries is now engaging the attention of educational authorities
throughout the country.

During the last five years there has gradually been eq.ablished in Edinburgh
between employers and the school board a system of coOration which has enor-
mously increased, the attendance at the continuation schools, and which has enabled
the board to organize more completely the systematic and scientific training required
by those who have entered upon arcnnovation.

Your special attention is drawn to the following figures, which are conclusive testi-
mony to the success which 11:Z,4 attended the system of cspera t ion set up between the
school board and the employers of the city in 1906 and extended during the following
years:

Enr°11' increase.meat.

1905-6. r 3,722
1900-7 4,516
1907-8 6,477
itoos-s . 7,621
1909-10 9,7,0
1910-11 10,099
1911-12 11.714

229
794

1,961
1,144

1,1118

1.310
656

21.3

43.1
17.6

15 3

14 9

6. 4,

During the last six years the enrollment has increased by 189 per cent. It is gratify-
ing to learn that the methods by which this success has been achieved have com-
mended themselves to the highest educational authority, and that other parts of the
country are now adopting the same policy modified to suit their particular circum-
stances.

There are still, however, in gdinburgh almost 6.000 young persons between the
ages of 14 and 17 who are receiving no insfitttion either in subjects of general educa-
tion or in. the Icchnical principles of their daily occupation.

In their annual reports on the work of continuation clamed the Scotch Education
Department refer in the following terms to the progrells made in Edinburgh, viz:

Good organization, the cooperation of the education authority with employers,
and a public opinion increasingly alive to the importance and necessity of the work
have combined to secure a very rapid development of the continuation-class system
in Edinburgh. The Edinburgh school _Ward maintains a position in the front rank
of enljgbteued educational authorities by the unstinted exertion and enterprise with
which it has grappled with,the very difficult problem of Continued education.

Without the whole-hearted cooperation of the employers in the city the achieve-
ments of the past six years would have been impossible. The board desire to exprtes
their appreciation of the important part which employers Ave taken in increasing
the enrollment and improving the efficiency of the classes, and to appeal to them for
a eontigiliance of their rsluable assistance.

Among the ways in which employers can assist the leninl at this time the following
two may be mentitaned:

1. Guarantis of fees of employees. Last year 124 employers became surety for the
fees of their young workers. A summary of the attendance and progress of those
students show that the guarantee system is attended with great success, and that the
guarantor incurs little or no financial lose. In the event of your deciding to adopt the
system, kindly fill up and send the inclosed form to Mr. John Stewart, deputy clerk
to the Edinburgh School Board, Castle Terrace. At the end (if, the session yott will
be asked to pay the fees only offthose who fail to make 80 per cent of the possible
number of attendances, and of those who being over 20 years of age, enroll in one of
the centers for adults (Broughton H. G., Gilmore Place, and Warrender Park Schools).

r.:
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. t. Meetings of %cork people.--1 n September, 1911, 125 such meetings were held,
with the result that interest in the continuation classes was greatly stimulated. It
will be a great favor if you grant permission for a member of the board to address your
employees.

In conclusion, the special attention of employers is directed to the efforts of the
board to provide proper facilities for elementary trade instruction. During last winter
session over 400 apprentices received a certain amount of practical training in the 18
workahims which have'been erected at Tynecastle. It is the intention of the board
to build in other districts such workshops as appear to he required for the instruction
of young persons enraged in the local industries.

The winter session of the claws begins on Monday, September 23, but studems
should enroll on Thurs,lay, September 19, or on Friday, September 20.

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION AND EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT.

The bureau established by the board in September, 1909, has been largely made
use of bythe employers in the city. Since its opening vacancies have been intimated
to the bureau by 2,826 individual employers, and 4,565 boys and girls have been
enabled to enter upon occupatiffis for which they appear fitted.

No fee is charged for utilizing the services of the bureau.
To EMPLOYERS IN EDINBURGIT.

EDINI:1111 SCHOOL BOA ND.

CONTINUATION CLASSES.

DEAR SIR: The school board desire to thank the various trades-unions of the city
for the keen interest which they have shown in the work of the continuation classes
and of the educational information and employment department, and to again ask
their cooperation and assistance in the fuller developOtent of these two agencies.

By the Education (Scotland) Act of 1908 there has been laid upon schopl boards
the duty of making suitable provision. in continuation Haws for the further instruc-
tion of young persons above the age of 14 years with reference to the crafts and indus-
tries practiced in the district. Power has also been given to school boards to require
the attendance at such climes of all young persons between the'ages of 14 and 17 years.

Durimilhe last. six years the Edinburgh school board have been endeavoring, with
the 'assistance of employers and workers, to develop a system of continuation class
instruction adapted to the requirements of the trades and industries of the city. They
are pleased to be able to announce that arrangements have been made for carrying
on the following trade and technical courses during the 'coming winter session, viz:

1. Engineering.
2. Physics.
8. Brass finishers' work.
4. Tinsmiths' work.
5. Molders' work.
0. Mining.
7. Building.
8. Carpentry and joinery.
9. Plumbers' work.

10. Gas lighting and appliances.
11. Plaster 'fork.
12. Cabinetmaking.
13. Upholstery.

14. French polishing.
15. Course for compositors and print-

era,
16. Printing mach inem en 's mune.
17. Bookbinding.
18. Breadbaking.
19. Confectionery.
20. Flour-millers' work.
21. Tailors' work.
22. Tailoreeses' work.
23. Hairdressers' work.
24. Agricultural' science.
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fully
The special atisntion of the members of the various trade societies is directed to the

fully equipped workshops at Tynecastle, where practical instruction is given by quali-
fied workmen commanding the confidence of the trades concerned to apprentice engi-
neeis, brassfinishers. tinsmiths. molders, carpenters, cabinetmakers. upholsterers.
French polishers, builders, plumbers, plasterers. tailors, and tailoresses. The board
hope to have ready within a year or so. in the northern and southern districts of the
city, such workshop facilities as appear to he required for the instruction of appre3-
tires in the local industries.

i The organization of general knowledge courses for those who intend to enter certain
professions or the civil service, but who are not in a position to pay the fees for private
classes, will no doubt be of much interest to your members.
.Though the enrollment in the centinuation classes has risen from 3,494 in 1905 to

10.733 in 1912. there are still in Edinburgh almost 6.000 young persons between the
ages of 14 and 17 years who are not in attendance at either day or evening classes. It
is now the endeavor of the school hoard to bring as many as possible of these within
the influence of the continuation dames. and the board feel that the secretaries of the
various trades-unions can lend most valuable help in making the classes known, and
in encouraging the lads and girls. the young men and young women connected with
their societ ies. to attend one or other of the schools for the purpose of completing their
general education, or of specializing in that course of study which bears directly upon
the occupation in which they are engaged. . 0Full information regarding the claasercau be had from the prospectus,- copies of
which may be obtained free of charge jr du the janitors of the various day schools, or
at the school board offices. Castle Terrae. Parents or intending students requiring
advice or guidance in regard to the choice of a course of study should consult the
organizer of the classesMr. David It 'Nallywho will be in attendance at the Edu-
cational Information and Employment Bureau, Cornwall Street,- on the evenings of
Monday, September 9, and Tuesday. September 17

Special attention is directed to the fact that the fee of kis. (Milton House, North
Canougute. and Towerbank 2s. 6d.) for the session is returned to students making 80
per cent of the possible attendances, except in the case of those over 20 years attending
the three special centers for adultsBroughton U. G., Gilmore Place, and Warrender
Park Schelde.

The schools reopen ou Monday, September 23, and pupils can be enrolled then, or
on the evenings of Thursday and Friday. September 19 and 20, from 8 to 9.30 o'clock.

We shall be favored by your bringing this circular and the inclosed prospectus
before the first meet lug Of your society. We are sure the members are fully convinced
of the necessity for proper supervision and guidance of young persons between the
ages of 14 and 17. All will agree that these are the years when much may be done
toward the formation of right habits of life and a true sense of the duty of the indi-
vidual to himself. to his fellow-workmen, to, his employer, to his s!ity, and to his
country.

To SECRETARI1O4 OV THAI)E14-1.NIONS IN EDINBUROH.

EDINBURGH SCHOOL BOARD. A

cONTINUATION CLASSES.

LREVEREND Sta: On behalf of th8 Edinburgh school board we desire to thank you
for the interest which you have displayed in former years in the evening continuation
schools. We shall be much pleased if you can continue AO give your assistance in
making these classes known. /

It will be a great favor if, from your pulpit on Sundays, the lith and 22d instant,
you will intimate that the evening schools for young plea and young women will
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ioupen on Monday, the 23d instant, and at. the same time urge the young pepple of
yens congregation retake advantage of these opportunities for improvement.

-It has been pointed out by the Scotch education department that school boards in
industrial districts have no more important or pressing task before them than the fes-
tering by all means in their power of a movement for the better use of the years of
adolescence as a preparation for adult life. To accomplish thisgreat end school hoards
intist join hands with every agency having for its object the industrial efficiency and
social well-being of the community. nip Edinburgh school board therefore appeal
with confidence to the clergymen of the city to aid then, in their efforts to stop the
educut Tonal and moral waste consequent upon neglect to use properly the all-important
years between the ages of 14 and Ig. Careful supervision and training during these
years are required for the formation of character and for the creation of a sense of per.-
sonel and civic duty.

In the continuation schools much may be done to fit our young men and women
for their duties as citizens and for their occupations in life, and generally to counter-
act the evil influences so prevalent in crowded cities.

You are probably aware that it is now the duty of a school board to make suitable
provision in continuation classes for the further instruction of young persons above
the age of 14 with refe;ence.to the crafts and industries practiced in the district. The
Edinburgh school board have now made arrangements for giving instruction bearing
upon nearly all the local trades and industries. Eighteen workshops have been
erected at Tynerastle for the practical training of apprentices in the western districts,
and the board hope to have within a year similar facilities in the and south of
the city.

Though the enrollment at. tfie continuation classes has risen during the lost seven
years from 3,494 to 10.755, there are still in Edinburgh almost 6,000 ring persons be-
tween the ages of 14 and 17 who are receiving no systematic training. The board
are now endeavoring to reach these, and they makesan earliest appeal for your as-
sistance.

Iocloised is a general handbill and a copy of the prospectus. from which you will
see that, in addition_ to the ordinary classes for young men and young women, special
classes are to beheld at Broughton H. G. School, Giltnore Place School, and Warrender
Park School fbr adults over 20 years of age.

Thanking you in anticipation for your kind help in this matter.
To ALL CIA: RDYLIEN IN E1,1S:111712DH.

The directors' statement regarding the work of the educational
information and employment bureau to March, 1913, is as follows:

EDINRIUROH SCHOOL BOARD.

Director's statement regarding the work of the Educational Information and Employment
Bureau.

For 4 weeks
ending

Mar. 14,
1913.

Total since
Sept. I,

1912.

Total since

16.

Number of pupils reported as leaving school at or slnoe summer
holidays 1900, and concerning whom bureau cards have been
received 6S3 1,353 12,435Number of above who have stated their in toenroll ineontkui-
ation classes 418 891 7,724Number of above 12 435 who have made personal application to
the bureau for emitioyment 183 1.321 6,712Number of above 6, 12 who have eat ered on an oocupation 202 1,332 6,075
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Kinds of emploiment aboie 6,o75 are engaged in.

111

pprentleed.

For 4
weeks
ending

Mar. 14,
1913.

-- -
Total
since

Sept. G,
1909.

Apprenticed.

For I
weeks
ending

Mar. 14,
1913.

Total
ince

Beot. 6,
1W9.

I'r:ioing and allied trades.... I Is 699 I Embroiderers 5Engineers 15 31') Saddlers 5inmestie servants II 311 Hosiery makers
it

51 rressmakers 233 Piasters 5Tailomsses 10 113 Girders and picture framers. 5I lumbers 5 RI ; Machinists 4Tailors 3 74 Surveyors 4St ationers 71 Art derdgnersJoiners 2 67 Plano tuners.
Brass linisheas 1 62 Iron molders 2:rocr 53 Pattern maker, 2Tinsmiths 2 52 l'ortmanteau makers1 rraughtsmen 51 Organ buildersl'ainters 2 Barbets am: hairdressersBakers and conferUoners
Electricians

3
197

411a, cutters
Mantle makers

2
1Butchers

1 45 Typewriter mechanics 11 rrapers and clothiers II Erench polisher IMilliners 1 41
Blacksmiths 1 38 110 2.1943Upholsterers 1 3$

IA 91.1

1.aundreases
Instrument makers

3
1

37
35

OfRee work:
ileneral business homes.Chemist,

Booksellers 1

31
29

-.Legal (Aces
Insurance offices 4l'hotographers 28 Public or municipal nMees. 4Ironmongers 26 Railway SPXViC0 3Cabinetmakers 26 Banks

NV at ehmakera and Jewelers.... 2
Gitrumiths 18 17 1.009Mssons
ltoxmakers

17
13 Girl probationers41ardenets 12 Telephone operators 2 2i coworkers 12 Telegraph messengers ..... 17 92Boot manufacturers ..

tuopero II
to

Shop assistant,
Miscellaneous 9

423
1.11A reUtects 1 10 Temporary work 916Conch buiklers 9 Number of employers inti-Engravers 9 mating vacancies 119 3,765rage boys ts 7 Number of vacancies inti-Furriers p mated 1st 4,3138Stiirtmakers

heather merchants
6
6

Applications for advice regard-
ing education and employ.Fishingd ark lo makers 6 ment (about) Is.: S. 100Glass blowers 5

Employment and rocatteim.

For 4 weeks
ending

Mar. 14. I

1913. .

To_161 since
'Total

134933. 1, I

1912.

l
slows

OpellItig,
mpt. 6,

1909.

A pprent lees!
110 2.°files. work

Girl probat loners 17 176 1.1101

Telephone operators 2 2 2Telegraph messenger, If 92Shop emigrants 7, 106 421Miscellaneous 9 158 tillTemporary work 33 206' 046Number of employers intimating vacancies 139 rn I 3, 765Number of vacancies intimated
951 4,26)Number of applleations for advice regarding education and employ

meal (about) 192 1,133 8,161

In concluding this account of the Edinburgh plan, it may be of
interest to reproduce the regulations aud suggestions pertaining to
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the working of the educational information and employment depart-
ment.:

REGULATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS AS TO WORKING OP TIM EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION
AND EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT.

1. Duties of director.

1. To interview and advise ly.ys and girls, and their,parents or guardians if possible,
with regard to (a) the occupations for which the boys and girls are suited by ability,
taste, character, and education ; (6) the further educational courses which bear directly
on these occupations; and (c) the opportunities which exist in the various occupations.

2. To prepare leaflets and pamphlets or tabulated matter giving information to the
scholars about continuation work.

3. To keep a record of all pupils who leave school; their educational attainments,
the employment they enter upon, and their progress at continuation classes.

4. To send reports to employers when desired as to the progress and attendance
of the employees at classes.

5. To organize such supervision, as is approved by the board, of boys and girls
after they have obtained employment both in regard to attendance at continuation
classes and progress in their industrial career.

6. To act as organizer of the continuation classes, and to keep the system of further
education in real touch with the industrial needs of the locality.

7. To report periodically on the work of the department.

L. Duties of headmasters.

1. To see that the registration cards for pupils leaving school are duly filled up and
forwarded to the director.

2. To furnish such additional information regarding leaving pupils as may be
required.

3. To cooperate with the board in their special efforts to guide boys and girls into
the continuation elasttea as scot as possible after the termination of their day-school
career,

4. To arrange meetings of leaving pupils and their parents to be addressed by the
visiting members of the board iuthe month of November, nr at such other times as
is found more convenient.

5. To address collectively before the summer holidays the senior pupils on the
question of choice of suitable occupation and early enrollment in continuation classes.

6. To grant to the parents of leaving pupils an interview to discuss the future, of
their children.

7. To give to pupils in their last year at every suitable opportunity advice regarding
suitable employment and education.

.1. Duties of parents and pupils.

1. To give all information required for filling up the registration cards.
2. To make application to the holtdmaster or director for information and guidance.
3. Parents to see that their chlieren stay at school until suitable employment has

been obtained.
4. To intimate to the director particulars as to employment when it has been

found.
b. Parents to see that their children pass on to continuation classes immediately

on leaving the day school, and remAin in attendance until they are eighteen years
of age at least: ,
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4.. Suggesied oelt7m by employers.

1: TO notify all vacancies for learners or apprentices, wherever possible, some time
in advance.

2. To furnish details (is to file rate§ of wages and conditions of employment in their
respective trades, profresions, or callings.

3. To apply for infotmation regarding applicants for employment.
4. To encourage attendance at e.mployees at continuation classes by one or more

of the following methods, viz:
(a) Guarantee of fees.
(b) Special rewards.
(c) Exemption from overtime. -

(d) Payment of extra wages to those who reach' a given*standard of attainment.
(s) Opportunities for promotion to specially qualified pupils.
(f) Facilities to attend classes during work hours.
(g) Direct personal interest shown by periodic visits to the continnatien schools.
(h) Arranging meeting of workers to be addressed bs a member of the beard and

the organizer of continuation dames.
5. To offer suggestions as to the equipment and schemes of work for trade and tech

nical class s.

VIII. MEDICAL INSPECTION AT THE START IN LIFE.

Every part of the United Kingdom as its certifying factory
surgeons, so .Called, appointed by the chief inspector of factories.
There are altogether 2,000 of these officers who are frequently also
niedical officers of health, and, most unfortunately, are paid for the
examination of children by fees from the employers. The duties of
the factory surgeons, under the Factory and Workshops Act of 1901
and 1907, and the order of the Secretary of State, are:

(a) Td examine every child or young person under the age of 16 within 7 days (or
13 days in the rare rases where the snrgeon's residence more than 3 miles from the
place of work) of his commencement of work in a factory or in any workehnp where one
or shore of the.following processes are carried on: Filo ..utting, carriage building, rope
and twine milting; brick and tile making; making of iron and steel cables, chains,
anchors, grapnels, and cart gear; making of nails, scram, rivets; baking bread, biscuits,
or confectionery; fruit preserving; making, altering, ornamenting, finishing, or
repairing wearing apparel by the aid of the treadle sewing machines.

(0) To make certain examinations and inquiries in conneetion with accidents,
workmen's compensation cases and dangerous trades.

It should be noted that, under the Factory and Workshops Act, a
worker under the age of 16 must be reexamined each time he changes
his place of employment. "Half - timers, /'- that most pitiful class of
spent children, must also be reexamined when they commute()
employment as "full-timers." Something like 500,000 examina-
tions are made annually. In 1910 nearly 8,500 children were rejected
as being physically unfit for employnient. In about 6,000 cases the
surgeons exercised their powers with more or less care under the
Factory and Workshops Act (1901) to grant conditional certificates,"

21310' 14-8
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e. g., pass the child for employment subject. to exclusion from certain
processes entailing danger. In 1911 the number of young persons
rejected from employment amounted to 10,000. Some juvenile
advisory committees have undertaken to follow up cases of hogs and
girls rejected by the certifying surgeons and to find them suitable
employment if any employment is desirable. There is very great
need of coordinating the activities orfactory surgeons, medical offi-
cers, and the advisory committees. No one more keenly appreci-
ates the present unsatisfactory situation than does Sir George New('
man, the chief medical officer of the board of education. In the
United Kingdoint'as in the United States, there has been little intelli-
gent effort to currelate the work of employment health inspection with
the social needs of the children.

Cooperation is essential from every Viewpoint.. There is nothing
to prevent the child rejected at the factory gate by the factory sur-
geon from obtaining employment in an occupation outside the fac-
tory act and removed from any legal scrutiny, employment often
infinitely more harmful physically than that from which he has been
rejected. Because the home and the school figure so little in the
present methods of medical facttiry inspection, the rejected child is
frequently unable to explain to the parent the rhysician's reason for
rejection. The factory act stipulates that a written explanation
of the reason for rejection shall be given, but this provision is a dead
letter. An exceptional illustration of the cooperation hero suggested
may be found in the efficient work of the medical officer (school) for
Dewsbury. In this instance there is the fortunate fact that the medi-
cal officer, is also the certifying factory surgeon, a situation which
gives him the oppoetunity to see the child in School before employ-
ment, and in the places of employment at the time of being engaged.

This physician has made it his business, wholly on his own initiative,
to notify the Dewsbury- advisori- commitjee for juvenile employment,
of the rejections made which needed the attention of the committee.
The committee's secretary or some member visits the parent until
the children obtain suitable employment or medical treatment. In
addition to giving information of rejected cases, another group of
children aro also reported to the advisory committee. A certifying
factory surgeon meets with certain children who may have some defect
which careful treatment can remedy and thus prevent later and more
serious' obstacles to passing a medical inspection.

The following table shows the cases of all kinds reported by the.
Dewsbury certifying factory surgeon to the advisory committee and
dealt. with during.theyear 1911 to April, 191:

Cases notified as rejected from employment 52
Cases whore conditions have improved and the children are now in

suitable employment .19
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Cases where children have received medical treatment and are now
in suitable employment

Cases of children unfit for employment.
Casey of delicate children in employment la died
Total number of eases rejected and delicate isited and reported

31

2

24

76

115'

The following is ah interesting table of uses in connection with the
Dewsbury work, interesting because o e tonunents recorded on the
conditional certificates:

Year.

p104

1909

It eason. Work allowed. Work forriiiden.

I. Lateral curvature of spine.. i A ttemf loom. .. .. Not to lift heavy baskets, etc.
2. Defective vision j Folding blank . Machine work.
I. Defective vision. lateral itys- Simple handwork, and gen- Work with machinery.

uigmus (congenital) mil errand work in patent- .

'glazing factor, y.
luto I. Mentally somewhat dull Paper.box making by hand.

:. Too young ... .. Making firewood Ode bun-
1 diem.

3. Small stature i Errand boy
4. Do ' do

I.Ji 1 I. Left knock-knee Fringing machine. a.3 this
I allows sitting.

i2. Operation forhernia years ago. Ordinary work..
3. Small stature I tiiving in

4. Knock knee Sew buttons on 1,1ouses....
5. Heart ilimease do

1912 ! I. Small stature givingnig in

2. Do Windide

.1nyttling to do with.cutting or
machinery of any kind.

Not to chop wood, work at ma-
chinery, or carry heavy weights.

Do.
Do.

Work necessitating prolon-ed
standing.

No lifting or carrying weights.
No weight lifting or work with

machinery in motion.
! Not to use machines.

Do.
Nothing else in connection with

weaving.
Nothing entailing overreaching

or weight lifting.
3. loot laparotomy scar Light work in connection Prolonged standing or machinoco

with printing. work.

The Dewsbury advisory committee has made an investigation not
only of *orking children, but also of school children who work out
of hours, an evil which does not as a rule come to the notice of the
medical or any other officers.

These surveys of the range of employments in which children are
found, and of the working hours of children whose energies aro pre-
sumed to be dedicated to the State in the work of growth and self-
improvement, aro suggestive of the possible disclosures, once advis-
ory committees, schools, and mtedical officers unite, as they should
in a comprehensive policy of protecting youth. There have been
not a few investigations into the physical condition of .working
school children. While differences in the health of such children
have been found to be dependent in part upon the natdre of the eccu-
patitn?, the strain, confinement, etc., all indications point to begin-
ning work at too early an age as a prime source ofleakdown and
lirlater incapacity. There is a wealth of suggestive 'material to be

officers: One of them will be briefly. summarized.

' agent's shop, which may be as much as 2 miles away from their homes, for bandies

found in the reports and investigation of a number of school medical

bread and perhaps KIM tea before they leave home; hasten to the station or news-
(a) Paper boys, 89. Get rap betviiiin 5.90 and 6 a. m.; usually have a piece of

,,.
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of papers, take the papers to various houses; length of round varies; time taken varies
accordingly from 1 to 2} boors; then a hasty breakfast at home before going to school.
Many of the boys have an evening round also. The average wage is 2s. 6d. per week;
some of the boys who sell papers, in addition to delivering them to regular customers,
get a commission on the number sold, and earn from 4d. to Gd. per week. Their
corrected average height was 1 inch, and weight 2! pounds less than those of the 383
boys not employed 'Nut of school hours. Slight spinal curvature was found to be
more frequent among these boys than among those employed otherwise, owing to the
heavy bundles of papers carried.
(b) Milk boys, 37. Get up between 4.30 and 5.30 a. m.; have a morsel of food

before leaving home, rounds generally take 3 hours or longer, afterwards a hurried
breakfast, often eaten on the way to school. Some of these boys go around again dur-
ing the dinner hour, some when afternoon school is over. Their average wage is 2s.

. per week. The corrected average height of these boys was 1 inch, and weight 4,
pottnd less than those of the 383 boys not employed. Those who had worked for two
years or more were found to be 2 inches and 3 pounds below the average.

(c) Errand boys, 66. These boys spend most of their spare time in the dinner hour
and in the evening in delivering parcels or baskets of provisions; they often carry
heavy weights, and are apt to take very hurried meals. They generally earn 2s. or
2s. 6d. a week. Their average height alibi weight. were not found to differ much from
the normal, but some who.hinl worked for two years or more were found to be as much
as 1} inches and 5 pounds below normal,

(d) lions° boys, 77. Employed in the early mornings to clean boots and knives,
carry coals and soNar,kh, in private houses. Get up about 6.30; work for 1 or 2 hours
before school; are often provided with breakfast by their "employe& They earn
about 2s. a week. These Are picked boys who work under good conditions. Those
examined were found to be on the average 3 inch taller and 2 pounds heavier than the
nonemployed boys.

(c) Boys employed in miscellaneous occupations, e. g., garden boys and barber's
boys, 41. Little or no difference was found between these and the nonemployed
boys. r

(f) Boyd employed on Saturdays, and sometimes Sundays 88 golf caddies or ins
errand boys (38) were found to be of normal height and weight for their age.

The success of the experiment in Dewsbury has led the advisory
committees in other places to seek Oa! cooperation. of certifying
surgeons. Some sort of cooperatiOn has been secured or prised
nn Iluddentield, Leeds, Halifax, Nottingham, Northam awn, and
in other towns. -"In Huddersfield the educati*n committee passed
a resolution authorizing the school nurses to assist the secietary of
the juvenile employment advisory committee in following up cases.

The relation of medical supervision to the right start in vocation
is °lour enough. Inspection at the leaving stage is indisigsable.
All vocational counseling, labor exchange service, and aftercare
must take their cue from the physician's report. Examination at
this stage reveals the results of school life, home environment, inci-
dental employment, and the inheritance of the candidate for a calling.
This examination, furthermore, is of peculiar interest to the English
people, because the children of this age are nearing the insurable
ago under the Insurance Act.. At no ,other peliod in a youth's life
Is medical. supervision more necessary, and from a public viewpoint
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more urgent. The prevailing practice in, all tlcountries studied,
as with our own, shows a too slight regard for this vital matter. The
whole scheme of factory legislation, vocational schools, and social
legislation in general, rests on insecure foundations if the medical
supervision of adolescent workers is inefficient. Medical investiga-
tions in England have shown that physically unfit children are liable
to a high degree of accident in the course of their work. An intrinsic
value in medical supervision is that it supplies a method of individual
selection of the worker, something no general provisions, 'such as
factolv9 acto, can as well accomplish.

The Employment of childwn Are, 1903, contains the following
provisions:

A child shall. -liot he employed to lift. parry, or move anything so heavy zy; to he
likely to cause injury to the child.

A c'aild shall not be employed in auy occupation likely to be injurious to his life,
limb, health, or education, regard being had to his physical condition.

If the local authority scud to the employer of any child a certificate signed by a
registered medical practitioner that the lifting, carrying, or moving of any specified
weight is likely to cause injury to the child, or that any specified occupation ielikely
to be injurious to the life, limb, health, or education of the child, the certificate shall
be admissible as evidence in any subsequent proceedings against the employer in
respect of the employment of the child:

The local authority is thus given ample power medically to guide
the young work seeker. Instances are unfortunately too few where
the physician has thoroughly exercised this power.

\Putt may yet be accepted as a necessity in the English scheme
of vocational assistance is the, appointment of special medical officers
for the advisory committees, who shall net in a coordinate capacity
with the school medical officer and the factory surgeon. These
medical advisers would probably be assigned. to work in connection
with all the various types of Schools, such as evening schools and
trade schools, Mid with the children who use the labor exchanges.

Inspection at the place or time of employment goes o* part way.
The child-helping schemes so extensive throughout England and
Scotland need above all elsohe reenforeement of a medical depart-
ment with full powers to, investigate occupations in their relation

. to a sound physical development. The absence of a thedich research
anal health goidanee department in almost all vocational assistance
enterprises is responsible for Much of their ineffectiveness.

IX. C(MINIENTs.

Who preceding pages have attempted to show the magnitude of the
schemes now under watt' in England and in Scotland and to set forth
the details tao far as possible by n alas of original documents. Diffi-
culties in the development of th schemes have necessarily absorbed
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the energies of hundreds of people interested in boys and girls. To
carry out a ntitional proOct whereby entry boy and girl and parents
may learn what the employments are, and how to qualify for the
desirable opportunities, has been a labor of immense difficulty, as it
has been of social and educational value.

Information is being collected about.juvenile employment which
in time will be of immense use in further legislation. The wiiirk of
the volunteers, who are getting both experience and training in their
association with the advisory committees of tlwischools, will in time
become the nucleus of important movements for improving the con-
ditions of juvenile employment. The devoted volunteer service is
certain to wore out a technique through more definite schemes of
preparation for the important duties it involves. The fact should be
borne in miud that advice, training, or placement can not alone reform
the existing unsatisfactory condition; of child employment. There
is much to he said in favor of the labor exchange, whether it be for
juveniles or adults. It is certain social waste to leave the labor
market unorganized. From the viewpoint of the child-welfare
worker, however, and of the educator, the success- of a placement
scheme lies not in the increasing number of vacancies which are filled,
but in the diminishing of the causes which send young people into
premature employment. Working conditions are only slightly and in-
directly affected by the kindly supervision of an advisory board. It
may be that in time certain labor exchanges, through exceptionally
powerful advisory committee's, will control the local labor supply to
the extent of. compelling more favorable conditions precedent to
placement, but this is a long, uncertain, and roundabout method.

Experience .teaehes that legislative action alone can best coke
effectively with so eomple2c a situation. Evening industrial training
for young workers can not be regarded as moto than a passing solu-
tion. The growing tendency in the most advanced American school
systems is to exclude children under 17 from the evening schools. In
the-minority report of the royal commission on the poor laws will be
found several paragraphs which sustain this position. The report
states:

Useful as 6vening continuation classes may be to particular individuals, it is im-
possible for boys who are exhausted by a whole day's toil to obtain either physical
training or the necessary technical education. We have, therefore,. come to the con-
clusion that if we want to turn into competent and trained workmen the 300,000 boys
who now annually in the Kingdom start wage earning at something or other,
there is only one plan. We oust !shorten the legally permissible hours of employ-
ment for boys, and we must require them to spend the hours so sot free in physical
and technological training.

This report, therefore, recommends:
(1) The statutory prohibition of the employment of any boy in

any occupation below the age of 14..
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(2) The limitation of the hours of employment e. any youth
under is.

(3) The compulsory attendance of boys between 15 and 18 at a
suitable public institute, giving physical training and technical
education.

Elrery vocation scheme for the benefit of young people must inevi-
tably reach these conclusions. Both tlw voluntary principle and the
principle of buneiolence break down- or are thoronghly ineffective
when confronted with the large mass of children whose energies and
futures need to be protected. Nor ,can apprenticeship be regarded
as a solution of the juvenile employment problem. England, like
America, is quite in the dark as to what skilled and unskilled occu-
pations really are, and consequently is little prepared to formulate
the kind of training needed Moreover, there has been during the
last half century an ever-increasing demand for low-skilled labor as.a
substitute for the handworker employed before the widespread appli-
cation of 'rower, ingenious machinery, and neiV systems of operation.
It is of course true that the right working out of the present labor
registry and advisory plans must help better working conditions, as
has been the case in the post-office messenger-boy service.- But the
fact remains that industry will continue to use an enormous and in-
creasing amount of unskilled or partially skilled labor, and it is inevi-
table that a large number of young people, probably, the vast major-
ity, will for a long time find their only opportunities in this field.

The most immediate problem with respect to these children is not
an extension of evening training facilities so much as it is a thorough-
going scheme of prrction; not the acquisition of manual skill, as it
is the conservation of their physical and moral vitality. Industry
holds out diminishing educative possibilities. In the majority of
occupations, indeed, there is no place for apprenticeship. Yet serv-
ice to an individual or a group of individuals is none the less valuable
because it fails to solve the problems of a multitude. It is much to be
hoped that the excellent- skilled apprenticeship and employment com-
mittees of London and the provinces will extend their Ni)ork. They
are helping many young people to at more ftworable start in life than
wOuld have been possible for then without this assistance, while in the
performance of their duties those committees are gathering useful data
as to modern industrial conditions. ,Their members have been inval-
uable, too, in the development of the plans of the boards of trade-and
education. Apprenticeship provisions should by all means be fur-
thered, but as a general scheme for'altering the present stage 'of non-
educative and subdivided employments, it is an impossibility.. What
tkip schools must n t.ask of employers, however, in view
vanished old-time educaftonal returns, is at least a revival...4 the
spirit and the motive in what was best in the old apprentieeship....The

ka
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employer's contribution to this end is made up of two important fac-
tors; he must provide the leisure, through shortened workdays, and
give his practical cooperation to the school authorities, who are bound
to take in hand the drifting adolescent. Sooner than many people
realize, the schools willbe required definitely to perform some of the
functions which have hitherto been distributed among such agencies
as the. home and shop. To accomplish this, the schools must undergo
changes, as they have already changed in response to other social de-
mands niade upon them for a generation past. Comprehensive voca-
tional assistance through specially trained teachers and other must
become a part of the new machinery of serviceservice which should
begin in the elementarygrades and continuc at least to the period of
young manhood and womanhood. This seems to be the conviction of
thoughtful people everywhere.

There are committees with no very deep conception of their dukies.
Critics of the Board of Trade point, to them as arguments against the
entire scheme. It is true that some committees and.some:bureaus
do the perfunctory and conventional work of superficial advising and
job finding. Bit it is hardly just to indulge in weeping condemna-
tion because there is lack of vision and understanding in particular
instances. The best of the committees know that the school age
must be raised, that volunteer advisory service must at least bo reen-
forced by the responsible service of the paid specialist, that oppor-
tunitie for vocational training must be indefuiitely extended, that
young workers should attend compulsory, daytime vocational and
oiler educational courses, and that no young people should be em-
ployed except through the direction and with the guidance and super-
vision of juvenile advisory committees.

The questien is sometimes asked as to the place of the parent in so
comprehensive a plan of helping 5hildren vocationally. Those who
face the facts of modern life know too well how little the parent figures
as ft directive influence under present conditions. The children prac-
tically do all the deciding, the parents even remaining in dense igno-
rance oftentimes as to what their children . are doing. Among the
contributions of the vocational-assistance movements in America,
England, Scotland, and Germany not the least are tin awakening of
an efficacious sense of responsibility on the part of parents and the
fresh guidance resources brought into the home.

X. NOTES ON GERMANY.

Although German literature on the subject of vocational counsel-
ing and the choice of a life career is considerable, and some of it of a
most .thorough and excellent character, there is at the present time
not more than a beginning of distinct and organized activity in this
field. German social enterprise has cencerned itselfothus far largely,
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among other things, with the immense task of establishing the con-
tinuation and part-time school system, which has become a world
model, and the system of labor bureaus which place boys and girls
who seek work.

Nevertheless the schools have not been indifferent to the career
problems, of the children. Before the school-leaving period draws
near, and shortly before the fourteenth birthday, teachers and others
call attention to the various wage-earning opportunities open to the
children. They describe the supplementary training provisions of
the municipality and the procedure in gett,k.ng work through the
labor exchange. In a few cities and towns municipal vocational
information offices have been startedusually in connection with
some well-established agency, such as the statistical bureaufor the
purpose of advising paibents,' children, and teachers as to industrial
conditions, the state of the labor market, and the nature of the
demand for workers. These "consultation hours for parents," so
called, are among the most interesting and promising activities in
the recent German movement for'organized vocational guidance. A
notable instance of this type of work is to be found in the city of
Ilalle, 'where the director of the statistical bureau, Dr. Wolff, has for
several years conducted on his own initiative a department for
vocational counseling. The abundant economic material of the
office is made available to those who seek information as to' the nature
of various employments. Office hours are advertised when 'the
director'or an assistant will be found on duty for vocational coun-
seling.

The schools too, are keenly interested in preventing the children
.46frout becoming careless job seekers, and they take a personal interest
Allr-in directing children to the nearest labor exchange and to other place-

ment agencies. Parents are invited before the children leave school
to attend informal conferences, at which a brief talk is given-to point
out the mischief of drifting into employMent 14hout forethought
and plan. Pamphlets are often distributed showing.what the various
occupations are, a,nd their educational- requirements; also the institu-

--tinns, public and private, which give the required training. Specific
advice is avoided by German teachers, who realize that giving occu-
pational information is the work of a specialist and that people unpre-
pared for this task should not assume the serious responsibility it
entails. The school authorities nevertheless endeavor to use their
influence in securing attendance of the leaving'children at the labor
bureau until they have been placed.

Once started in employment, the boy, and in some places the girl,
will be required to attend the appropriate continuation or part-time
vocational school for two or three years four or. six hours a week.
If the boy is in mercantile work he will go to a commercial school, .

at,
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and if in industry he will attend courses dealing with the practical or
related theoretical work of his trade. For that army of children who
are in unskilled callings classes are formed to give instruction in
subjects common to a large group of miscellaneous occupations and
helpful also in developing character and citizenship.

The question as to what further instruction a boy or girl is to receive
is settled by the nature of the employment undertaken. Therefore,
it is not the choice of a career which confronts the average German
Schoolboy, but the question as to how well he will do the work he is
almost destined for., To be sure, the children have some choice as
between entering the ranks of he skilled or the unskilled pursuits, the
latter paying children, as is everywhere the ease, relatively more attrac-
tive wages than the former. But for the most part, the social and eco-
nomic, position of the children settles the general class of employments
which they are likely to go into.

In this fact lies the explanation for the absence thus far in Ger-
many of a scheme of guidance comprehensive and supported by law.
Guidance, it has been thought, was a somewhat. needless procedure
in the case of young pebple whose career was more or lea's a predeter-
mined matter. Recent events show the discontent of thinking Ger-
mans with such a mischievous assumption and the situation which it
has created. Maw towns are distributing occupational handbooks
and a large number of social agencies are working for organized
schemes of vocational information and guidance to precede the
employment stage.

Certain far-reaching changes in industrial conditions have brought
about the new demand for vocational guidance. Germany's most
successful part:time vocational schools are to be found where
factory system ha..4 not yet transformed the old-time methods of p
duction. In southern Germany, where shops employing from 10 to 50
workers are the preyk.lent type, apprenticeship is still a possibility.
Individual skill counttik much where the worker is not altogether
a process or an automatic worker. Initiative and manual- dexterity
find scope in the small shop, where often a varietyof tasks are,,to be
performed by an individual. This is not the case in the factory-
dotted areas of north Germiny.

The part-time school as a State enterprise in apprenticeship train-
ing is only a logical continuation of the system which, the employers
themselves not very long ago supported in self-interest and managed
as part of their function.

But in the rapid changes, from small to large methods of prOuc-
tion, from a rural and semirural to an urban and mobil3 population,
and with increasing subdivision of labor, an apprenticeship system
can not alone meet the needs of thousands of yOung people facing the
wage-earning life. Nor does the apprenticeship sysiem, even ,though
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supplemented b'y the vocational school, assure a right start in life for
all classes of children. Criticism has therefore grown in volume, and
in the public addresses of leading German economists, educators, and
social workers will be found cogent arguments for the establishmunt
of supplementary guidance plans to help children and parents.

Despite the admirable placement and training provisions to be
found in a number of German States, the fact remains that there
is an unregulated and menacing drift of young people into trades,
a drift which causes oversupply of workers in some industries,
while in others there is a scarcity of workers. The economic results
of this chaos have been pointed out at recent conventions of econ-
omists and labor organizations, The probable breakdown of train-
ing provisions and a condition of chronic unemployment and
underemployment for a large percentage of the workers are the
consequences. Thinking Germans no longer rely on the law f
supply and demand to work magic in correcting the maladjustment,
The tendency on the part of those leaving school to make straight,
for the immediately profitable unskilled occupatio threatens the
efficacy and appeal of the vocational school. In e trade and labor
census of 1907 there were 350,000 young people n )ted as employed in.
miscellaneous callings, aside from the familiar trades. Of these not
more than about 150,000 had had any vocational training, the rest
being employed as helpers, in no need of specific efficiency training.

1, There is no reason to believe that the number of such neglected
factors in the working population has diminished. On the contrary,
all indications point not only to an increase in their number, but
to the possibility of a majority of young workers finding themselves
before many years in the ranks of the blind-alley workers. Neither
well-disposed individuals nor local communities are strong enough
to deal with a situation whose roots are deep and wide. For this
reason a 'lumber of experiments have been undertaken for the purpose
of trying out what it is hoped may lead tea State-wide or Federal
plan for vocational guidance.

Of late years, in Munich and in Pforzheim, parents, teachers,
physicians, and officers of the labor bureau and labor unions have
cooperated in conferences for the purpose of emphasizing the
thoughtful selection of life work and of calling attention to 'less
familiar and to overcrowded trades. Several labor organizations, too,
have attempted a counseling service, but with little success, owing..
to their inability to give this work the time and resources which it
requires. In 1908 the Halle bureau of statistics, already mentioned,
opened its office evenings to information seekers. The schools
were notified of the bureau's readiness- to give information as to
wages, conditions, and apprenticeship requirements of the various
industries in the city. A secretary now keeps records of the advice

41a.
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given and endeavors to follow the progress of the children who
have been counseled. The local labor bureau, of course, mediates
in placing the children. The organizer of this experiment, Dr. Wolff,
believes that the child's'catural counselors, the parents, are often
too busy and too little informed as to the nature of the various
employments to be effective adVisers. Parents' consultation hours
were therefore established in the director's office to enable fathers
and mothers to discuss with experts the vocational problems of their
children. The consultation office has been open also to adults who
sought information about various trades and conditions. The work
has developed beyond the stage of mere information giving, definite
suggestions being now given to young applicants, based on the
bureau's study of their educational equipment, health, personal
inclinations, and the finanCial condition of the family. When the
decision is finally made by the parent and child, the help of the
bureau is sought in securing an opening, and especially an appren-
ticeship opportunity for the boy. Private agencies and individuals
are often enlisted in the search for a promising place. The bureau
of statistics endeavors to keep its advisory material fresh by.frequent
study of the labor market, of demand and supply, and the-promising
avenues of employment. A record is kept of employers who will
cooperate in an apprenticeship agreement. Various trades and.
comnwre.ial organizations have been enlisted in,assigning members to
give public lectures on the various trades, businesses, add pro-
fessions. In 1908, the year of opening, 27 applicants made use of
the Halle consultation hours; 54 in 1909; 79 in 1910; and 104 in
1911. The range of visitors to the office has now grown to include
a large number of business men, manufacturers, teachers, and public
officials who desire help in a large variety of occupational problems.
Of 264 individuals counseled during the first three years of the con-
sultation' hours' service, us had had only elementary schooling,
while the others were distributed among the higher schools. Two-
thirds of all who applied were 14 years of age or under. Eighty -five
were started in life under apprenticeship arrangements.

Halle has not neglected_ its girls. Consultation hours for girl
apprentices have been started by a body of public- spirited women,
while the task of starting girls as domestic servants is looked after
by the housewives' association of the city. Halle's example has been
followed by half a dozen other cities, the statistical buieaus, which
in Germany represent a high type of efficiency, -usually acting as
centers of vocational information for schools, parents, and children.

At the conventions held (luring recent years by associations of,
labor-exchange officials, of economists and social workers, notably
those held in. Dusseldorf in 1910, and more recently in Breslau and
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Elberfeld, the papers which attracted particular notice were thoie
advocating municipal vocation bureaus.

This proposal has,berne fruit., for we find similar recommendations
appearing in the political platforms of various parties, especially in
relation 'to social policies for cities and towns. In August, 1913,
Dusseldorf opened a guidance office for the city and surrounding
districts, accompanied by placement bureaus for apprentices. Frank-
fort is carrying on a series of motion-picture lectures showing the
various employments, the object being to interest boys and girls in
thinking about their future vocations. The Berlin labor-bureau
central office cUnducts public motion-picture shows with a like
purpose, the first of these having been given in May, 1913. In
1912 the Leipzig manufacturers, association started a guidance
bureau for y g people. In this enterprise they have not had the
support of thrworkingmen, for one reads in their organ, the Leipzig
Labor Daily (Leipziger Volkszeitung) of May 14 and 15: "The
vocational-guidance bureau ought not to be in the hands of an
employers' organization until we secure a very effective jaw for the
protection of 'apprentices against overwork and underpay;" and
"Such bureau should be a State or municipal institution."

;Tile are other advisory offices throughout Germany, too numer-
ous indeed to record in this brief survey of significant beginnings in
organized vocational guidance inspired by social service tints.
Some of these offices are supported by philanthropic societies, some
are connected with established chanties, some are employers' deivices
to get more suitable employees, and others are slight experiments
looting to a public undertaking of the work.

' e vocational guidance service of some of the German labor
bureaus has been so excellent, that a brief account of their work will
be of interest. In St rassburg, since 1902, the municipal labor bureau
has endeavored with the official support and direction of labor or-
ganizations and the.lchatnber of commerce, to start boys iii life as
well as possible. The control committee is made up of employers
and employees from various uccupations of the district. This com-
mittee seeks information as to suitability of the employers who
announce the vacancies. All boys who are about to leave school,
whether with week in prospect or not, are obliged to report them-
selves with their parent to the labor bureau, the school officials tak-
ing pains to secure this attendance. The teacher distributes cards
to be filled in by all the boys and girls leaving the elementary schools,
and their parents are summoned for an evening conference with the
school authorities, who explain the purpose of the cards. Withiti a
few days the. cards must be taken to the labor bureau. E boy at
leaving time is examined by the health officer as to hysical
condition, and notes are entered upon the boy's card. card is
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examined by the labor bureau officials, as well as by employers' com-
mitted. All boys and girls report back regularly withtheir con-
trol cards until they have been placed as suitably as circumstances
permit. To help in cases where poverty would force an unwise
choice of employment, scholarship grants, or subsidies, have been
started with Government aid, and there are other instances of special
financial assistance to start the boy properly.

The Munich labor bureau, like that of Strassburg, just described,
works in intelligent cooperation with the school department. The
boys go out of school to a large variety of apprenticeship openings,
such as mechanics, bakers, locksmiths, woodworkers, etc. They
are carefully examined medically. Every effort is blade to prevent
waste and drifting- in undertaking employment. The German
people have a horror of waste in any form, particularly the waste
due to 'int emit tent employment. Everywhere vocational it ice
stresses the importance of preparation for permanent work.

Germany, like England and our own country, is not without its
grievous problems of child labor. Not all the children can avail
themselves of the advice given; and there are instances enough of
parents who are ignorant and irresponsible. Efforts toward better
regulation of juvenile employment, the raising of the compulsory
school age, and the prohibition of certain employments to minors are
energetically going forward. Nevertheless, Germany has laid
foundations of social and educational policy which are of immense
assistance in the present efforts for vocational guidance. It is a
truism in German educational thought, that no occupation, whatever.
may be its character or problems of organizations, can be permitted to
go on indifferent to the developmental needs of its young workers.
Compulsion has long been looked upon. at least in some parts of
Germany, as the foundation of success in any scheme of training
young workers. This principle is becoming the universal practice
in the Empire. Influenced by this., there are advocoes of a like
policy with respect to the start in life of tire boys anti girls; that is
to say, while decision niustadway necessarily he a free act, and besides
ihs free act of parent and child, there should be suitable provision,
publicly supported, for the supplying of vocational information nd
expert guidance to young people who are headed for employgent.
While the industrial field is an object of special emphasis with the
lea in the German movement, there is no failure to recognize the
fact at such guidance is indispensable to all career seekers, whether
in the professions, commerce; trades; or Government service.-

When contrasted with the widespread organization of counseling
service in the United Kingdom, the foregoing account of German
beginnings would seem to indicate &rather tardy recognition of the
problems which confront 043 school children at the transition stage.
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Such impression would not do justice to the facts. The try is
that in no other country is there. a larger body of intellectu aders
who have been thinking deeply on this transition problem. Uni-
versity professors, recognized authorities in social and civic affairs,
distinplished economists, party leaden:, publicists, and men and
women at the forefront of advance move. tents in the Empire are
among the conspicuous participants in the Iveginnings which this
chapter has only briefly sketched.

XI. SCHOOL AND EMPLOYMENT.

Some of the instructive experiments by school and other agencies
abroad have now been described and their social bearing noted.
This final chapter will attempt to suggest an outline for an American
school policy with respect. to the relation of our schools to the start
in life of their children, profiting so far as possible by the lessons and
cautions of foreign experience. In the absence thus far in this
country of considerable experience in connecting schools with em-
ployment and in organizing safeguards for the start, in life, it is of
course obvious that little more than a tentative draft of a policy
and of the possible next. steps can be ventured; yet .for all that
actual practice may suggest in the way of detail, machinery, and
administration, there are certain principles, fundamental to any
service connected with the start in life. Experienced social workers,
educators who make their school w ic function as social service, and
efficient workers connected with the movements for vocational
guidance and education are in no doubt as to the need of taking the
next. steps and as to what at least one or two Of these gteps should be.

To competent students of the problems consictered in this study,
is clear that a thorough scheme of vocational advising and of

training necessarily involves provisions for placement, for supsair0
vision, and for methods of organized study which are calculated to

. yield material for enlightening public opinion and for legislative
action. Vocational service of any kind is so large an undertaking
that specialized phases of it may well occupy the whole time of any
organization, but it is submitted that any schenie of Voeational
service which does not in some way come in direct contact, with the
problems connected with the actual start in life of youth is in danger
of findiog itself an unreal undertaking, busied with lifeless abstrac-
tions regarding shadowy beings, instead of men, women, and
children.

. Participation, then, is here advocatell as fundamebtal to any
successful scheme of vocational service; such participation as we
know, to be the best feature of. the neighborhood worker's activities.#
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Contact with the practical world insures that salutary concreteness
of criticism and appraisal which sound growth requires. Some
personal touch with boys and girls and men and women, and the
trying out of one's theories and capacities as a vocationed counselor
in real experience, are the key to successful vocatibnal assistance.

Workers in the fields of vocational education and guidance, there-
fore, whether they be in vocational schools, labor exchanges, advisory
committees, or vocational guidance enterprises, are expected to face
their task from two standpoints when helping young people to a start
in life. They are forced, necessarily, to deal with the working world

ias they find it, and they ore equally obligated to llty4le their work
with an ideal of what ought to be the conditions. A knowledge of
existing conditions is the foundation of the daily, personal service,
which a vocational agency is called !upon to rehtler; but witheut the
corrective of a social vision any vocational scheme, whatever may
be its immediate practical benefits, can hardly be regarded as an
important instrument of human conservation. The knowledge here
suggested can not be based on mere fragmentary accumulation of
many kinds of occupational details, gathered in the course of visits
to work places; it must he knowoledge founded on organized data
gathered ty the specialist trained in the technique of vocational in-
vestigation. The vision and ideal here suggested must not be a
vague and futile longing for something different. but- an intelligent
purpose founded on clear sight of a goal, and expressing itself in
aieressive and telling ways.

It is now trite to say that school life is shluply ended at,the option
of children who go to work as, soon as the law will let them. Like-
wise is it now a truism that this leaving time has been mostly neg-
lected and the children exposed to peculiar dangers. The child's
entry into working life has not been on the whole Jooked upon as a

opecial concern of the school. Individual teachers and school
principals have alwitys, doubtless, taken an' interest in individual
children, or even in entire classes. But, Outside a few cities in this
country, one will not find any systematic and worth-while effort
compile and interpret, the work histories' of children who have left
school for employment; and few indeed are the agencies which con-
cern themselves with the transition problems of youth in the abyss
between school and work. There are, to be sure, the vocational
Schools and vocational departments of our high schools; which, as a
matter of course, are more or less active in securing employment for
those whom they have trained. Not many a school has gone beyond
the mere placement stage for its pupils, and not many have seru-
tinizedthe occupations auffi iently to influence their own curriculum.
But if the vocational schools, clorie to work conditions though they
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presumably are, and more pressingly required than other types of
schools to concern themselves with the start in life, have, on the 'whole,
so little organized the machinery and formulated the principles of
service in helping young people during the transition period, what
shall me say as to the public schools generally ?

The children who leave the schools of our country, whether they
graduate or drop out, are obliged to find themselves, somehow or
other, as workers. Thif schools have done little, specifically, to
point the way. In a sense, the schools deserye much praise for the
little..they have been doing toward a vocational start in life; for with
no resources, time, or preparation, their efforts in this difficult field
could only ha e been absurdly inadequate and possibly harmful.
Several causes account for the failure on the part of the public to
support the schools in organizing the much needed start-in-life
service. In the first place, the schools have been kept so busy with
what is called preparing for life, that the teachers have been given no
leisure foc more active contact with that life. On the whole, the
American public has not called too vigorously for such vital partici-
pation on the part of the teachers, In fact, the situation has not
been greatly encouraging to that growing number of tieachers who
are disheartened over much of the present lifeless routine of fitting
for The community has been, on the whole, too little alive to
the moral hazards and the hard perplexities which the young job
seeker experiences. Finally, a persiStent idea regards.work seeking
and employment as a private concern of the individual, and the
employment bargain and all that follows it as nothing more than the
personal affair of the bargaining parties.

Now our best practice and belief continually belie this obsolete
notion. That society feels its vital stake in all that attaches to the
employment contract, particularly of minors, is abundantly demon-
strated by the great variety of protective measures going forward,
such a9 school-working certificates, health and factory inspection,
licensing rules for employment agencies, and the increasing- number of
child-labor laws and of State-aided vocational toiningopportunities.

The English system of 'juvenile advisory committees rests on a
clear recognition of society's duty to protect and befriend its young
work beginners. The increasing importance of school people in the
work of these committees is suggestive of the place which the schools
will occupy in the near future as guardians of the adolescent.

From two directions the schools are compelled more and more to
consider their relations to the start in vocation. On the one hand,
the movements for vocational training andguidance bring the school
face to face with the occupational world; on the other, the organiza-
tion of the labor-market through public employment offices, a field

218106-14-,--9
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in which we have been thus far lamentably backward, will oblige
the schools to work out a policy with respect to these agencies. As
yet: few States maintain public employment offices; but,- doubtless,
there will be many more, as the wastefulness of present work-seeking
methods is realized. Nevertheless, not many schools will he satisfied
merely to refer their leaving children to a near-by public employment
office, with no voice, oversight, or power.

To a considerable degree the success of vocational guidance and
training efforts is conditioned by the thoroughness of their articu-
lation with working conditions.and with social movements. Within
* well-defined sphere of its own in the school system, vocational
service is of the utmost value. It endeavors to help pupils to self-
kn6wledge, and to reconstruct school ptograms in order that they
may more sensitively minister to the self-discovery and economic
needs of different pupils. Vocational surviceboth guidance and
training are here includedis an instrument for talent saving, and
for interpreting school life in terms of ca..eer building. In its larger
relationships, however, vocational service is only one phase of the
social organization of school and vocation. It introduces into
education the motive of the life career and the idea of fitness of the
individual, apart from class or group; it introduces into employment
the idea of fitness of the task, and appraises the occupations in terms
of career valuei as well as social worth.

The passing of the labor exchanges act was facilitated by the belief
that a personal advisory service in connection with work seeking
would help lessen the waste due both to job hunting and to inisern ploy-
ment. No little addition to theolume of unemplqmorit collier; from
what 11r. W. H. Beveridge, director of the labor exchanges, le tills
"qualitative maladjustment." No more promising institution than
the public school exists to undertake the task of qualitative vocational
adjustment. Tho question arises as to whether the public-school
system would best undertake alone to deal with the start in voca-
tion or leave it to other agencies; while reserving for itself the task
of providing for needs which arise in the course of employment, such
as further training opportunities. It is submitted that the schools
will have to concern themselves, actively and dominantly, with every
phase of the vocational start in life. Is the average school system
ready to undertake this new and enormously difficult business 4 It
is not. Indeed, so little is it prepared to do this work at the present
time that a hasty undertaking of it would probably indicate a lack of
understanding. It is doubtful, in the first place, if a school depart-
ment can alone effectively organize the labor market for young
. workers. The prOnouncements on this subject by Scotch and
English authorities,. given in preceding 'chapters, are convincing.
On the whole, experience seems to support the proposition that the

lk
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school system is not the most suitable agency to attempt the organ-
ization of the labor market for the young, and the correlative propo-
sition that the carrying on of juvenile employment agendas without
control over them by the school, is not in the best interests of the
children.

It. is assumed that work seeking in this country will more and more
be under the direction of the public through State or possibly municis
pal agencies; for we are almost the only advanced industrial country
to continue the present demoralizing chaos of an unorganized labor
market. Vublic labor bureaus, when rightly managed and properly. understood, are capable of considerably larger services than labor
registration, important though this is. Developments in the best of
these bureaus in England and in Germany promise-a new type of civic
center and agency for industrial betterment. Everywhere the best
practice is to separate the juvenile from the adult departments of
these bureaus, and the girls' from the boys' departments. More and
more the young Work-seekers' problems are being treated as some-
thing distinctly different from those of adults. We are confronted,
then, with the need of not only organizing placement provisions for
the young, but, in addition, a comprehensive instrument of social and,
educational protection.

The public school must remember the fact that rimarily,
an educational institution with social aims.. a century
of child-welfare effort and experience has taught the lids of work-
ing children, the schools can, least of all, afford to ign . More than
any other institution, the school must stand for a high milieu= of
protection for all children. It LS not to the credit of our schools
that, on the whole, they have been unaware of a situation which
many an employer has known for some time, and this is, theeconomic
uselessness of children from 14 to 16. Schools have sometimes been
willing to plunge hits" small or large employment schemes as if full-
time work were the right thing fyr growing children.

Of the pnblic schools, more than of any other institution, public or
private, we have the right to expect a clear vision and a determined
stand with respect to the interests of childhood andyouth. PriVate
societies do and may, by way of experiment, make concessions and
compromises in order to carry out their various purposes, but in the
practice of the public-school system we look for exemplification of
the permanent principles which shduld control all the activities in
which young people find themselve,

There- are three distinct aspects of the problem of adolescent
employment: The educational, economic, and social. Through
extension of vocational training opportunities, and especially through
the provision for prevocational schools, which, when their ;purposes
are better understook will become self-discovery schools, and as suet
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afford young people and their teachers a most important basis for
/ 'vocational guidance, the schools are beginning to deal with the first

pf the three aspects named.
As public labor offices grow in number, the economic side of the

problem will be given at least a preliminary treatment. This will ho
not more than preliminary, however, for a juvenile employment
department is, notwithstanding general opinion, a placemeill agency
only secondarily. It is in facing the third or social aspect of t1Ztii tire
problem that we find the basis for satisfactorworganization.

This proposed social basis for juvenile labor organization is intended
not so much to protect the boy worker or girl worker under 18 against
employers as against themselves. The greatest difficulty in dealing
with the boy who is about to leave school for work lies in the fact that
he regards himself as a worker who has outgiown the learner. Not
until disastrous experience has overtaken many of those children
do they begin to realize how much a learning attitude would have
meant in building a career. A largo part of this 'difficulty is due
to leaving the question of the boy's future unconsidered until school-
leaving time.

As we do things piecemeal in this country, we are likely to find in a
number of places a vocation bureau in the schools, with perhaps a
number of vocational training classes; a separate employment bureau
of the city or State to which boys are sent or drift; and perhaps a
private or semipublic advisory body with no real power, making
futile efforts to help the troubled children with a disorganized machin-
ery of service.

We need to write into the hew establishing labor oflices that a
juvenile department shall be managed by a central executive com-
mittee -appointed by the school system, which committee shall be
made up of school people, employers, social workers, and employees,
to advise as to the school vocational guidance and training activities
on the/ one hand,ab.nd manage the occupational research and place-

, ment supervision activitieb of tho labor bureau on the other. This
committee should be empowered, through health officers and other
trained specialists, to study children; to take them out of work
-places, if need be; "Ind through scientific investigations to list occu-
pations from the viewpoint of oppcktunity as well as their manifold
reactions on the worker. Children under 16 are to be under train-
ing, part time at least, until the public is ready to care for their entire
14 to 16 year period.

From what has been said regarding the duties of a juvenile em-
ployment, agency, with its suggested two-fold powers, namely, close
supervision of the vocational activities of the school system and con-
trol over placement and its associated fbatures, it is clear that "em-
ployment agency" is a misnomer. Perhaps a better name for such a
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body and agency would be the " vocational service bureau." . Service,
intelligent, deliberate, and coordinated with the work of all exist-
ing 01:Building agencies, is indeed the main business of an employ-
ment office for minors. There aro problems connected with such
employment of the greatest importance to the public, and, on these.
we have little or no information. These are the amount of juvenile
underemployment, misemployment and unemployment; the causes
of maladjustment and how far training and what kind of training can
lessen these causes; and the specific, thoroughly analyzed require-.
ments of the occupations. To enlighten the public as to these mat-
ters and secure such constructive legislation as may be necessary is
perhaps the most far-reaching work Which such a service bureau can
do. It is not difficult to conceive that a public enterprise which com-
bines help to groping youth with social planning will in time have
laid foundations of a service which will safeguard, strengthen, equip,
and inspire boys 'and girls for their appropriate work to an extent
nowhere as yet to be found.
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3. Trade school enqutry-a further report, June, 1910.
4. Discussion on shove at Manchester summer meeting, 1910.
b. Compulsory attendance at evening clause. Dismission opened by Mr. Sidney Webb, Forts-

ary, 1909
Veditz, C. W. A. Child labor legislation in Europe. Washington, Government

printing office, 1910. 413 p. (U. S. Bureau of labor. Bulletin no. 89.)
Webb, Sidney and Beatrice. English poor law policy. London, Longman,

Green & co., 1910. 379 p. (7/6n.)
History of trade unionism. London, Longman, Green & co.

- Industrial democracy. London, LOngmans, Green & co.
The prevention of destitution. London, Lougmans, Green & co., 1911.

348 p. (61-n.) 7
The state and the doctor. London, Longman?, Green & co., 1910. 278 p.(6/-n.)

Whitehouse, John H., ed. Problems of hoy lif.". London, P. S. King &Jon, 1012.
342 p. (10/-6n.)

Yearbook of social progress 14. 1912. London, Nelson. 1912. 618 (2/-nS.-
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PICRIODICAL8.

Ackland, A. R. D. and others. Letttr on boy 4thour and unemployment. School
government chronicle, May 7, 1910. (3d. weekly.)

Published at 2 and t Tudor Street, London, e. c.
Adler, Nettie. State and local care of adolescents. School government chronicle,

April 16, 1910.
Tiede schools fur girls. Women's industrial news, January, 1911. (6d.)

Publishoci by Woman'S Industrial council, London:
Baggalay, F. W. Child labour in factories and workshops. Economic review, July

15; 1909. (31 -:.)
Blackman, H. Industrial education. Clare market review. (6d.)
Blair, R. Trade schools., School government chronicle, September 30, October 7,

14,28, 1911. (3d. each.)
Aplind alley employment. The Times (London February 11, 1912. (3d.)

Also in numbers for July 1, 1513, and September 2, 19T3.
Board of trade labour exchanges. Board of trade labour gazette. (Monthly, ld )

Gives monthly returns, showing statistics of bey and girl labour. The Gazette is published by
Wyman & sons, London.

Bray, R. A. Apprenticeship: Old and new. Local government revie, January,
1910, p. 117-119. (1/-.)

The apprenticeship question. Economic journal, v. 19. September, 1909.
(5i

do Bruin, Elizabeth. Industrial training for girls. English woman, May, 1912.
(1/-.)

Care committees. Where are we now? School child: September-October, 1912.
(Id.)

Chamberlain, Norman. Labour exchanges and boy labour. Economic review,
October 15, 1909, p. 400-409.

Charity organization review (London). See Index.
Chesser, Elizabeth S. Half - timers in the factories. Westminster review,dilctober,

1909. (2/6.)
Choice of employment schemes. ,Notes on the Edinburgh system. School govern-

ment chronicle, January 7, 1911.
Clare market review (London). Se Index.
Colt, 11, S. Golf caddies. Birmingham street children's union a e, Septem-

ber, 1910. .
Cunningham, B. Apprenticeship. Charity organization res eiv, July, 1905. (Gd.)
Davies, Maud F. Continuation schools for country boys girls. Crusade (supple-

ment), June, 1911. (Id.)
Crusade (London) is the organ of the National committee for the prevention of destitution.
School care committees. School hygiene, February, 1910. (6d.)
School care committees: Their present work and probable future. Progress,

July, 1910. (6d.)
Dearle, N. B. Boy laboult. Clare market review, February, 1912. (6d.j
- The organization of boy labour. Clare market review, June, 1910. (Gd.)
Deutsch, Julius. Child labour. International, February, 1909, p. 180-186.
Drake, Barbara. The duties of a care committee. Crusade, November, 1911. (Id.)
Education magazine. Su numbers for November 7, 14, 1913.
Elliott, Sir Charles. School care committees in London. School child, February,

1910. (Id.)
State feeding of school children. Nineteenth century, May, 1909. (2/8.)

Elliott, W. H. II. Care committee ideals. School child, April, 1910.
Garbutt, T. Half-time labour. School hygiene, March, 1910. (6d.)
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Gibb,. It. G. Skilled employment and apprenticeship conunittees in England.
Progress, July, 1908. (6(1.1

Gordon, Mrs. Ogilvie. Juvenile employment 6umans. Contemporary review, June,
1911. (2/6.)

Juvenile employment a.hangee. Wumon'a industrial news, January, 1912.
Pubis...lux:1 by Women's industrial council, London. (bd.)

Trade schools and occupations of boys and girls. School government chron
isle, March 8, 1913. -. 4

Greenwood, Arthur. Blind alley labour. Economic joullid, June, 1912.
Continuation schools. Grueackr(supplement), June, 1911.

--- Juvenile labour problems. Child. October, 1911 (2,-- 1 ,
The organization of the juvenile labo* market. Progress, April, 1911. (6d.)
and Kettlewell, John E. Sonic state e+ of juvenile employment and un-

employment. Journal of the Royal Statistical society. 75: 744-753, Jtine, 19)2.
(2!6.)

Heywood, T. Child labour in factories. Journal of Institute of public health,
November, 1910.

Hind, 0. XV. Juvenile street trading. Shaftesbury magazine, November, 1910.
(Id.)

liornsey juvenile advisory employment committee. School government chronicle,
September 10, 24, 1910. (3d. each.)

Iselin, H. The story of a care committee. Econom um, January, 1912. .(3;-.)'vr....-
Jackson, Cyril. Apprenticeship and the training ,:,,S__ workman Edinburgh re-

view, October, 1912, p. 411-27. (6j-.)
Jones, Thomas. tnetnployment, boy labour, and continued achication Socialist

review, January, 1909, p. 8.7)7-70. (fsl.)
Juvenile labour exchanges and apprenticeship bureaux in Germany. Contemporary

review, August, 1913. .

Lawrence, A. Swan. The children's minimum. Crusade, October, 1912. (id.)
Lesser, E. Boy labour and unemployment. Toynbee record, March, 1909. (Id.)
- - ('are committees in relation to juvenile labour. School child, March, 1912.

(Id.) '
Lewis, A. D. - Half-time labour. Crucible, December 29, 1909. (1/3.1
Lightbody, W. H. Problem of unskilled labour. Economic review, October 15,

1909, p. 423-31. (3,'-.)
Longman, Mary. Children's care committees. Contemporary review, December,

1910. (2/6.)
Marquis, F. I. Care committee work in Liverpool. School child, February, 1913.

(1d.)
Marshall, M. E. Labour exchanges and juvenile employment. Women'? industrial

.news, July, 1911.
. Published by Womon's industrint COnnen, Landon. (rd.)

Medley, K. Van-boy labour. Economic review, January, 1911. (3/-.).
Mundella, A. J. Labour exchanges and education. School government. chronicle,'

December 3, 10, 1910.
Letter on "Labour exchanges and education." School government chronicle,

August 13, 1010.
Mr. Mundella ft secretary of the National education essoctatIcel.

Myers, J. M. The juvenile side of the National labour exchange. School child,
May, September, and October, 1910. (1d. each.) . -

Ogden, B. E. F. Care committee work in Liverpool. School child, March, 1913.
. (1d.) .

Paseona, James.' Skilled employment committees. Charity organization review,
July, 1907. (6d.)
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Peechy, E. P. A girl's after school training and its aims. Parents' review, December,
1909. (6d.)

Pelham, H. B. After-care committees. Birmingham street children's union maga-
zine, February 19H.

Street trading by children. School child, June, 1910. (ld.)
Player, lIildu D. Medical inspection and juvenile employment. Labour woman,

May, 1913.
Pub. by the National women's labour lesgue,3 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W. C. (3d. monthly.)

Pror.,. of parenthood by proxy. Graphic, January 7, 1911. (Gd.)
Rittermaster, D. B. Unemployment and boy labour. St. George, January, 1907.

Russell, C. E. B. Home office schools and juvenile street trading. Charity organiza-
tion review, November, 1910. (6d )

Sadler, M. E. Report of lecture on compulsory continued education, to the Fabian
education group. Fabian news, v. 21, no. 2, January, 1910. (Id.)

Sheffield, Lord. Half-time labour. School hygiene, March, 1910. (6d.)
Stone, H. W. J. Labour exchange in England. Fortnightly review, October, 1913.
Tawney, R. H. Blind-alley occupations. Women's industrial news, October, 1910.

(6d.)
Economics of boy labour. Economic journal, December, 1909. 5/-.)
The halving of, boy and girl labour. Crusade (supplement), June, 1911.

Townahend, Mrs. Care committees. English woman, April, 1910. ( 1/-.)
The organization of care comdittese. School child, September, 1911. (Id.)

Turner, Ben. Should half-time labour be abolished? Socialist review, March, 1909.
(M.) .

Vassall, Archer. The problem of the average boy. Science progress, April, 1913.
(5/-.)

V. M. A. Supervision of children leaving school. Present situation. School child,
April, 1913. (Id.)

Whitehouse, J. H. The supervision of the employment of young people. Toynbee
record, July-September, 1910. (ld.)

Wright, J. C. Shall apprenticeship be revived? Parent's review, November, 1909.
(6d.)

Yearbook of social progress, 1912. London, Nelson & eons, 1913. (2-n.) p. 334-69,
370-413.

ANONYMOUS.

After-supervision under a London juvenile advisory committee. School child, De-
cember, 1912. (ld.)

Care committee work in Birmingham. School child, March, 1913; April and May,
1913. (ld each.)

Continuation schools and labour. Toynbee record, November, 1909. (1 d.)
The continuing peril of the labour exchanges and their still wasting opportunity.

School government chronicle, July 9, 1910.
Employment of children in street trading. Board of trade labour gazette, July, 1910.

(ld.) -
The labour bureau and the aftercare of scholars. School government chronicle,

June 4, 1910.
The labour exchanges for young people. Sell government chronicle, October 29,

1910.
The local education autherities and the labour exchanges. School government

chronicle, August 13, 1910.
The London juvenile advisory committees. School government chronicle, February

3. 1912.
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New schemes tinder the choice of employment act. School government chronicle,
December 17, 1910.

The peril of the labour exchanges and their opportunity. School government chron-
icle, July 2, 1910.

Revival of.apprenticeship for boys. Cambridge house roagssitme, April, 1910. (6d.)
Published to Cambridge university settlement.

Work on a skilled employment committee. Oxford house magazine, October, 1910.
(6d.)

SPECIAL CHILD NUMBER.

The Christian commonwealth, March 15, 1911. (Usually Id. 6d, back number.)
Times (educational supplement Schools and labour exchanges. November 1,1,10.

(3d.)
Times (educational supplement). School and workt op. Some problems of adoles-

cence. September 6, 1910. (3d.)

ACTS nP PAATIAHENT.

Children's dangerous performances acts, 1879-97. London, Wyman & son. (3d.)
Criminal law amendment act. 1885. London, Wyman & son.' (6d.)
Factory and workshop act, 1901. London, Wyman & son. (11d.)
Employment of children act, 1903. Loudon, (Wyman at eon. (241.)
Prevention of cruelty to children act, 1904. London, Wyman & son. (3d.)
Probation of offenders act, 1907. Loudon, Wyman & son. (2(I.)
Prevention of crime act, 1908. London, Wyman & eon. (2d.).
Children's act, 1908. London, Wyman & eon. (10d.)
Education (Scotland) act, 1908. London, Wyman & eon. (3d.)
Labour exchanges act, 1909. London, Wyman & eon. (Id.)
Education (choice of employment) act, 1910, London, Wyman & sop. (1d.-)
Shops act, 1911. To amend and extend the Shops.regubationOets, 1:,'2 -1904. London,

Wyman & eon. -

Bill to establjah a nit ister of labour for the better organization of the labour market,
for the prevention of unemployment, to regulate, and in certain cases prohibit
child labour, and to establish a general minimum wage fot adult workers, 1911.
(261.) vol. III, p. 773.

REPORTS OF CONFERENCES.

Birmingham education committee. Report of the special subcommittee on the
institution of a juvenile employment burean and care cmnmittees in Birmingham.

Adopted by Birmingham education committee, December 16, 1910.
British association for labour legislation. Report on the employment of children in

the United Kingdom. 2d ed. 1909. 32 p. (3d.)
Christian social union. Report on the employment of boys in the London area.*

London, 1910. 4 p. .;
Committee on wage-earning children. 9th & 10th annual reports, 1910. 11th, 1911.

London, Cooperative printing society.
Imperial education conference. Report, 1911. London,. Wyman & sons. 267 p.

(Cd. 5666.) (11-.)
Contains papers on technkel education, trade, and continuation schools.

Liverpool women's industrial council. Report of an inquiry into the occupations of
girls after leaving elementary schools.

Address of 0ouncil, 8 Bandon terrace, Ltverpbol.
National conference on the prevention of destitution, Papers and proceedings, 1811.

London, PI S. King & eon. (10(8 n.)
- Report of the proceedings, June 11-14, 1912. London, P. 8. Xing & son.

p. b4S. (10/8 n.)
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National Scottish conference on the employment of children and kindred subjects,
laegow, November 5-6, 1909. Glasgow, Scottish council for women's trades.

6d.)
h council for women's trades. Conference on the employment of children.

Report, 1911. (6d.)
United States. Department of labor. Child-labor legislation in Eurol*. Washing-

ton, Government printing office, 1910. (Bulletin no. 89.)
--- Child wage earners in. Great Britain. Washington,' Government

panting office, 1909. (Bulletin no. 80.)
Woman's industrial council. Conference on industrial training for girls. (6d.)

OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS.

Board of education. Annual Report for 1910 of the lief medical officer of health.
Medical inspection, physical condition and training, provision of meals, et..-
London, Wyman & sons. 313 p. (Cd. 5925.) (1;3.)

Consultative committee on attendance, compulsory or otherwise, at continua-
tion schools. Vol. 1. Report & papers, 1909. (Cd. 4757.1 (1/6.) Vol. 11.
Summaries of evidence, 1909. (Cd. 4758.) (1'6.)

Report on the working of the education (provision of meals) act, 1996, up to
March 31, 1909. (Cd. 5131.) London, Wyman & sons. 50 p. (3d.)

Boy labour in the Post office. First report of standing committee, with instructions
issued by the Postmaster general. 1911. London, Wyman & sons. (i'd. 5541.)
18 p. (20.)

Second report of standing committee. 1911. London. Wyman & SOW. (4A.
5755.)

Buckmaster, Stanley Owen. Report on the by-laws made on the 29th of January,
1910, by the L. C. C. under the employment of children act, 1903. ',undo'',
Wyman di sons, 1911. 18 p. (Cd. 5497.) (2}41.)

Chief inspector of factories and workshops. Annual report. 1909 Lontlon, Wyman
& sons, 1910. (Cd. 5191) (2/6.)

- Annual report, 1910. London, Wyman & sons, 1911. (Cd. 5693.) 12/4.)
Annual report, 1911. London, Wyman & eons, 1912. (Cd. 6239.) (2/9.)

Departmental committee on the employment of children art, 1903. London, Wynum
& eons, 1910. Vol. 1. Report. (Cd. 5229.) (2W.) Vol. II. Evidence, etc.
(Cd. 5230.) (4/6.)

Departmental committee on the night employment of male young persona in factories
and workshops. Minutes of evidence and appendices. 1912. London, Wyman
& eons. 289 p. (Cd. 6711. (2/4.) -

Report, 1912. London, Wyman & eons. (Cd. 6503.) (2Id.)
Report, 1913.

Edinburgh school board. Cooperation between the Educational information and
, employment bureau and the Labour exchange. 1911.

Educational information and' employment bureau. Leaflet, circulars. and
forms issued in 1909.

Scheme for the establishment of an educational information and employment
bureau. Adopted by the board, July 20, 1908.

Education (piiiVieion of meals) act, 1906. Report on the working of, for the year
ended March 31, 1910. London, Wyman & eons. 31 p. (Cd. 5724.) (241.)

Handbook for the Ilse of the local advisory committees for juvenile employment in
London. 1913. p..35. (Prepared for the London (central) advisory committee
for juvenile employment approved by the Board of trade under the labor excitanges
.act, 1909.)

Hansard. House of commons debates. 1909 to date.
House Words. 1909 to date.

AN lade= uddasubJect.

,
.
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Interdepartmental committee on phial exemption from school attendance. Vol. I.
Report, 1909. (('d. 4791.) (21d.) Vol. II. Evidence, etc., 1909. (Cd. 4887.)
(2)5.)

Interdepartmental committee on physical deterioration. 1909. Vol. I. Report.
(Cd. 2175.) (1/2d.) Vol. II. Evidence. (Cd. 2210.) (4/1d.) Vol. III. 'Appen-
dix. (W. 2186.) (1/6d.)

14.)our exchauges act., 1909. Special rules with regard to the registration of juvenile
applicants in England and Wales made in pursuance of regulation no. IX of the
general regulations for labour exchanges managed by the Board of trade. 1910.
(Id.)

Loudon county council. By-laws made by L. C. C. under employment of children
act, 1903. (1498), London, P. S. King & son. (Id.) 1912:

-- Handbook containing general information with reference to the work in
connection with the Children's care (central) sub-committim. 1910. Nu.1332.

- --- 2nd ed. Loudon, Southwood Smith, & co., for L. C. C. No. 1556.
154 p. (1/6.)

Handbook of the Council's service and the opportunities afforded to boys for
obtaining adult employment therein. 1910. No. 1346. (6d.)

Preliminary memorandum on the work of children's rare committees, 27th
July, 1909.

Report and resolutions of the Council. (6th April, 1909) and Education
committee (24th March, 1909) with regard to the reorganization of children's
care committees. (Leaflet issued 11th May, 1909.)

- Report of the section of the Education committee appointed to consider the
question of apprenticeships, 1908'. No. 925. (1/-.)

Report on juvenile labour in Germany, and how it is being dealt with, by
Miss Durham. 1910. No. 1358. London, P. S. King & KM: (3d.)

Report on the apprenticeship question in minutes of prcceedings of the
Education committee of the Council on Feb. 24th, 1909. London, P. S. King
& eon. (6d.) -

Meeitontudum by the Board of trade and the Board of education with regard to co-
operation between labour exchanges and local education authorities, exercising
their powers under the education (choice of employment) act, 1910. 1911. (ld,)

Reports and statistics ?egarding continuation classes of central institutions, 1909-10,
and 1910-11. London, Wyman & eons, 1911. (Poet free, 8d.)

Reports, statistics, etc., relating to continuation classes and central institutions,
1910-11, and 1911-12. London, Wyman & eons, 1912. (6d.)

Royal commission on the poor laws and relief of distress. 1909. Report. London,
Wyman & sons. 1238 p. (Cd. 4499.) (5/8.).

Appendix, Vol. XX., Report by Mr. Cyril Jackson on boy labour. 3909.
London, Wyman & sons. 230 p. (Cd.4832.) (3/9.)

Report on Scotland. 1909. London, Wyman & sons.. (Cd. 4922.) (2/8.)
Scotch education department. Mem. on the medical examination and supervision

of schootchildren. Issued 31st March, 1909.
Circular 433. Aug. 10,1910. Continuation, claseses and employment agetceies.

Standing committee on boy labour in the Poet office.- London, Wyman & eons,
1913. 20 p.-

LIST OF W9RKS 1N GERMAN.

Albrecht. Berufsberatung. (SammIting) Rutter und furtschritt, nr. 382-83. Gautsh
b. Leipsig, F. Dietrich, 1911.

Shows the advhablifty of guidance offices, directed by properly instrucukt persons, in contrast
with senice given by employment agencies. In the same publication has appeared: Fuerth, Hen-
riette. Die be Iltigheit des weiblIchen geochlechis und die berufavald der woodchat mit wet.
weimr fer die yr che.
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Altenrath J. Berufswahl u14, lehratellenvermittlung. M. Ghtdbach, Volksverein,
1911.

This treatise gives a very good survey of the development of the apprenticesystem; It treats of
the dincult.es iu unguided choice, and regards organised guidance as the foundation of an up-to-date
apprenticeship movement.

Arbeitemarkt. W. 35 (Jalargang 191 a ),
Bechtold, F. Der volkswirt als ratgeber bei der bent fswahl. In den Volkenvirtschaf t-

lichen blaettern, 1911. N. 11.
Beitraege fur jugendfuersorge. Nuernberg, K. 0. Fischer, 1910. (Jugend filen. eate

und lehrstellenvermittlung.)
Bericht Ober den kaufmlinnischen lehrlingsnachweise der handelerkammer in Bochum

f Or 1911. (Arbeitemarkt jahrgang 15, seite 425. Berlin \V., Georg Reimer. 3:).
Bericht Ober die taetigkeit der lehrstellenvermittlung des staedtiachen arbeiteamtes

Stuttgart. (Arbeitsmarkt jhrg. 15 S. 537.)
Report of the apprenticeship agency of the Stitt tgart labor office from October 1, 1911, to Judy 11,

1912.

Die berufswahl der schulentlassenen jugend. (Sarnmlung) Kultur und fortschrit
Gautzech, bei Leipzig. -

This volume shows hat callings pupils from the towns of Breslau, Wiesbaden, and Berlin hare
chosen on leaving school. The pupils nut only of the lioard awl intermediate schools but also of
higher educational institutions are recorded.

Centralisierte auskunftsetelle f Or frauenberufe.
Berlin gives special information to the parents of girls who leave school, and to all that demand

advice In these matters about vocational geidwice of women, in a speck! office.
Deutscher ausechuse fur technisches schulweeen. Berlin, Charlottenetraeee, 85.
Hahn. Die berufswahl und koerperliche anlagen. Heft II des deutechen Vereins

f Or volkshygiene. Muenchen und Berlin, R. Oldenbourg, 1904.
The author shows t he relation of physique, 9tc., to the vocations. Vocations for the handicapped

are discussed.
Hampke, Th. (Hamburg) Lehrstellenvermittlung.
Handbuch far jugendpflege, berausgegeben von der deutschen centralstelre fiir

jugendfuersorge. Langenealza, Hermann Beyer und (Ohne.
Jahresbericht dee verbandes deutscher arbeitanachweise far 1910 und 191!.. Berlin,

1912.
The apprenticeship work of the Board of workmen (craftsmen) at Breslau from October, 1910, tW

July, 1911. Arbsltsmarkt no. 15, page fly (8. 88).
Die jugendlichen arbeiter in Deutschland. Jena, Gustav Fischer, 1911.
Ksup. Sozialhygienische vorshlaege zur ertuechtigung uneer jugendlichen.

Berlin, C. Heymann, 1911.
The most interesting chapter ls the second. School medical inspection, supervision, and instils.-

Uon are discussed. What England and a large number of German cit les have done on this subject
Is described. The author pleads for the activity of the school doctor not only in behalf ofpupils in
school, but also when they have left it. They ought to give regular reports about the health of the
pupils, and these should lie an swential help in the question of life work.

Dee lehrlingewesen und die berufserziehung dee gewerblichen nachwuchses. Berlin,
C. Heymann, 1912.

A report of the fifth conference of the Publics statistical officers, July 19-20,1912, In Elberfeld. Con-
tains also discussions. The report is written by Dr. Altenrath, of Berlin. The address of II. Wold,
of Halle, deals with vocational guidance and agencies for apprenticeship.-

Lehrstellenvermittlung und arbeitsuachweise der hiradwerkskammern and innun-
gen, 1909, bearbeitet vim deutsehen handwprks- und gewerbekammertag.

Levy-Rothenau, Josephine. Die deutsche frau its beruf. Praktieche mtschluege in
der berufswahl. 3. aullage, Berlin, W. lgoetter.
,Thb third edition gives, like the preceding one, a good description of women's work. As the

director of the board of female vocations of theti mann women's associations, theauthor Lan loadample
opportunity to secure practical data. This book covers the range of women's vocational setivit les,
and treats of the changes of the last few years. Besides the descrIpthe of the training demanded,
the length of special Instruction, expenses, prospects to getting summons, there is a detailed state-
ment of the individual demends, and the mental and physical requirements for the different vocations.
This book is Intended as a guide for parents, women's guidance agencies, the labor offices, agencies for
procuring apprenticeships, social workers, teachers, clergymen, physicians, guardians, etc.
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Manual fur the special care of youth. Ed. by the German central association for the
special care of youth. (Dr. Frida Duersing.)

Corergyrs.L Part T. (a) The young people In She country. (b) The youthful workmen in the
citiesend capitals. (c) The metropolitan girl of the lower class. .(1) The sons and daughters of the
citizens. (o) The students in the colleges and universities. (f) The school girls and. grown-up
daughters of the well-lo-do families.

The psychology of the age of development: Its physiology; Its hygiene.
The young people in the eyes of the law and the state: (a) The minor in private law (adoption;

t he right of guardians); the care of the orphans and professional guardianship. (b) Compulsory edu-
cation. (c) The minor in the penal law. (d) The youthful idler; the vacubond. (e) The minor in
the law of trade. (f) Service In the army and navy. (g) The law shunt unions.

The youth in economic life: (a) The youth as a part o( the population; statistics of births, deaths,
immigration. (b) The young people as a national asset; the cost of degeneration; the cost of infant
mortality. (c) The adolescents in working life: conditions. tai) vocational guidance based on
statistics and school reports.

Training: (a) Pedagogy of the age of transition. (b) Aims, principles, and problems of training
of the men and women of the higher classes (c) The same of the middle and lower classes.

Part II. The special care of youth and its alms: (a) Unions of youth and homes for youth. Exam-'
pie The union of apprentices andvistants of liammerbrook. The Wartburg union of 'Frankfort,
M. (Jugendpflege). Special care or the youth of the Protestant church perish, Kopper, 0. L. The
OW friendly strict y liotenborgNart ('hamburg). The Girls' congregation and the Girls' school for
further Instruction ill llochnenkuer, etc (b) Spacial cure (lugendpflege) for the youth in primary
and in continuation schools. Example The clulp of Berlin for the youth (Schneidemuhl, Krefeld).
(c) Special care fur youth in the largest manufactories (cirohsindustries). Examples Special care
of yolph in lye factories (Fr. Bayer h ('o. at Leverkusen, near Mukelheim on the Rhine). (d) Spe-
cial care fosouth in vocational organizations. ExamplesAdolescents of the German national
union of the assistants of commerce. (e) Other youth organizations. Examples Special care for
youth at. Oberrealsehale in klukelheim and the Ruhe river. (1) Special cure for youth in the admin-
istrative di-rricts of the state. ExampleSpecial care for the youth of the town of Covlitz- Gilesia.

l'art III. buties in the special cure of youth: (a) Religious and moral oar° for youth. (b) Cul-
ture of youth; the theater of youthful actors and for youth; good music in boys' clubs; visits to
museum r. etc. (c) Scientific instruction; special classes and teaching. (d) Exercises in manual
skill. (o) Evenings for pleasure, conrsation, and other recreation: 1. Bodily exercisesGames,
gymnastics, sports. 2. Sports Row nig, sailing, swimming, rescuing, cycling, skating, winter sports.
:1. Walking, military games, dancing, Dalcreze (Prescient exerclses. (0 Vocational guidancelabor
offices. (g) Offices for apprenticeships.

Mischler. Aid for apprentices. Special publications of the I.abor exchange maga-
zine. Wien, 1911.
. The author shows how the town of Gratz (Steiermark) ) has carried out the idea of joining the agency
of training apprentices with the Labor exchange.

Programin der gewerbe- mud handelsschule fuer maedchen in Cassel.
This school prepares girls for trade, household ditties, commerce, and for governess examistt Ions.

. It places the pupils who leave school..
Soziale praxis. Berlin, W. Duncker and Ilumblot.

Gives numerous papers on vocational guidance. No. 21) contains two essays on advising ado-
lescents (minors) in England. German lltloAbliandluag weber die beratung der ingendlIchen bet
der berufowahl In England.

Tauch. Das gewerbliche lehrlingeweeen in Deutschland seit dens zukrafltreten des
hundwerkergesetzos vans 26. Juli 1897, mit besonderor beruecksichtigung Baden's.
Freiburg, Herdereche verlagshaudlung, 1911.

In a general sketch of apprenticeship a chapter Is devoted to cooperation in placement work, and
vocational guidance; labor exchange officers are criticized for lack of personal relation to the parents
and young people with sdhori they coma In contact.

1Volff. Eltemsprechsrtunde and berufswahl der Stadt Balk a. S. Heft 2 0. S. 87.
These papers-show how the town of Balle.providod oonsuking hours for parents; report on progress

is given. In the annual statistical reports in Halle details are regularly reported as to the ago, sex,
schooling, and vocational plans of those who seek advice.

Zucker, Gertrude. (Charlottensburg)Dio beratung bei der berufewahl wit liesonderer
beniecksichtigung der weiblichen jugend.
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Advisory and placement schemes, Edinburgh, 91-113.
Apprenticeship, problem, 119.
Baking and confectionery, classes. Edinburgh, 104.
Berlin, motion-picture shows as aids to vocational guidance, 125.
BibliograpHy, 133-143.
BirMingham, girl labor, 79; juvenile employment e' change 64-65; school care com-

mittees, 65-69, 72-78.
Birmingham education committee, word to parents on juvenile employment, 82-83.
Blind-alley employments, London, 52-53.
Board of Education, circular to loci' educational authorities regafcling choice of

employment act, 16-19.
Board of Trade and, juvenile employment, 12-16; juvenile advisory committee,

44-45; special inquiries, 50-52.
Board of Trade, (labor exchanges), and juvenile employment, 22-31, 90-91.
Boys' Country Work Society, Loniirk, work, 50.
Bristol. juvenile advisory committee, 24-28.
Camberwell, jkkLenile advisory committee, report, 56.
Carpentry and Mitery, classes, Edinburgh, 102-103.
Child-welfare organizations, work, 9.
Claxton, P. 1'., letter of transmittal, 5.
Commerce, instruction, Edinburgh, 105-106.
Continuation classes, Edinburgh, 106-110.
Continuation schools, situation in Great Britain, 55.
Dewsbury, juvenile advisory committee. 27-28; report of factory surgeon, 114-116.
Dreesmaking, classes, Edinburgh, 104-105.
Dusseldorf, Germany, vocational aid, 125.
Edinburgh, advisory and placement schemes, 91-113.
Education (choice of employment) act, 1910, cooperation between labor exchanges

and local education authorities, 20-22; exercise of powers under, 16-19; provisions,
11 12.

Employment and school. experiments, 127-133.
Employment bureau. director's statement, Edinburgh, 110-111.
Employment department, Edinburgh School Board, regulations and suggestions,.

112-113.
Employment of children act (1903), protisifn AY to health, 117.
Engineedng, report of sectional committee, Edinburgh, 101.
England and Scotland, juvenile advisory and placement work, 11-33.
England and Wales, labor exchanges, 12-16:
Evening schools, reorganization, London, 55; tendency to exclusion of children under

seventeen, United States, 118.
Factory and workshops act (1901 and 1907), dales of factory surgeons, 113.
Factory workers, medical inspection, 113-117.
Friends of the poor, London, work, 49.
Germany, vocational aid, 120-127.
Girls, labor, pirmingham, 79.
Glasgow, child-welfare activities, 83-91.
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Gordon, Mrs. Ogilvie, and child-welfare work, 83-91.
Halle, Germany, vocational aid, 121, 123-124.
Health and occupations, 59-61.
Huddersfield, juvenile advisory committee, 28-30.
Industrial training inquiry, Birmingham, form of questionnaire, 70-72.
Ireland, labor exchanges, regulations made by board of trade, 12 -14.
Juvenile advisory committees, Bristol, 24-26; Dewsbury, 27-28; draft rules of pro-

cedure, 55-56; Huddersfield, 28-30; Leeds, 90-31;London, 24, 44-63; Nottingham,
26; placement work, England and Scotland, 11-33; unique to England, 34.

Juvenile employment, circular to parents, Birmingham education committee, 82-83:
Glasgow, 84-91; regulations and special rules, Coard of trade, 12-16.

Juvenile employment committee, Liverpool, 35-43.
Juvenile employment exchange, Birmingham, 64-65,80-81.
Juvenile employment problem, and apprenticeship, 119.
Labor, increasing demand for low skill, 119.
Labor exchanges, board of trade, advisory committees, 22-31; cooperation with local

education authorities, 20-22; general regulations, England, Wales, and Ireland,
12-16.

Labor exchanges act (1909), 12.
Leeds, juvenile advisory committee, 30-31.
Leipzig, Germany, vocational guidance, 125.
Letter transmittal, 5.
Liverpool, juvenile employment committee, as-p.
London, juvenile advisory committee, 24, 44-63.
London County Council, school-leaving form, 57-58; system of care committees, 41.
London County Council on Health, and relation to choice of occupation, 59-61.
Marine Society, London, work, 50.
Medical inspection of factory workers, Great Britain, 113-1
Metropolitan Association for Befriending Young Servants, Itdon, work, 49.
Molders' work, classes, Edinburgh, '102. ,
Motion-picture shows, and vocational guidance, 123.
Munich, Germany, vocational aid, 123-126.
Nottingham, juvenile advisory committee, 26-27.
Occupational welfare, interest of schools in, United States, 9.
Occupations, Birmingham, statistics, 80-81; statistics of juvenile workers, Edinburgh,

98-100.
Occupations and health, 59-61.
Plumbing, classes, Edinburgh, 102.
Pullic schools, duty of, td pupils who drop out of elementary grades, 9-10,
School and employment, experiments, 127-133.
School-care committees, Birmingham, 65-69,72-7k 81-83.
School-leaving form, London, 45-48.
tkotland, child-welfare activities, 83-113. Sea also F,dinburgh; Glasgow.
Scotland and Englind, juvenile advisory and placemiait work, 11-33.
Strasburg, Germany, vocational aid, 125.
Tinwnithing, classes, Edinburgh, 102.
United States, child-welfare organizatigns, activities, 9; occupational welfare of chil-

dren, interest of schools, 9.
Upholstery, classes, Edinburgh, 103-104.
Vocational guidance, Germany, 120-127.
Wales. See England and Wales.
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